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Chapter 1
Introduction
Automatic speech recognition (ASR) refers to processes that enable machinesto map speech signals into sequences of words. A typical ASR system con-
sists of three main building blocks. First, a frontend module that converts the
analogue speech signal into a sequence of acoustic feature vectors. Second, a mod-
ule that converts the sequences of feature vectors into posterior probabilities (or
likelihoods) of a potentially large number of sub-word units. This provides a lattice
which is a description of how the probability of sub-word units change over time.
And third, a backend decoding module that searches for the most probable path
through the lattice, resulting in the most likely sequence of words. With such an
architecture state-of-the-art ASR systems can achieve recognition accuracies that
are close to human performance, at least in conditions where the speech signal is
recorded in a quiet environment. In comparison to human listeners, however, under
more adverse conditions encompassing the presence of environmental noise, com-
peting talker(s), room reverberation, channel distortion, or a combination thereof,
performance of ASR systems drops more severely and more rapidly.
In natural-world situations, sounds are usually interleaved and overlapped in
time and their components are interleaved and overlapped in frequency. Stud-
ies on how humans separate individual sound sources in natural-world situations,
i.e., how they perform auditory scene analysis (ASA), indicate that regularities in
both time and frequency play an important role that cause certain sound sound
components to be perceived as coming from a single source (grouping) or from dif-
ferent sources (segregation) (Bregman, 1994). Also, listening experiments in which
1
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listeners are exposed to artificially corrupted speech signals of which substantial
parts are missing or are masked by noise, revealed that the human auditory system
is able to exploit many different types of cues to recognize the target speech to
maintain quite high recognition rates (Drullman, 1995; van Dijkhuizen et al., 1991;
Festen and Plomp, 1990). Humans even outperform ASR systems in tasks where
semantic predictability is absent, such as in recognizing digit sequences (Meyer,
2013) or phonemes (Meyer et al., 2011).
The main question we address in this thesis is to what extent the performance
of ASR in noisy conditions can be improved by more explicitly incorporating
knowledge about human speech perception in noise.
Over the past 30 years, a large number of methods were proposed and published
in the context of noise robust ASR (Li et al., 2014). Noise robustness can be
achieved either by adding modules to the system, such as modules for noise reduc-
tion (Boll, 1979; Lim and Oppenheim, 1979) and feature enhancement (Stouten
et al., 2006; Raj et al., 1998, 2004), or by modifying each of the modules to be
more noise robust. Examples of the second group of methods include modified
or alternative feature extraction (Hermansky, 1990; Kim and Stern, 2010; Moritz
et al., 2011; Fazel and Chakrabartty, 2012) and noise robust probability estimation
(Cui and Gong, 2007; Gemmeke et al., 2011b; Hurmalainen et al., 2011a; Hinton
et al., 2012).
In this thesis three novel approaches are explored. The first, which we will intro-
duce in Section 1.1, can be considered a feature enhancement technique and in the
other two we propose alternative modules for feature extraction (see Section 1.2)
and probability estimation (see Section 1.3) respectively. In all approaches pro-
posed in this thesis, we consider sparse coding as an effective tool to deal with
signals of which only a small portion is available in an undisturbed form. Such cir-
cumstances are typical for processing speech that is heavily corrupted with noise:
when a significant part of the energy in the time-frequency plane of the signal is
dominated by noise, only a limited part of the original speech signal will stand
a chance to remain (relatively) unaffected. In neurobiology, sparse coding refers
to the representation of objects in the form of a strong activation of a relatively
small set of neurons in the visual (Willmore and Tolhurst, 2001; Olshausen and
Field, 1997) or auditory (Hroma´dka et al., 2008) cortex of a human (or more
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generally, mammalian) brain. In machine learning, sparse coding denotes rep-
resenting data vectors as a sparse linear combination of basis elements (Mallat,
1999; Mairal et al., 2008b). The basis elements can be analytic functions such
as wavelets (Mallat, 1999), basis vectors learned from data (Mairal et al., 2009a;
Aharon et al., 2006) or exemplars (Gemmeke et al., 2011b). Our motivation to use
sparse coding based techniques, is that according to the compressive sensing (CS)
theory (from the field of signal processing), a sufficiently accurate reconstruction
of a signal is possible using the sparse codes computed from a relatively small
portion of the original signal (Candes and Wakin, 2008). Therefore these tech-
niques seem suited par excellence for recognizing words in auditory scenes where
the target speech is obscured by other sound sources.
1.1 Feature enhancement using missing feature
imputation
In the first study, we focus on compensating the effect of noise on feature vectors
of the noisy speech signal. When a noisy speech signal is represented as a power
spectrogram, i.e., a spectro-temporal matrix representation depicting the acoustic
power of individual time-frequency elements, each element can be considered as the
sum of the power of underlying speech and background noise. Since the acoustic
energy of speech and noise will typically be distributed differently over the time-
frequency plane, there are regions in the spectrogram that are dominated by noise
while other regions can still be considered as very similar to (i.e. a reliable estimate
of) the speech power. The noise-dominated regions are considered as missing data
and need to be treated differently from the undisturbed regions. This is called
the missing feature (data) problem for which the solution is addressed in a group
of techniques called missing data techniques (MDT) (Cooke et al., 1997; Raj,
2000). MDT approaches for speech recognition can be divided into two categories:
marginalization (Cooke et al., 2001; Barker et al., 2001) and imputation (Raj et al.,
1998, 2004). Missing feature imputation techniques aim at reconstructing the
noise-dominated elements in the spectrogram using the reliable speech components
and hinges on exploiting the inherent redundancy in the speech signals. In this
thesis we propose a missing feature imputation approach using manifold based
compressive sensing.
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In speech, like in many natural signals, the number of factors causing percep-
tually relevant differences are considered as degrees of freedom and are usually
far fewer than the number of embedding dimensions (i.e. the number of acoustic
features that are observed at each time instant) (Tenenbaum et al., 2000; Tosic
and Frossard, 2011). The degrees of freedom for speech are determined by the ar-
ticulatory constraints of the human speech production system (Jansen and Niyogi,
2013) and the constraints that follow from the limited number of distinctive speech
sounds of a language (Stevens, 2000). Therefore, it may be expected that a set
of particular speech signals resides on a nonlinear manifold of which the effective
dimensionality is much lower than the signal space. In cognitive science, certain
findings are sometimes interpreted as indications that the human brain also relies
on these intrinsic nonlinear manifolds to perceive constancy in perceptual stimuli,
such as images, even though the raw sensory input may be quite variable. It has
been hypothesized that manifolds are stored in the brain as manifolds of stable
neural activity patterns (Seung and Lee, 2000). This leads us to the first research
question of this thesis.
RQ1: To what extent can we benefit from the underlying manifold of speech
to reconstruct the missing parts of an incomplete speech spectro-
gram?
1.2 Human inspired feature extraction
Our motivation for the second study presented in this thesis was to benefit from
the extensive knowledge about the human auditory system and the way in which
humans cope with noise. By doing so, we wanted to narrow (or at least better
understand) the gap between human and ASR performance in noise. Although,
admittedly, there is no empirical evidence about the ways in which sequences of
tonotopic representations are used in the brain as an interface to a putative mental
lexicon, it is conjectured that the mapping of concrete tonotopic representations or
more generalized (or abstract) representations is mediated by an exemplar-based
procedure (Goldinger, 1998). Following this idea, we suggest to use an approach
reminiscent of exemplar-based sparse coding presented in Gemmeke et al. (2011b)
which has already been used successfully for noise-robust ASR on the conventional
Mel spectral features. Sparse coding is able to handle very high dimensional and
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redundant feature representations without the need for dimensionality reduction
procedures that would most likely hamper the distinction between features that
are dominated either by noise or speech. This property enables us to explore the
possibility of estimating sub-word posterior probabilities from feature representa-
tions that have close connections to models of the human auditory system. One
of such models, proposed in Jørgensen and Dau (2013); Jørgensen et al. (2013),
has shown to be quite effective in predicting the intelligibility of speech signals
in many different noisy situations. The model tries to capture the most salient
properties of the peripheral human auditory system. First, it models the frequency
analysis of the speech signal carried out by the basilar membrane of the cochlea.
As a second step, it models the changes over time of the neural responses of the
hair cells of a certain frequency region. The output of the model is the so-called
modulation spectrum and provides a rich and highly redundant feature space to
explore. While the intelligibility predictors in Jørgensen and Dau (2011) rely only
on the envelope signal to noise ratio (i.e. relatively long-term averages of speech
and noise powers), we are interested in the requirements that are posed when the
goal is to extract all information along the time dimension encoded in the modu-
lation spectrum and that humans might use to understand the message in detail.
The second research question we address in this thesis is:
RQ2: Since modulation spectrum features appear to be a suitable basis for
predicting intelligibility of speech in noise, to what extent are those
features also an adequate starting point for a sparse coding based
ASR system that is robust against noise?
1.3 Supervised dictionary learning for sparse clas-
sification of speech units
In the study introduced in Section 1.2 and described in detail in Chapters 3 and 4,
we employed an exemplar-based sparse coding procedure to estimate the posterior
probability of sub-word units. Exemplar-based sparse coding uses a collection
of speech segments, called exemplars, as the sparsifying basis. As the variations
in the data set increases, the number of exemplars required to cover the entire
signal space will be higher. This motivated us to try and replace the exemplar
dictionary by a learned dictionary (Tosic and Frossard, 2011) in which a limited
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number of atoms are trained using a large number of speech exemplars covering
the whole signal space. The dictionary learning methods are designed with the
primitive aim of minimizing the so called reconstruction error (i.e. the mean
squared distance between original and reconstructed signal using sparse codes)
(Aharon et al., 2005; Mairal et al., 2009a, 2008b). Although it is possible to use
such learned dictionaries to estimate the posterior probabilities, they might be sub-
optimal for that purpose. The dictionary learning formulation enables us to include
a mathematical extension to modify and improve the discriminative power of the
learned dictionary (Jiang et al., 2013; Yang et al., 2011; Mairal et al., 2008a). To
effectively use learned dictionaries in a sparse coding based ASR, we need to adapt
the existing dictionary learning methods to the posterior probability estimation
problem. Therefore, the third research question we address in this thesis is
RQ3-a: To what extent can we improve the accuracy of the estimated pos-
terior probabilities of speech units by customizing the learning pro-
cedure in such a way that the probabilistic classification accuracy is
also considered as an objective during learning?
RQ3-b: To what extent does posterior probability estimation based on learned
dictionaries increase noise robustness in the sparse coding based AR
system?
1.4 Overview
In this section we provide a short overview of the four chapters included in the body
of this thesis. We then finish the thesis by summarizing our findings, reflecting
on them in view of our research questions, and offering our recommendations for
future work.
1.4.1 Chapter 2: Missing Feature Imputation Using Manifold-
based Compressive Sensing for Noise-Robust Speech
Recognition
In Chapter 2, we address the idea raised in Section 1.1. We propose a novel miss-
ing feature imputation approach based on a combination of manifold learning and
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compressive sensing. We consider segments of speech spectrograms as the embed-
ding space and use a mixture of linear probabilistic principal component analysers
to model the low-dimensional nonlinear manifold that supports the speech signals.
We then use the reliable spectro-temporal elements in a noise-corrupted spectro-
gram to locate the signal on the manifold. This allows reconstructing the complete
spectrogram, that is subsequently transformed into conventional MFCC features
for use with a conventional HMM decoder as well as a modern DNN decoder. The
method is examined on both small and medium size vocabulary data sets (Aurora2
and Aurora4).
The chapter is adapted from: Ahmadi, S., Ahadi, S.M., ten Bosch, L. & Boves,
L.W.J. Missing Feature Imputation Using Manifold-based Compressive Sensing
for Noise-Robust Speech Recognition. Manuscript submitted to Circuits, Systems,
and Signal Processing in March 2016. Revised and resubmitted in May 2017.
1.4.2 Chapter 3: Sparse coding of the modulation spec-
trum for noise-robust automatic speech recognition
Chapter 3 is the first step in implementing the idea raised in Section 1.2. In
this article, we propose a sparse coding based speech recognition system that
uses exemplars consisting of modulation spectrum features. We assume that the
multiple time resolutions with which the energy in a certain frequency region is
represented in modulation spectra (modelling the first neural processing stages
of the hair cell outputs) is key to providing sufficient redundancy to let a sparse
coding based recognition system benefit from it and become noise robust. As
long as the high-dimensional modulation spectrum contains enough features that
are not affected by the noise, they will dominate the distance measure in a sparse
coding engine. The feature extraction module, adopted from a speech intelligibility
prediction study, is adapted to the recognition task. The required connecting
modules between the feature extraction and posterior probability estimation are
designed to match mathematical and numerical constraints. Experiments using a
small vocabulary task show that the novel approach is promising and it also reveals
important considerations to take into account in order to improve the performance
of such a system.
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The chapter is published as: Ahmadi, S., Ahadi, S.M., Cranen, B. & Boves,
L.W.J. , Sparse coding of the modulation spectrum for noise-robust automatic
speech recognition. EURASIP Journal on Audio, Speech, and Music Processing,
2014, 2014(1): 1-20.
1.4.3 Chapter 4: Human-inspired Modulation Frequency
Features for Noise-robust ASR
Continuing the study on human inspired feature extraction, we take the recogni-
tion system designed in Chapter 3 and focus on the details of the feature extraction
procedure. By varying various design parameters, we aim at increasing the per-
formance of the whole system as well as achieving a better understanding of the
way in which details in the representation of the modulation spectra impact the
resulting recognition accuracy. We also investigate which factors play an essential
role in increasing noise robustness and compare those findings with the existing
evidence about how human listeners perform in very noisy conditions. Based on
the insight gained in this study, we arrive at ideas that can also be beneficial in
improving existing classical ASR systems.
The chapter is published as: Ahmadi, S., Cranen, B., Boves, L., ten Bosch, L.,
& van den Bosch, A. Human-inspired Modulation Frequency Features for Noise-
robust ASR. Speech Communication (2016).
1.4.4 Chapter 5: Class-Likelihood-Consistent Dictionary
Learning for Probabilistic Classification
To address the questions raised in Section 1.3, we designed a speech unit pos-
terior probability estimation procedure using dictionary learning methods. The
estimation of speech unit probabilities can be considered as a probabilistic classi-
fication problem for which there are approaches proposed in the machine learning
and pattern recognition literature. In the 5th chapter of this thesis, we propose a
dictionary learning based probabilistic classifier and develop a mathematical ex-
tension to the existing dictionary learning procedures to improve its probability
estimation accuracy. In doing so, we assume that reference class likelihood vectors
for the training observations are available, in which the vector elements represent
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the class membership probabilities for that particular observation. The aim of
the proposed learning method is to decrease the difference between these reference
likelihoods on the one hand, and the ones estimated by the proposed probabilistic
classifier on the other. We evaluate the proposed method by (1) examining the
classification performance on a set of synthetic data specifically designed to show
the strengths and weaknesses of the method, and (2) investigation of the estimated
posterior probabilities of sub-word units in a real ASR task. We also investigate
how effective the proposed method is in estimating sub-word unit posterior prob-
abilities when applied to noisy speech. The recognition accuracy obtained when
the estimated probabilities for noisy speech are fed into a Viterbi decoder is com-
puted. We compare the recognition accuracy at various SNR levels with the results
obtained using the exemplar based ASR reported in Chapter 4.
Part of this chapter is submitted as: Ahmadi, S., Cranen, B., ten Bosch, L.,
Boves, L., Class-Likelihood-Consistent Dictionary Learning for Probabilistic Clas-
sification. IEEE Transactions on Pattern Analysis and Machine Intelligence.

Chapter 2
Missing Feature Imputation
Using Manifold-based
Compressive Sensing
Missing feature imputation is an approach to noise-robust automatic speechrecognition that tries to reconstruct the noise-corrupted components of
speech signals prior to recognition. The estimation of the missing part of the spec-
trogram exploits the inherent redundancy in the spectrographic representations
of speech signals. In this chapter, a novel missing feature imputation approach
based on a combination of manifold learning, using a method that has not been
applied to speech before, and compressive sensing is presented. Segments of spec-
trograms are considered as spanning the embedding space. The low-dimensional
non-linear manifold that supports the speech signals is approximated by means
of a mixture of probabilistic Principal Component Analyzers. The location of a
noise-corrupted spectrogram segment on the manifold can be found using only the
reliable spectro-temporal features. This allows reconstructing the missing parts
of the spectrogram. We present a novel, computationally efficient closed form for
the reconstruction procedure. The reconstructed log-Mel spectra are transformed
into conventional Mel-frequency cepstral coefficients for use with a conventional
Gaussian mixture model – hidden Markov model back-end decoder. Alternatively,
the reconstructed spectra can be used as input to a back-end that uses a Deep
Neural Network in combination with a finite state transducer. Experiments using
11
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the aurora-2 and the aurora-4 corpora show that the novel feature imputation
method compares favorably against competing imputation techniques.
2.1 Introduction
Real-world applications of automatic speech recognition (ASR) must deal with
signals that are affected by various kinds of distortions. Addition of background
noise is among the most frequent distortions. As the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)
decreases, ASR performance degrades much faster than human speech recogni-
tion (Lippmann, 1996; Meyer, 2013). The apparent difficulty of coping with noise
in ASR has led to a number of different approaches in a large literature that is
summarized and reviewed in Acero (1993); Kolossa and Haeb-Umbach (2011); Vir-
tanen et al. (2012). This chapter introduces a novel approach to noise robust ASR
based on the missing data technique (MDT). MDT approaches assume that it is
possible to identify the noise-dominated elements of the speech signal representa-
tion and consider them as ‘missing’ features. The aim of MDT is to handle the
missing features using the features that are present based on the insight that in
many applications the features used to represent physical processes are not statis-
tically independent. A recent overview paper (Li et al., 2014), that cites a very
large number of papers and books, proposes a taxonomy of approaches to noise-
robust ASR based on the ways in which the intractable mathematics of modeling
the statistical distributions of the acoustic features of noisy speech is approached.
The taxonomy comprises five –not necessarily independent– dimensions: (1) does
an approach operate in the feature domain; (2) does it use prior knowledge about
corrupting noises; (3) does it explicitly model the distortion caused by the noise;
(4) is it based on uncertainty processing; and (5) does it involve training a joint
model of speech and noise? In the taxonomy of Li et al. (2014) MDT is classified
as {yes, no, no, no, yes}.
This chapter presents a novel implementation of MDT. The literature on MDT
distinguishes two major approaches (Raj and Stern, 2005), namely classifier mod-
ification (e.g. Cooke et al., 2001) and data imputation (e.g. Raj et al., 2004). This
chapter introduces a novel approach to data imputation. The novelty is that the
imputation approach is based on combination of two signal processing concepts
that were recently introduced in the speech processing community: compressive
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sensing (CS) and manifold learning. Compressive sensing (e.g. Candes and Wakin,
2008; Gemmeke et al., 2010, 2011b; Ahmadi et al., 2014) holds that signals can
be recovered (almost) perfectly from fewer measurements than the Nyquist rate,
if the projection of the signal in some –possibly over-complete– basis is sparse.
Manifold learning holds that the ‘configuration space’ or ‘latent space’ of many
real-world events is characterized by a much smaller number of degrees of freedom
than the dimensionality of the features used to represent signals in the observation
space (Tenenbaum et al., 2000; Jansen and Niyogi, 2013).
Most of the information in speech signals is encoded in the dynamic changes
of the spectrum over time, rather than in static short-time spectra (Mlouka and
Lie´nard, 1974; Furui, 1981). Conventionally, the dynamics is represented by ap-
pending the first and second time derivative to the static spectral features, or by
using stacks of consecutive feature frames. This leads to feature vectors with typi-
cally a dimension of at least 39. However, it has long been known that no more than
about 15 parameters are sufficient for controlling an articulatory speech synthe-
sizer (Rubin et al., 1981). It has been hypothesized that articulatory features can
also be used for automatic speech recognition. However, attempts to develop ASR
systems that use articulatory features have met with substantial limitations (e.g.
Ghosh and Narayanan, 2011), most probably due to the non-linear and non-unique
mapping from acoustics to articulation (Najnin and Banerjee, 2015). Due to the
overwhelming success of acoustic modeling based on Gaussian mixture models
(GMM) and artificial neural nets (ANN) in speech processing, approaches based
on manifold learning have obtained much less attention in the speech commu-
nity than in the image processing community. Recently, approaches to manifold
learning that do not try to interpret representations in the latent space in terms
of phonetic features, have shown to be useful in speech recognition (Jansen and
Niyogi, 2013; Huang et al., 2016). In this chapter, we propose to reconstruct
the missing (noise-dominated) features of speech using the underlying manifold.
Therefore we establish a novel way of looking at the missing data problem and it
is likely to result in an approach that can reconstruct the missing data using very
few reliable features.
From the image processing field it is known that non-linear manifolds can be
approximated by means of a mixture of locally linear probabilistic Principal Com-
ponent Analyzers (MPPCA) (Bishop and Winn, 2000; Baraniuk and Wakin, 2009;
Wakin, 2010; Chen et al., 2010). Bishop in chapter 12 of Bishop (2006) has shown
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that it can be guaranteed that the representation of the original data on the man-
ifold is sparse, if suitable prior distributions are imposed on the parameters of
the sub-models. Our work is the first attempt to apply MPPCA modeling to
noise-robust ASR.
The representation of speech signals in the form of spectrograms (three-dimensional
pictures with time and frequency on the axes and power displayed as grey level
or colors) suggests a parallel with image processing. Therefore, we reasoned that
it is possible to model non-linear speech manifolds as a mixture of probabilistic
PCAs. However, the challenges facing image reconstruction and classification are
very different from the challenges that must be overcome in noise-robust ASR.
An important difference between image processing applications, such as inpaint-
ing, and MDT for noise robust ASR is that, more often than not, missing speech
features do not form connected patches. On the contrary, missing features ap-
pear to be scattered. Because of this scattering it is more difficult to determine
which features are missing. Another difference is at the application level. In im-
age restoration, and also in noise suppression, either the reconstruction is the final
output and evaluation is left to intelligent human processing or the reconstructed
image is used for image classification. In noise-robust ASR, however, neither the
reconstruction nor the classification result is the final output, but the input to a
back-end processor that implements a constrained search for the most likely solu-
tion. It is theoretically and practically very difficult to use properties of the search
algorithm in the back-end to infer ways in which the observation features can be
improved.
The guarantee that the representation on a manifold learned by means of MP-
PCA is sparse provides a natural link with compressive sensing. In previous at-
tempts to use the CS-approach to robust ASR proposed by Gemmeke et al. (2011b)
an over-complete embedding space was created in the form of a dictionary of 8, 000
exemplars that are semi-randomly selected from a training corpus. Their exem-
plars consisted of stacks of 26-dimensional Mel-spectrum frames; the stacks could
become as large as 30 frames. The dictionary used in Ahmadi et al. (2014) con-
sisted of 17, 000 105-dimensional frames of modulation spectra. However, if we use
the latent space formed by means of MPPCA as the space in which we operate,
we can consider the representation in the form of raw features as representations
in the embedding space (Baraniuk and Wakin, 2009). This eliminates the need for
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artificially constructing an over-complete embedding space. Thanks to the sparse-
ness of the representations on the manifold, it is possible to obtain an accurate
mapping on the manifolds, despite the fact that not all features in the embedding
space are available. Although the mapping from the embedding to the latent space
is many-to-one, an inverse mapping from the latent to the embedding space can
be defined that yields vectors in the observation space that are sufficiently similar
to the original observations (c.f. Bishop (2006) Chapter 12 on Non-linear Latent
Variable Models).
In previous applications of CS to speech processing reconstructions derived from
the optimal representation in the embedding space were obtained by means of
techniques based on Lasso (Friedman et al., 2001) or non-negative matrix factor-
ization (Lee and Seung, 1999). The reconstruction of full feature vectors on the
basis of only the subset of available features is the most computation-intensive
part in an actual application. For the reconstruction using MPPCA we develop
a novel, computationally efficient, closed-form procedure, which we consider as
another contribution of our work. The results of our experiments show that the
novel reconstruction procedure is viable.
We will apply manifold-based compressive sensing for missing feature imputation
to two well-known robust ASR tasks, aurora-2 (Hirsch and Pearce, 2000) and
aurora-4 (Parihar and Picone, 2002; Parihar et al., 2004); both corpora consist
of speech that was artificially corrupted by adding noise. Since both the clean and
the noisified speech are available, it is possible to create a so-called oracle mask,
i.e., a mask that is free of mask estimation errors. However, it should be noted that
the performance loss due to mask estimation errors is also an important criterion
in evaluating missing data imputation techniques.
The remainder of this chapter is structured as follows. Section 2.2 explains how
the mixture of probabilistic PCA analyzers can be used for estimating the non-
linear manifold that supports speech signals. Also, our efficient proposed procedure
for imputing missing features from a sub-set of reliable features on the manifold
is explained. In Section 2.3 an overview of the experimental setup is described
followed by the details and results of the two experiments. Sub-sections 2.3.2 and
2.3.3 are devoted to a small and a medium-size vocabulary noise-robust ASR task.
Section 2.4 discusses the results of the two experiments in the framework of noise-
robust ASR, and Section 2.5 summarizes the main conclusions of the research.
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2.2 Method
2.2.1 Modeling the speech manifold
Most previous speech missing data imputation methods which are based on com-
pressive sensing create an overcomplete basis (spanning the embedding space) by
selecting a very large number of (labeled) vectors from the high-dimensional space
in which raw and uncorrupted measurements were made (Gemmeke et al., 2010,
2011a). This over-complete basis is then used for reconstructing new, possibly
corrupted measurements. In the manifold-based CS technique, which we use in
our proposed MDT approach, there is no need for constructing an overcomplete
basis. Rather, we consider the raw measurements as representations in an embed-
ding space, and apply manifold learning to find the low-dimensional latent space.
We will approximate the non-linear manifold that supports the clean speech rep-
resentations by means of a mixture of locally linear PCA sub-models (Tipping and
Bishop, 1999a).
2.2.1.1 The MPPCA Model
Principal Component Analysis (PCA) is a well-known technique for finding a
low-dimensional basis that can be considered to span the latent space for high-
dimensional measurements. In Tipping and Bishop (1999b); Roweis (1998); Bishop
and Winn (2000) it was shown that classical PCA can be considered as a limiting
case of a Gaussian latent variable model. This turns classical PCA into probabilis-
tic PCA (PPCA) (Tipping and Bishop, 1999b). Modeling a data set with (P)PCA
invokes the assumptions that the distribution of the data is homoscedastic. It has
been observed many times that real data, including speech data, do not adhere
to homoscedastic distributions (e.g. Chang and Glass, 2007; Huang et al., 2011).
This observation raised the question whether it is possible to apply (P)PCA to
subsets of a complete data set that are reasonably homoscedastic, and then com-
bine the resulting sub-models to obtain a complete representation. PPCA yields
to probabilistic outputs, and these can be merged in a mixture of probabilistic
principal component analyzers (Tipping and Bishop, 1999a). Using the resulting
mixture of probabilistic PCA (MPPCA) model, a piecewise linear approximation
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of a nonlinear manifold can be achieved. The generative equation of the MPPCA
model is
®tn = ®Wm ®xn + ®µm + ®ε (2.1)
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Figure 2.1: Representation of the MPPCA model as a probabilistic graphical
model. The graph shows the hierarchical prior over W governed by the shared
parameter vector α. The left box denotes the N independent observations ®tn
together with the corresponding latent variables ®xn and ®Sn. The right box
denotes the M sets of parameters associated with each mixture component.
The corresponding graphical model is shown in Figure 2.1. The d-dimensional
observed variables ®tn (1 < n < N) in the left-hand box can be represented by
a q-dimensional latent variable ®xn with zero-mean and unit variance Gaussian
distribution P(®x) = N(0, ®Iq), where ®Iq is the q-dimensional unit matrix. The
index m refers to the mth PPCA sub-model (mixture component). The variables
in the right-hand box ( ®W and ®µ) are different for each sub-model. Each ®Wm
is a d × q (q < d) matrix, the columns ( ®wm,i) of which are the transformation
kernels. The expectation of ®tn will be ®µm, which is a d-dimensional vector. ®ε
is a noise vector (i.e, modeling noise) with zero-mean Gaussian distribution and
covariance τ−1 ®Id (τ denotes the precision). To control the effective dimensionality
of the latent space, Bishop and Winn (2000) proposed to introduce a hierarchical
prior over the matrix ®Wm in (2.1). The columns of ®Wm are assumed to have
conditional Gaussian distribution governed by the precision vector of ®α, where
®α = {α1, · · · , αq} is a random variable with Gamma distribution. Each αi controls
the inverse variance of corresponding ®wm,i. Therefore, if the mean of the posterior
distribution of a particular αi has a large value, this means that the corresponding
®wm,i has small variance and that this direction has less importance for the data
representation in the latent space. Thus it can be ignored without significant loss
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in information. Hence the proper dimensions of the latent space (q) can be chosen
using the values computed for ®α in the training phase. It is also necessary to
define prior distributions for the random variables ®µm and τ. To guarantee that
the computation of the posterior distributions is tractable the priors of ®µm and τ
are chosen to have Gaussian and Gamma distributions, respectively.
To enable a probabilistic selection of the optimal mixture component in the
(re)construction of an observation ®tn, an M-dimensional binary latent variable ®Sn
is defined in which all components are zero except the one which indicates the
mixture component involved in construction of ®tn. ®Sn is a random vector with
multinomial distribution with parameters ®pi = {pi1, · · · , piM}, where pim is the prior
probability that the mth analyzer accounts best for the data. Hence, Smn is the mth
entry of ®Sn and 
P(Smn = 1) = pim
P(Smn = 0) = 1 − pim
Finally, ®pi is considered as a random variable having a Dirichlet distribution with
constant parameters (Bishop and Winn, 2000).
2.2.1.2 Model Training
During model training the parameters ( ®W, ®µ, τ, ®α, ®pi) and latent variables ( ®Xn, ®Sn)
must be estimated on the basis of a set of observations in a training corpus. ®W
and ®µ are the sets of all ®Wm and ®µm corresponding to sub-models. Each ®tn corre-
sponds to a unique ®Wm and ®µm. In our problem, observations are spectrographic
representations of speech utterances. Given ®D, a d × N matrix of N independent
observations ®tn, the MAP estimate of the unknown set ψ = { ®W, ®µ, τ, ®α, ®pi; ®Xn, ®Sn}
is obtained by simultaneously maximizing the a posteriori probability of the un-
known parameters and latent variables (P(ψ | ®D)) given the training data.
Computing the a posteriori distribution P(ψ | ®D) involves a complex integral,
which is computationally intractable. Fortunately, there are at least two different
approaches to obtain an approximate solution (Bishop, 2006):
1. Approximate inference methods, such as variational inference (Bishop and
Winn, 2000), which make use of some simplifying assumptions to make the
problem tractable.
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2. Sampling methods, such as Gibbs sampling (Geman and Geman, 1984), in
which unknown parameters are estimated by generating a number of samples
in the complex a-posteriori pdf.
In our proposed method, we used the Gibbs sampling method to train the
model that approximates the manifold. For that purpose we derived the a-
posteriori probability distribution function of each unknown given the observa-
tions and other unknowns, i.e. P( ®W |D, ®µ, τ, ®α, ®pi; ®Xn, ®Sn ), P(®µ |D, ®W, τ, ®α, ®pi; ®Xn, ®Sn ),
P(τ |D, ®W, ®µ, τ, ®α, ®pi; ®Xn, ®Sn), and so on. These probability distribution functions are
then used to generate samples. The training procedure can be summarized as
follows:
• Initialization: all the unknowns in ψ are initialized by a random value derived
from their prior distributions (cf. section 2.2.1.1) .
• Gibbs iterations: in each iteration, one sample of each of the unknowns is
generated from their a-posteriori distribution, with all other unknowns set
to the value in the previous iteration.
• Averaging: after a large number of Gibbs iterations, the average value of the
samples of each unknown (leaving out the first 30) is computed and taken
as the final estimate for that unknown.
To obtain a visual impression of the convergence of the Gibbs procedure, the
intermediate estimates of the unknown parameters were used to reconstruct the
training data and compute the average reconstruction error. We observed that
600 to 1000 Gibbs iterations were sufficient to obtain a stable set of parameters.
To be able to perform a training, the definition of the input features, the num-
ber of dimensions q to retain in the PCA analyzers and the number of mixture
components M must be fixed. As explained in Section 2.2.1.1, the proper value of
q can be derived from the values of the elements in the vector α. The definition
of the features and the selection of the optimal value of M are task-dependent;
these issues will be treated in Section 2.3. In brief: a large number of models with
different values of these two parameters were trained, and the eventual recognition
accuracy on a development set was used to find the optima.
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After the training phase, the estimated values for ®µm determine the mean of
each MPPCA sub-model in the mixture, and the columns of ®Wm define the proper
local coordinate system. Actually, ®Wm is a linear transformation that leads to
the most sparse representation. The estimated values of ®pi indicate the amount
of contribution of each mixture component to the data space. In other words,
pim provides a way to know what fraction of data is modeled by the mth PPCA
sub-model in the mth plane. ®α and τ are also estimated in the training phase, as
well as the latent variables for each observation. ®Sn denotes the active mixture
component involved in the construction of ®tn, while ®xn locates the representation
of ®tn in the indicated hyperplane.
2.2.2 Recovering missing data in the reconstruction phase
In the reconstruction phase, the most probable representation of the complete ob-
servations must be computed from the subset of the reliable features. For this
purpose, the MPPCA model obtained during the training will be used. In the re-
construction phase, the model parameters {®µ, τ, ®α, ®pi, ®W}, which were random vari-
ables in the training phase, are treated as fixed parameters. The dimension of the
sub-models (q) and the number of mixture components (M) are also known. How-
ever, even with these parameters fixed, reconstruction is not completely straight-
forward.
Suppose that dr components of a spectrogram are available as reliable features
and the remaining du = d − dr features are missing (because these are dominated
by the noise). In order to reconstruct the missing components, the representation
of the signal in the q-dimensional space must be estimated. To formulate the
reconstruction process, equation (2.1) is broken into

®tu = ®Wm,u ®x + ®µm,u + ε
®tr = ®Wm,r ®x + ®µm,r + ε
(2.2)
where ®tu contains the unreliable (missing) and ®tr contains the reliable components
of ®t. ®Wm,u and ®Wm,r contain the rows of ®Wm associated with ®tu and ®tr . Similarly,
®µm,u and ®µm,r denote the components of ®µm corresponding to the missing and
reliable components. The vector ®x includes representations of the signal in the
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q-dimensional latent space. The MPPCA model is a mixture, such that each
observation is fully accounted for by one unique element of that mixture. This
means that it is necessary to determine the sub-model that best represents a given
observation ®t. Therefore, computing the optimal reconstruction boils down to
finding the MAP estimate of the parameter set ®γ = { ®S, ®x, ®tu}. This estimate can
be obtained by solving:
®ˆγ = argmax
®γ
{
P(®γ |®tr)
}
(2.3)
This estimation problem is very similar to what we had in the training phase.
Therefore, we might use Gibbs sampling to obtain the optimal values. However,
for our proposed method, we have developed a a computationally efficient closed-
form procedure for obtaining MAP estimates of the unknown parameters, based
on expanding their posterior probabilities. We expand Eq. (2.3) to find the closed
form solution; the detailed mathematics is presented in Appendix A. Based on
the closed form expansions we arrive at the following procedure for recovering the
missing features:
1. Using given ®dr reliable components of an unknown signal ®t, the Mahalanobis
distances between the observed values and their counterparts in the mean
vector of each sub-model are computed using
dm = (τ/2)
(®tr − ®µm,r )T Λm (®tr − ®µm,r ) (2.4)
with
®Λm = (®I − τ ®Wm,r ®Σm ®WTm,r) (2.5)
and
®Σ−1m = ®Iq + τ ®WTm,r ®Wm,r, (2.6)
2. Combine the distances computed in step 1 with the prior probabilities of the
sub-models to determine the most probable sub-model by
mˆ = argmax
m
{log(pim) − dm} (2.7)
3. Having mˆ, estimate ®ˆx using
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®ˆx = ®ηmˆ = τ®Σmˆ ®WTmˆ,r(®tr − ®µmˆ,r) (2.8)
with
®Σ−1mˆ = ®Iq + τ ®WTmˆ,r ®Wmˆ,r (2.9)
4. Recover the missing part of ®t by substituting mˆ and ®ˆx in
®ˆtu = ®Wmˆ,u ®ˆx + ®µmˆ,u. (2.10)
5. If the estimated value of a component in ®ˆtu is higher than the observed noisy
value, the estimate is considered as incorrect. We use the observed values of
®tu as the upper bound for imputation.
6. If there is no reliable feature in the input vector, the reconstructed vector is
equal to the mean µi of the of the sub-model with the largest prior probabil-
ity pii. The sub-model with the highest prior probability mainly represents
silence and very low energy speech.
The complete missing feature imputation procedure is summarized in Figure 2.2.
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Figure 2.2: Missing data reconstruction using the MPPCA model
2.3 Experiments
To evaluate the performance of our proposed missing data imputation approach,
the recognition performance on the MPPCA imputed spectrograms must be ob-
tained. In this section we first present a brief overview of the mask estimation
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procedure and the way in which we define the observation vectors used in the
missing feature imputation procedure. Then, we summarize the commonalities
and differences of the end-to-end speech recognition systems that were used in
small vocabulary (aurora-2) and large vocabulary (aurora-4) tasks. Finally,
we devote two sub-sections to these tasks.
2.3.1 Experimental setup
2.3.1.1 Mask estimation
An important aspect of all missing-feature approaches is the estimation of a spec-
trographic mask to distinguish the reliable components from unreliable ones. Var-
ious mask estimation techniques have been proposed in the literature (cf. section
VI.D of Li et al. (2014)). In this research we used the estimate of the local SNR
in individual time-frequency cells of the spectrogram. For estimating the noise
power we used the MCRA2 method proposed by (Rangachari and Loizou, 2006).
MCRA2 is designed for handling highly non-stationary environments. The prob-
ability that speech is present in a spectro-temporal cell is determined using the
ratio between the momentary power of the signal and an estimate of the minimum
power in that cell, which is updated continuously by averaging past values of the
noisy speech power spectrum with a look-ahead factor. The SNR estimates ap-
peared to be unreliable in the low-energy portions of the utterances. Therefore,
we computed the logical AND of the MCRA2-based mask and the output of the
voice activity detector (VAD) proposed in Ramr´ez et al. (2004).
Because in aurora-2 and aurora-4, used in this research, the clean speech
versions of the noisified utterances are available, it is possible to compute the
spectrogram of the noise. This allows us to obtain the so-called oracle mask by
comparing the difference between the power of the clean speech and of the noise
for all spectro-temporal cells to some suitably chosen threshold. The difference
between the recognition accuracy obtained with the oracle mask and with the esti-
mated mask is a powerful indicator of the efficacy of a missing feature imputation
method.
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2.3.1.2 Forming the observation vectors
Missing feature imputation procedures operate on spectro-temporal representa-
tions of speech signals. The MPPCA procedure operates on log-Mel-power spectra
with 23 bands, obtained from 25 ms frames, shifted with 10 ms steps. Before the
computation of the FFT, the frames are pre-emphasized and multiplied by a Ham-
ming window. Speech spectra are characterized by a larger degree of continuity
over time than most noise types. Therefore, the input for missing feature impu-
tation methods are formed by stacks of consecutive 10 ms frames. The optimal
number of consecutive time frames, indicated as the block size K, that span the ob-
servation space, as well as the number of frames over which the blocks are shifted,
are not known in advance. In all experiments we fix the number of frames with
which blocks are shifted to three frames, which corresponds to 30 ms. The optimal
block size K is one of the parameters that we investigate in the experiments. With
a step size of 3 frames for shifting blocks of feature frames, the minimum block
size K is 3 frames. We will investigate block sized up to 30 frames, corresponding
to the maximum block size used in Gemmeke et al. (2011b).
With a step size of 3 frames for shifting blocks and block size K > 3 frames,
all frames –except the first two and last two frames of an utterance, which very
likely correspond to silence– will be part of more than one block, and therefore
subject to more than one imputation operation. The eventual reconstruction is
formed by averaging the individual reconstructions. It is not necessarily true that
a larger number of estimates in an average will shrink the confidence interval of
the eventual estimate. The larger the block size, the larger, and as a consequence
the more variable, the acoustic-phonetic context becomes. The detrimental effect
of the variance due to the context may eliminate the beneficial effect of a larger
number of observations. We will investigate the impact of K on the recognition
accuracy.
2.3.1.3 System overview
ASR is the task of finding the most likely sequence of words, given some speech
signal. Using the well-known Bayesian inversion, actual back-ends search for the
sequence of words that maximize the likelihood of observing the speech signal. At
a finer level of detail, words are modeled as sequences of speech sounds, so the
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actual search is for the sequence of sounds that make up words and maximize the
likelihood of the speech signal. The search is implemented by means of a finite
state acceptor.
An overview of our experimental system is depicted in Figure 2.3. The log-Mel-
spectra of the noisy speech are first processed using the MPPCA-based imputation.
This process is summarized in the left-hand block of the diagram in Figure 2.3.
The resulting ‘cleaned’ log-Mel-spectra form the input for the recognizer back-end
in the right-hand block in that diagram. We use a GMM-HMM back-end for the
aurora-2 task. The digit words are modeled as sequences of 16 states that must
be traversed from left to right. States cannot be skipped. Silence is modeled
as a three-state HMM. The acoustic observations in the states are modeled by a
mixture of six Gaussian distributions. Utterances are modeled as transitions from
one digit word to the next. The aurora-2 corpus was designed such that all
digits and all digit-to-digit transitions occur approximately equally often. Recog-
nition amounts to searching for the sequence of states that is most likely given the
acoustic observations. For training the models of the individual states, the log-
Mel-spectra are converted into Mel-frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCC). The
GMM-HMM back-end is trained using the clean speech in the training corpus.
For the aurora-4 task we use two back-ends. The first one uses GMM-HMMs
trained with MFCC features for the sub-word units in combination with a finite
state acceptor that implements a trigram language model. Here, the sub-word
units are derived from a set of 39 phone symbols that were used in the phonetic
transcription of the speech. The second back-end uses deep neural networks (DNN)
for estimating the posterior probabilities of the sub-word units.1 The DNNs are
trained with log-Mel-spectrum features. The posterior probabilities computed by
the DNNs are then used with the same finite state acceptor. The implementation
details of the ASR back-ends are explained in Sections 2.3.2 and 2.3.3.
2.3.2 Digit string recognition on aurora-2
We first applied the MPPCA imputation method to the aurora-2 task with the
default GMM-HMM recognition system described in Hirsch and Pearce (2000).
The data set consists of connected digit utterances with lengths of one to seven
1The amount of training data in aurora-2 is too small for training effective DNNs.
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Figure 2.3: Diagram of the complete ASR system. Missing data imputation
in combination with a recognition back-end. The GMM-HMM back-end is used
in both experiments. The DNN-HMM back-end is only applied in the large
vocabulary task.
digits per utterance. There are clean and multi-condition training sets available.
The multi-condition training set contains the clean training data, plus the same
signals noisified by four different noise types at SNR levels of 20, 15, 10, 5 dB. The
clean training set consisting of 8, 440 utterances was used for training the MPPCA
models and the GMMs and transition probabilities in the recognizer back-end.
The multi-condition set was used to determine the block size (K), the number
of MPPCA sub-models (M), and the dimension of the manifold representations
(q). We also used the multi-condition train set to tune the mask thresholds. We
report results for test sets A and B before and after the application of MPPCA-
based imputation. Both test sets contain 4004 utterances, in the clean version and
noisified by four different noise type at SNR levels −5, 0, 5, 10, 15, 20 dB. The noise
types in set A are the same as in the multi-condition training data; the noise types
in set B are not represented in the training corpus.
For training and testing the GMM-HMM the 23-band log-Mel-spectra were con-
verted to Mel-frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCC). MPPCA-based imputation
was used to reconstruct log-Mel-spectra that contained missing features before the
conversion to MFCCs. Figure 2.4 contains an example of the impact of MPPCA-
based imputation on the log-Mel-spectrogram of a noisified utterance ‘eight’. The
SNR is 10 dB; the noise is suburban train noise. Panel (a) shows the spectrogram of
the clean speech; panel (b) contains the spectrogram of the noisified signal. Panel
(c) only contains the reliable spectro-temporal features, and panel (d) shows the
MPPCA-based reconstruction. The application-dependent parameters of the MP-
PCA model used for the imputation had the values {M = 30,K = 5, q = 20}. While
the reconstructed spectrogram is clearly different from the clean spectrogram, it
can be seen that the (visually) most salient features have been recovered. As in
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 2.4: An example of a MPPCA imputed short noisy utterance. (a):
the original clean spectrogram, (b): the spectrogram of the noisy utterance at
SNR=10dB, (c): the reliable components, (d): the MPPCA imputed spectro-
gram. Imputation was performed with a MPPCA model with {K = 5,M =
30, q = 20}
all lossy coding, successful imputation yields spectrograms that tend towards the
prototypical spectrogram of the digit words.
First, we determined a good value for the dimension of the PPCA sub-models.
For that purpose we trained MPPCA models with q = d, M = 11 (motivated by the
fact that there are eleven digit words), and K = 5, 10, · · · , 30. We observed a sharp
decrease of the values of 1/α around q = 20. Subsequent recognition experiments
confirmed that q = 20 suffices to represent the relevant variation in the acoustic
space. With q = 20 we then performed a grid search over MPPCA models with
{K,M} pairs, with K = 5, 10, · · · , 30 and M = 1, 15, · · · , 40 on the multi-condition
training data. The maximum block size K = 30 was imposed by the duration of
the shortest utterance. The block shift was always fixed at 3 frames.
Unsurprisingly, there was no {M,K} pair that yielded maximum recognition
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accuracy on all 5 (SNR levels) × 4 (noise types) in the multi-condition training
data. It appeared that accuracy reached a shallow plateau for values of M around
30, for oracle and estimated masks. Therefore, we only report results for M =
30. With the oracle mask the recognition accuracy decreased monotonically with
increasing block size K. However, the reverse was true for the estimated mask:
recognition accuracy kept increasing with increasing block size.
Table 2.1 summarizes the recognition results on test set A and test set B using
a MPPCA model with q = 20 and M = 30, with block sizes K = 5 and K = 30.
Intermediate values of K did not yield additional insights. The column labeled
‘Baseline’ contains the recognition results without any form of imputation or fea-
ture enhancement. The results are shown for both the oracle and the estimated
masks.
Test set A
SNR Baseline 5 Frames 30 Frames
Oracle Estimated Oracle Estimated
20 94.09 (±0.41) 97.78 (±0.25) 90.24 (±0.51) 97.16 (±0.28) 95.06 (±0.37)
15 85.37 (±0.61) 97.30 (±0.28) 86.66 (±0.59) 95.85 (±0.34) 91.76 (±0.48)
10 65.35 (±0.83) 95.66 (±0.35) 78.20 (±0.72) 91.46 (±0.48) 81.40 (±0.67)
5 36.96 (±0.84) 91.46 (±0.48) 60.03 (±0.85) 80.01 (±0.69) 58.14 (±0.86)
0 14.39 (±0.61) 84.51 (±0.63) 34.96 (±0.83) 56.27 (±0.86) 29.38 (±0.79)
-5 7.52 (±0.46) 76.14 (±0.74) 15.97 (±0.63) 33.91 (±0.82) 13.08 (±0.58)
Average 50.61 (±0.35) 90.48 (±0.20) 61.01 (±0.34) 75.78 (±0.30) 61.47 (±0.34)
Test set B
20 94.25 (±0.40) 98.65 (±0.20) 91.96 (±0.47) 98.19 (±0.23) 96.64 (±0.31)
15 84.32 (±0.63) 98.33 (±0.22) 88.91 (±0.54) 97.32 (±0.28) 93.98 (±0.41)
10 61.22 (±0.85) 97.88 (±0.25) 80.65 (±0.68) 94.69 (±0.39) 85.08 (±0.62)
5 32.45 (±0.81) 95.87 (±0.34) 63.01 (±0.84) 85.74 (±0.61) 63.37 (±0.84)
0 13.02 (±0.58) 91.80 (±0.47) 36.22 (±0.83) 64.02 (±0.83) 35.16 (±0.83)
-5 7.27 (±0.45) 85.72 (±0.61) 16.23 (±0.64) 39.14 (±0.85) 15.45 (±0.63)
Average 48.75 (±0.35) 94.71 (±0.16) 62.83 (±0.34) 79.85 (±0.28) 64.94 (±0.34)
Table 2.1: Average ASR accuracies for MPPCA imputation on aurora-2.
95% confidence intervals in parentheses.
2.3.2.1 Interpretation
Thanks to the fact that the MPPCA method is noise ignorant, the recognition
accuracy for test sets A and B are similar. In a previous application of CS to
noise-robust ASR (Gemmeke et al., 2011b), the performance for test set B was
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clearly inferior. If anything, in our data the accuracy in test set B is higher than
in test set A. The only parameter that could be (and indeed is) sensitive to the
differences between the noise types is the threshold used in determining whether
a spectro-temporal measurement is reliable.
From Table 2.1 it is clear that MPPCA-based imputation improves the recog-
nition accuracy in all SNR conditions. Also, imputation with the oracle mask al-
ways outperforms the estimated mask. The relative loss with the estimated mask
increases sharply with decreasing SNR level. The results with the oracle mask
are always better for 5-frame blocks than for 30-frame blocks. The accuracies of
76.14% in test set A and 85.72% in test set B at SNR = −5 dB with five-frame
blocks suggest that the MPPCA imputation yields excellent reconstructions, even
if the number of reliable features is very small. The oracle mask guarantees that
there are no false positives. The performance with the oracle mask with the 30-
frame blocks suggests that there is indeed an effect of context smearing. That
effect is already visible at SNR = 20 dB. The effect becomes worse with decreasing
SNR level. At the lowest SNR levels the number of reliable features is small. If the
reliable features happen to be at a large distance from the frame under analysis,
the average of the 30 estimates is determined biased towards the spectra of the
remote frames. Even in the absence of false accepts it is difficult to reconstruct
spectral vectors on the basis of reliable features scattered randomly over 30 by 23
pixel patches if these patches are sparsely filled.
For the estimated mask the impact of block size is more complex. Although the
mask threshold was set to a level that minimizes false accepts –at the cost of a
substantial proportion of false rejects, which are less harmful– it is not possible to
completely prevent false accepts with the estimated mask. The relative proportion
of false accepts increases with decreasing SNR. With the 5-frame blocks the effect
of a decreasing number of reliable features, in combination with an increasing
proportion of false accept as SNR decreases, is evident from the highest SNR
levels. For SNR > 5 dB 30-frame blocks outperform the 5-frame blocks. So much
so that, averaged over the six SNR levels, the 30-frame blocks come out as the
winner. Most probably, the availability of a larger number of correctly identified
reliable features, along with a relatively small number of false accepts, overcomes
the detrimental effect of context smearing. In the conditions with SNR ≤ 5 dB the
smearing effect becomes dominant.
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In summary, the experiment on aurora-2 confirms the efficacy of MPPCA-
based imputation. However, in conditions with SNR ≤ 5 dB the effect of a growing
proportion of false accepts in combination with a decreasing number of features
that are considered as reliable is increasingly more difficult to overcome.
2.3.3 Large Vocabulary continuous speech
aurora-4 (Parihar and Picone, 2002; Parihar et al., 2004) is a good platform for
investigating noise robustness in large vocabulary continuous speech recognition.
The database contains training and test sets that combine additive noise at several
SNR levels with channel variation. All speech was recorded with a Sennheiser
HMD-414 close-talking microphone and one of 18 different microphones in parallel.
The data is sampled with 16 kHz sampling frequency. There are two training sets,
each comprised of the same 7,138 utterances. We used train set 1 (identical to the
WSJ0 SI-84 set) for training the MPPCA models and a GMM-HMM recognizer;
train set 1 only includes clean data recorded with the Sennheiser microphone.
Train set 2 – the multi-condition training set – contains the same 7,138 utterances.
Half of the utterances were recorded with the Sennheiser microphone, the other
half with one of 18 different microphones. One-fourth (2 × 893 utterances) of the
Sennheiser and alternative microphone were clean speech. The remaining three-
fourths (2 × 2, 676 utterances) were corrupted by adding six different noise types
(car, babble, restaurant, street, airport, and train) at randomly selected SNRs
between 10 and 20 dB. We used the multi-condition training set 2 for training a
GMM-HMM multi-condition trained recognizer and a DNN-HMM recognizer.
The test set consist of 14 subsets, each containing 330 utterances. Subsets T-01
to T-07 were recorded with the Sennheiser microphone and T-08 to T-14 were
recorded with another microphone. In each group one subset is clean and the
remaining six subsets are artificially noisified with the six noise types at varying
SNRs between 5 and 15 dB in steps of 1 dB. A development set of the same struc-
ture as the test set, but with different utterances, is available. We used this subset
for optimizing the model parameters M, q and K.
For the aurora-4 experiments, the ‘Complete recipe’ recognizers in the Kaldi
toolkit (Povey et al., 2011) were used. That procedure includes the training of a
trigram language model. The computation of reconstructed log-Mel spectrogram
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and MFCC features was performed according to the procedure in Figure 2.3. Cep-
stral mean and variance normalization was applied per utterance.
2.3.3.1 GMM-HMM back-end
The HMM-GMM-based decoder for aurora-4 makes use of context-dependent
tied-state triphone models. Three-state models establish around 2000 distinct
HMM states. The raw features consisted of 7 consecutive frames of 13 MFCCs,
and the dimensionality of the features was reduced to 39 using linear discriminant
analysis (LDA) (Haeb-Umbach and Ney, 1992). Next, speaker normalization is
performed using the maximum-likelihood linear transform (MLLT) (Saon et al.,
2000). We experimented with two different versions of the GMM-HMM recog-
nizer. First, as is common in the missing data imputation field, we trained the
recognizer with the clean training set. Evaluating the performance of this system
on MPPCA imputed features shows to what extent the imputation has been suc-
cessful in reconstructing the corrupted speech features. However, it is known that
multi-condition training always outperforms imputation, especially in the lower
SNR levels (Acero, 1993; Kolossa and Haeb-Umbach, 2011; Virtanen et al., 2012).
Therefore, we decided to include a comparison of the accuracy obtained with a
multi-condition trained recognizer that operates on raw and on imputed features.
For the multi-condition training the raw features were used.
2.3.3.2 DNN-HMM back-end
In the DNN-HMM hybrid system, the posterior probability estimates for the HMM
states are provided by the trained DNNs (Hinton et al., 2012). The Kaldi recog-
nizer uses the nnet2 DNN implementation described in Zhang et al. (2014) with
four hidden layers using p-norm units with 3,000 input and 300 output dimen-
sions. The last (output) layer is a softmax layer with a dimension equal to the
number of context-dependent states (2,000 HMM states in our case). We trained
the DNN with the multi-condition training data. The training procedure uses an
approach similar to greedy layer-wise supervised training (Bengio et al., 2007) or
the layer-wise back-propagation (Seide et al., 2011). The network was randomly
initialized with one hidden layer and trained for less than one epoch. Then the
layer of weights that go to the softmax layer was removed. A new hidden layer
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and two sets of randomly initialized weights were added and trained again. This
was repeated until the desired number of layers was achieved (Zhang et al., 2014).
2.3.3.3 Training and Tuning of the MPPCA model for large vocabulary
ASR
The basic features, i.e., stacks of a number of frames of 23-dimensional log-Mel
spectra, do not differ between the aurora-2 and the aurora-4 task. Still, the
dimensionality of the latent space and the number of sub-models that are needed
for a good approximation of the manifold that supports the speech signals may dif-
fer between the tasks, because of the nature of the task (continuous speech versus
connected words) and the much larger number of words in aurora-4. Therefore,
we did experiments with values of q and M that are larger than the best values
obtained with aurora-2. Since intermediate block sizes did not yield interesting
results in aurora-2, we only experimented with block sizes of 5 and 30 frames. In
the search for optimal parameter values we only performed recognition on the de-
velopment set with the GMM-HMM back-end. We assumed that MPPCA-based
imputation would not affect the log-Mel-spectra to such an extent that the DNNs,
which were trained with clean speech recorded with the Sennheiser microphone,
was no longer able to yield appropriate posterior probability estimates. The op-
timal value of q again was 20; the optimal value of M was 35. The difference in
recognition accuracy between K = 5 and K = 30 was negligible. Thus, all results
in Table 2.2 are for {q = 20,M = 35,K = 5}.
It is interesting to see that the dimension q of the PPCA sub-models did not
change when going from a connected digits to a large vocabulary task. Also the
number of PPCA sub-models that are needed for an adequate approximation of
the speech manifold does not increase substantially for large vocabulary speech.
Apparently, a much larger amount of variability in the phonetic context does not
give rise to a much more complex structure of the manifold.
2.3.3.4 Results and discussion
The results of the experiments with aurora-4 are summarized in Table 2.2. To
avoid cluttering up an already very busy table, we present the 95% confidence
intervals for a number of relevant accuracy values in Table 2.3. The number of
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words in the individual test sets is about 5,300. The total number of words –the
basis for calculating the confidence interval of the grand average– is 74,942. From
Table 2.2 it can be seen that MPPCA imputation is always beneficial, even if the
back-end is trained with the multi-condition data. This holds both for the GMM
and the DNN systems. Also, MPPCA-based imputation appears to be beneficial
in the clean conditions (test sets T-01 and T-08). We conjecture that this is
because MPPCA-based reconstruction causes some degree of normalization of the
feature vectors. The results with clean training are worse in test sets T-08 – T-14
than in test sets T-01 – T-07 because we only used the clean signals recorded
with the Sennheiser microphone for training. The difference disappears in the
multi-condition training, where the alternative microphones are represented in the
training data. From a comparison of the accuracies obtained with the baseline
system and the MPPCA-based system that used the oracle mask it can be seen
that imputation improves accuracy for test sets T-08 – T14 to the same extent as
test sets T01 – T07.
From the comparison between the GMM-HMM and DNN-HMM results in Ta-
ble 2.2 it can be seen that the gain from using DNNs instead of GMMs with
multi-condition training is small. The largest gains are obtained in test sets T-09
– T-14. This suggests that the DNNs are better able to cope with the additional
variation introduced by the alternative microphones. It is also clear that MPPCA-
based imputation is always beneficial in the DNN-based system.
In Table 2.2 it can be seen that –as expected– the recognition accuracy with
the estimated mask is always below the performance with the oracle mask. At
the end of Section 2.1 it was stated that the loss when replacing the oracle mask
by the estimated mask is an important evaluation criterion for the efficacy of an
MDT approach. To assess the efficacy of the proposed MPPCA-based imputa-
tion it is useful to compare the loss of accuracy due to mask estimation errors
with a recently published alternative imputation technique that uses a truncated
Gaussian mixture model instead of a mixture of probabilistic PCAs (Gonza´lez
et al., 2012). In Table 2.4 the accuracies reported for the ’Imputation’ system of
Gonza´lez et al. (2012) are shown for their oracle and estimated masks (rows la-
beled ’Imputation’ in their Table 2). Direct comparisons of the absolute accuracies
appears to be very difficult, if only because the mask estimation procedure and
the back-ends differ. Already the accuracies reported for their baseline system
(cf. the row labeled ’baseline’ in Table 2 in Gonza´lez et al. (2012)) differ from
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GMM-HMM DNN-HMM
Clean trained Multi-condition trained Multi-condition trained
Baseline MPPCA Baseline MPPCA Baseline MPPCA
Oracle Est. Oracle Est. Oracle Est.
T-01 93.41 94.17 93.74 93.74 94.36 94.15 93.84 95.76 95.91
T-02 80.05 93.13 85.65 94.73 95.22 94.97 93.31 95.24 95.05
T-03 54.92 83.64 62.30 89.54 93.69 90.83 89.65 94.79 92.19
T-04 34.21 71.68 49.50 85.45 92.88 85.95 86.36 93.95 89.58
T-05 49.41 77.92 56.66 86.49 93.37 87.09 87.54 94.17 90.21
T-06 60.92 87.78 68.32 90.58 93.65 92.00 90.92 94.84 92.99
T-07 54.08 78.85 60.88 87.46 92.92 88.06 88.38 94.21 90.45
T-08 56.85 58.42 57.67 88.01 87.75 87.75 89.16 92.45 92.86
T-09 55.65 64.88 61.80 83.02 85.45 83.50 86.42 89.43 87.82
T-10 40.31 57.71 47.56 76.69 84.42 78.48 78.37 87.33 81.58
T-11 26.45 47.23 36.73 74.80 83.90 75.17 76.46 84.33 78.40
T-12 35.72 52.21 41.70 72.31 82.83 74.50 77.04 85.67 79.47
T-13 42.46 61.16 50.03 77.96 84.40 78.57 78.65 87.37 81.82
T-14 37.59 54.10 44.80 73.79 81.52 74.69 76.65 85.00 78.87
Avg. 51.57 70.20 58.38 83.90 89.02 84.69 85.20 91.04 87.66
Table 2.2: ASR accuracies for MPPCA imputation (5-Frames) on the
aurora-4 test sets.
Accuracy range (%) 35 45 55 65 75 85 95
95% Confidence interval (T 01–14) 1.30 1.35 1.35 1.30 1.18 0.97 0.59
95% Confidence interval (Avg) 0.34 0.36 0.36 0.34 0.31 0.26 0.16
Table 2.3: The 95% confidence interval for a few ranges of accuracies both for
test subsets (5, 353 words) and the average (74, 942 words).
our baseline system. For the clean test set T-01 (Sennheiser microphone) we ob-
tained an accuracy of 93.41%, which compares favorably with 87.26% in Gonza´lez
et al. (2012). For the clean test set T-08 (alternative microphones) we obtain an
accuracy of 56.85%, compared to 76.42% in Gonza´lez et al. (2012). From these
data it can be inferred that Gonza´lez et al. (2012) also used the clean data from
the alternative microphones in train set 2 for training their back-end, while our
system only used the Sennheiser microphone recordings in train set 1. Including
recordings made with the alternative microphones has a negative effect in test set
T-01, but it improves the accuracies in test sets T-08 - T-14. Different training
material might also explain the other performance differences between their and
our oracle system for the test sets T-02 – T-07. To further illustrate how difficult
it is to compare published systems we refer to a follow-up paper from the same
group (Gonzalez et al., 2013), in which they present slightly improved results us-
ing a similar truncated Gaussian approach (the TGI system). In that paper they
show substantially improved baseline results.
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Set Gonza´lez et al. (2012) MPPCA
Oracle Estimated diff ratio diff ratio
T-01 87.26 87.00 0.26 0.99 0.43 0.99
T-02 85.45 55.86 29.59 0.65 7.48 0.93
T-03 84.53 58.47 26.06 0.69 21.34 0.74
T-04 86.31 80.93 5.38 0.93 22.18 0.69
T-05 84.10 52.98 31.12 0.63 21.26 0.73
T-06 83.71 59.07 24.64 0.70 19.46 0.78
T-07 83.00 61.70 21.30 0.74 17.97 0.77
T-08 76.42 73.01 3.41 0.95 0.75 0.99
T-09 73.68 46.65 27.03 0.63 3.08 0.95
T-10 73.64 50.05 23.59 0.67 10.15 0.82
T-11 76.26 67.79 8.47 0.88 10.50 0.78
T-12 72.65 45.45 27.20 0.62 10.51 0.80
T-13 70.60 48.09 22.51 0.68 11.13 0.82
T-14 70.99 53.37 17.62 0.75 9.30 0.83
Average 79.18 60.03 19.15 0.75 11.82 0.83
Table 2.4: Comparison of differences between the accuracy obtained with or-
acle and estimated masks on the aurora-4 task. The columns ‘Oracle’ and
‘Estimated’ contain the accuracies obtained with the ’Imputation’ system in
Gonza´lez et al. (2012). The columns ‘diff’ (oracle - estimated) and ‘ratio’ (esti-
mated/oracle) show the deterioration in the ’Imputation’ (left) and the MPPCA
system (right). The numbers corresponding to MPPCA system are computed
from 2nd and 3rd columns of Table 2.2. (The recognizer back-ends are clean
trained GMM-HMM)
To compensate for the fact that the oracle accuracies differ between our system
and the ’Imputation’ system of Gonza´lez et al. (2012), we computed two indicators
of the deterioration between the oracle and the estimated masks: the absolute
difference in accuracy, and the ratio between the accuracy with the estimated mask
and the oracle mask. Higher values for the ratio indicate less deterioration. As can
be seen in Table 2.4, both indicators show the same trend. It can be seen that in
the MPPCA-based system the average absolute loss is smaller. This is to a large
extent due to larger losses in test sets T-08 – T-14 in Gonza´lez et al. (2012), which
in turn are due to very high accuracies with the oracle mask. Therefore, it is safe to
assume that the MPPCA imputation method does not suffer from the fact that the
alternative microphones were not represented in the training material. However,
the mismatch between training on speech recorded with the Sennheiser microphone
and testing on speech recorded with multiple different microphones does affect the
GMM-based recognizer back-end. Interestingly, the same conclusions hold for the
comparison of the TGI system in Gonzalez et al. (2013) and our MPPCA-based
system.
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In summary, the data in Table 2.4 show that the loss between oracle and es-
timated mask with MPPCA-based imputation is almost always smaller than the
imputation results in Gonza´lez et al. (2012) and Gonzalez et al. (2013).
2.4 General Discussion
In this chapter we proposed a novel manifold-based compressive-sensing approach
to missing data imputation, in which we used a mixture of linear probabilistic
principal component analyzers to approximate the unknown non-linear manifold
that supports the (undistorted) speech signals. The original observation space, i.e.,
segments of spectrograms, is treated as the embedding space. This is different from
previous applications of compressive sensing to speech processing that generated
an embedding space from the observation data. To the best of our knowledge, our
work is the first attempt to use MPPCA to learn the low-dimensional non-linear
manifold that supports spectrographic representations of speech signals.
To be able to train an MPPCA model, two application-dependent parameters
must be fixed, viz. the number of consecutive speech frames that form a feature
vector in the observation space (K) and the number of probabilistic PCAs that
form the mixture that approximates the nonlinear manifold (M). A third param-
eter, the dimension of the PPCA models (q), can be inferred from the values in
the parameter vector ®α in Figure 2.1. It appeared that a dimension q = 20 for the
latent space is sufficient, both for the aurora-2 and the aurora-4 tasks. We
also found that the number of sub-models needed for approximating the manifold
did not differ much between the 11-word vocabulary aurora-2 and the 5000-word
aurora-4 tasks. The eleven digit words in aurora-2 contain only 19 of the 39
basic symbols that are needed for transcribing spoken American English.
The finding that aurora-2 and aurora-4 both require about 30 PPCAs to
approximate the manifold suggests that there is no straightforward relation be-
tween the number of phones and the number of sub-models. A mixture of 30 ∼ 35
PPCA analyzers yields a much more compact representation than the 231 surface-
level head-body-tail models in older attempts to capture the acoustic structure
of connected digit utterances for improving recognition performance (Gandhi and
Jacob, 1998; Han et al., 2007). It also compares favorably against a number of 256
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Gaussians in GMM-based missing feature imputation (Gonza´lez et al., 2012; Gon-
zalez et al., 2013). Basically, the MPPCA model is also a mixture of Gaussians,
but it differs from conventional Gaussian mixtures because of the particular struc-
ture imposed on the distributions. Their covariance is effectively low rank and the
rank is equal to the intrinsic dimensions of the manifold. This property makes
our method capable of finding the position of data points on the manifold using a
small number of reliable components (of the order of intrinsic dimensionality).
Although our results with respect to the block size (K) are somewhat equivocal,
it is interesting to observe that in most conditions excellent results were obtained
with 5-frame blocks. Gonzalez et al. (2013) also found that a 5-frame window
yielded the best results in their GMM-based imputation procedure. Blocks of five
consecutive frames cover a time window of about 50 ms, which is slightly shorter
than the average duration of phones in continuous speech. In the compressive sens-
ing approach proposed in Gemmeke et al. (2011b) the best results were obtained
with much longer windows that spanned up to 300 ms. The long windows were
needed to distinguish the long-term continuity of the acoustic features of speech
signals from the usually much shorter continuous feature traces in background
noise. For MPPCA (and TGI) much shorter windows suffice, because the focus
is on the (articulatory-induced) acoustic patterns in clean speech that are mainly
determined by transitions between neighboring phones, independent of corrupting
background noise.
In the taxonomy proposed in Li et al. (2014) the MPPCA method belongs in
the category of approaches that do not use prior knowledge about the corrupting
noise. Still, from a detailed analysis of the recognition results it appeared that
the optimal mask threshold with the MCRA2 mask differs somewhat between the
noise types. In future research we plan to experiment with different thresholds in a
number of frequency bands. Our accuracy scores on aurora-2 confirm the finding
in previous experiments with missing feature imputation that there is an SNR level
below which imputation methods that do not take into account prior knowledge
about the noise lose out against competing methods that do take knowledge about
the noise into account (e.g. Gemmeke et al., 2011b; Gonzalez et al., 2013). At
SNR levels < 0 dB the number of reliable features becomes very small. Yet, in
Table 2.1 it can be seen that the recognition accuracies with the oracle mask are
pretty high. Therefore, it can be concluded that MPPCA-based imputation yields
excellent results in the absence of mask errors. At the same time it is clear that
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the recognition accuracy drops to very low levels due to the inevitable increase of
the proportion of false accepts in the lowest SNR conditions.
A direct comparison between the performance of MPPCA-based imputation in
aurora-2 and aurora-4 is very difficult, because the lowest SNR condition in
aurora-4 is 5 dB, i.e., the level above which there appear to be sufficient reliable
features to enable effective imputation. The impact of mask estimation errors,
and the imputation errors this may cause differs very much between the two tasks.
Averaged over the SNR levels from 20 dB to 5 dB, i.e., the SNR levels that the two
tasks have in common, the ratio of the accuracy with the estimated mask and the
accuracy with the oracle mask is 0.84 for aurora-2 and 0.80 for aurora-4. That
the ratio is somewhat smaller in aurora-4 is most likely due to the fact that the
perplexity of the search in aurora-4 is larger, which will make the search more
sensitive to the effects of imputation errors.
Because mask estimation deeply affects all missing feature imputation approaches,
improving mask estimation or mitigating the effects of estimation errors is essen-
tial for practical applications. We have already mentioned the possibility of using
different mask thresholds in different frequency bands. Another way for dealing
with mask estimation errors is replacing binary decisions about the reliability of
spectro-temporal measurements by probabilistic estimates of the reliability. It is
possible to extend the procedure for the reconstruction of clean spectrograms in
the MPPCA method in such a way that it uses all features in an observation vec-
tor, but weighted with an estimate of their reliability instead of weights that are
either zero or one. A similar procedure has proved to be beneficial in Gonza´lez
et al. (2012); Gonzalez et al. (2013). Also, the probabilistic formulation of the
MPPCA approach makes it possible to integrate the mask estimation with the
reconstruction procedure. This could be done by calculating the likelihood of
individual observation components given the trained model and considering the
components with higher likelihood as the reliable components of the spectrogram.
Comparing the impact of mask estimation errors between competing missing
data imputation methods appears to be next to impossible if these imputation
methods are part of different ASR systems. It is impossible to decide whether
observed differences are due to the imputation method or to different mask errors.
Moreover, these comparisons do not advance our understanding of the way in
which mask estimation errors interfere with recognition performance. Therefore,
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it would be a large step forward if a method could be devised that deteriorates a
given oracle mask in a known and controllable manner. Essential parameters to
control are the proportion of mask errors, and the distribution of the errors over
the time-frequency plane. An important aspect of that distribution is the trade-off
between concentration in contiguous time-frequency regions versus the degree of
scatter. It goes without saying that artificially induced mask estimation errors
should be restricted to the areas in the time-frequency plane where the speech
power is relatively small.
The research in this chapter was based on the assumption that our novel MPPCA-
based imputation can reconstruct a noise-corrupted spectrogram that is sufficiently
accurate to treat the output as clean. This, in turn, allows us to use the imputa-
tion result as input for a back-end that is trained with clean speech. It would be
worthwhile to train the GMMs and the DNNs in the back-end with a mix of clean
speech and noisy speech processed with MPPCA-based imputation. Because the
MPPCA model is trained on clean speech only, and the imputation result is only
mildly –if at all– dependent on the noise types, such an approach would avoid
most of the limitations of multi-condition training.
The prior distributions imposed on some of the parameters of the MPPCA model
(such as α) are selected to guarantee that the representations of the speech data
in the sub-models is sparse. In the approach presented in this chapter some of the
other prior distributions were chosen to be conjugate with the posterior distribu-
tions (for example the priors chosen for ®µ and ®τ). Therefore, the prior distribu-
tions were selected independently of the characteristics of the signals of interest,
i.e. speech signals. Future research will investigate whether prior knowledge of
the distributions of the acoustic features of speech signals can be used in select-
ing the prior distributions imposed on the parameters of the MPPCA model. If
that appears to be possible, the resulting models are likely to capture the impor-
tant characteristics of speech signals better than models that ignore prior speech
knowledge.
In this chapter manifold-based learning was only used for learning the latent
space that formed the basis for missing feature imputation based on compressive
sensing. Because the projection of the observed spectra onto the learned manifold
induces a substantial degree of normalization, it is interesting to investigate the
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possibility of using MPPCA as an alternative for existing approaches to speaker
and channel normalization.
2.5 Conclusion
In this chapter we introduced a manifold-based compressive sensing approach to
the imputation of missing features in noise-robust ASR. In this approach the ob-
servation space is considered as an over-complete embedding space of the signals
on a lower-dimensional manifold in a latent space. The latent space is learned
in the form of a mixture of probabilistic principal component analyzers. As long
as there is a sufficient number of reliable measurements in the embedding space,
the position of an observation (a slice of a spectrogram) can be located on the
manifold. Compressive sensing theory then guarantees that it is possible to re-
construct the missing measurements in the embedding space, provided that the
number of reliable features in the observation space is large enough. We developed
a computationally efficient procedure for implementing the reconstruction.
Experiments on a connected digits recognition task (aurora-2) and on a large
vocabulary continuous speech recognition task (aurora-4) showed that the MPPCA-
based imputation using a mixture of 30 . . . 35 probabilistic principal component
analyzers is at least as effective as competing GMM-based imputation methods
that use a mixture of 256 Gaussians. MPPCA-based imputation seems to be less
sensitive to inevitable mask estimation errors than imputation based on truncated
Gaussians. The MPPCA approach can be improved by integrating it with a prob-
abilistic mask estimation method.
Chapter 3
Sparse Coding of the Modulation
Spectrum for Noise-Robust
Automatic Speech Recognition
The full modulation spectrum is a high-dimensional representation of one-dimensional audio signals. Most previous research in automatic speech recog-
nition converted this very rich representation into the equivalent of a sequence of
short-time power spectra, mainly to simplify the computation of the posterior
probability that a frame of an unknown speech signal is related to a specific state.
In this chapter we use the raw output of a modulation spectrum analyser in com-
bination with sparse coding as a means for obtaining state posterior probabilities.
The modulation spectrum analyser uses 15 gammatone filters. The Hilbert enve-
lope of the output of these filters is then processed by nine modulation frequency
filters, with bandwidths up to 16 Hz. Experiments using the aurora-2 task
show that the novel approach is promising. We found that the representation of
medium-term dynamics in the modulation spectrum analyser must be improved.
We also found that we should move towards sparse classification, by modifying
the cost function in sparse coding such that the class(es) represented by the ex-
emplars weigh in, in addition to the accuracy with which unknown observations
are reconstructed. This creates two challenges: (1) developing a method for dic-
tionary learning that takes the class occupancy of exemplars into account and (2)
developing a method for learning a mapping from exemplar activations to state
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posterior probabilities that keeps the generalization to unseen conditions that is
one of the strongest advantages of sparse coding.
3.1 Introduction
Nobody will seriously disagree with the statement that most of the information in
acoustic signals is encoded in the way in which the signal properties change over
time, while the instantaneous characteristics such as the shape or the envelope
of the short-time spectrum, are less important - though surely not unimportant.
The dynamic changes over time in the envelope of the short-time spectrum are
captured in the modulation spectrum (Drullman et al., 1994; Hermansky, 1997;
Xiao et al., 2008). This makes the modulation spectrum a fundamentally more
informative representation of audio signals than a sequence of short-time spec-
tra. Still, most approaches in speech technology, whether it is speech recognition,
speech synthesis, speaker recognition, or speech coding, seem to rely on impov-
erished representations of the modulation spectrum in the form of a sequence of
short-time spectra, possibly extended with explicit information about the dynamic
changes in the form of delta and delta-delta coefficients. For speech (and audio)
coding, the reliance on sequences of short-time spectra can be explained by the
fact that many applications (first and foremost telephony) cannot tolerate delays
in the order of 250 ms, while full use of modulation spectra might incur delays
up to a second. What is more, coders can rely on the human auditory system to
extract and utilize the dynamic changes that are still retained in the output of the
coders. If coders are used in environments and applications in which delay is not
an issue (music recording, broadcast transmission), we do see a more elaborate use
of information linked to modulation spectra (Thompson and Atlas, 2003; Paliwal
et al., 2011; Pichevar et al., 2011). Here too, the focus is on reducing bit rates by
capitalizing on the properties of the human auditory system. We are not aware of
approaches to speech synthesis - where delay is not an issue - that aim to harness
advantages offered by the modulation spectrum. Information about the temporal
dynamics of speech signal by means of shifted delta cepstra has proven beneficial
for automatic language and speaker recognition (Torres-Carrasquillo et al., 2002).
In this chapter we are concerned with the use of modulation spectra for auto-
matic speech recognition (ASR), specifically noise-robust speech recognition. In
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this application domain, we cannot rely on the intervention of the human auditory
system. On the contrary, it is now necessary to automatically extract the informa-
tion encoded in the modulation spectrum that humans would use to understand
the message.
The seminal research by Drullman et al. (1994) showed that modulation fre-
quencies > 16 Hz contribute very little to speech intelligibility. In Arai et al.
(1999) it was shown that attenuating modulation frequencies < 1 Hz does not
affect intelligibility either. Very low modulation frequencies are related to sta-
tionary channel characteristics or stationary noise, rather than to the dynamically
changing speech signal carried by the channel. The upper limit of the band with
linguistically relevant modulation frequencies is related to the maximum speed
with which the articulators can move. This insight gave rise to the introduc-
tion of RASTA filtering in Hermansky et al. (1991) and Hermansky and Morgan
(1994). RASTA filtering is best conceived of as a form of post-processing applied
on the output of otherwise conventional representations of the speech signal de-
rived from short-time spectra. This puts RASTA filtering in the same category as,
for example, Mel-frequency spectra and Mel-frequency cepstral coefficients: engi-
neering approaches designed to efficiently approximate representations manifested
in psycho-acoustic experiments (Hermansky, 2011). Subsequent developments to-
wards harnessing the modulation spectrum in ASR have followed pretty much
the same path, characterized by some form of additional processing applied to
sequences of short-time spectral (or cepstral) features. Perhaps somewhat sur-
prisingly, none of these developments have given rise to substantial improvements
of recognition performance relative to other engineering tricks that do not take
guidance from knowledge about the auditory system.
All existing ASR systems are characterized by an architecture that consists of
a frontend and a back end. The back end always comes in the form of a state
network, in which words are discrete units, made up of a directed graph of subword
units (usually phones), each of which is in turn represented as a sequence of states.
Recognizing an utterance amounts to searching the path in a finite-state machine
that has the maximum likelihood, given an acoustic signal. The link between a
continuous audio signal and the discrete state machine is established by converting
the acoustic signal into a sequence of likelihoods that a short segment of the signal
corresponds to one of the low-level states. The task of the frontend is to convert
the signal into a sequence of state likelihood estimates, usually at a 100-Hz rate,
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which should be more than adequate to capture the fastest possible articulation
movements.
Speech coding or speech synthesis with a 100-Hz frame rate using short-time
spectra yields perfectly intelligible and natural-sounding results. Therefore, it was
only natural to assume that a sequence of short-time spectra at the same frame
rate would be a good input representation for an ASR system. However, already
in the early seventies, it was shown by Jean-Silvain Lie´nard (Mlouka and Lie´nard,
1974) that it was necessary to augment the static spectrum representation by so-
called delta and delta-delta coefficients that represent the speed and acceleration
of the change of the spectral envelope over time and that were popularized by Furui
(1981). For reasonably clean speech, this approach appears to be adequate.
Under acoustically adverse conditions, the recognition performance of ASR sys-
tems degrades much more rapidly than human performance (Lippmann, 1996).
Convolutional noise can be effectively handled by RASTA-like processing. Dis-
tortions due to reverberation have a direct impact on the modulation spectrum,
and they also cause substantial difficulties for human listeners (Houtgast and
Steeneken, 1985; Rennies et al., 2011). Therefore, much research in noise-robust
ASR has focused on speech recognition in additive noise. Speech recognition in
noise basically must solve two problems simultaneously: (1) one needs to deter-
mine which acoustic properties of the signal belong to the target speech and which
are due to the background noise (the source separation problem), and (2) those
parts of the acoustic representations of the speech signal which are not entirely
obscured by the noise must be processed to decode the linguistic message (speech
decoding problem).
For a recent review of the range of approaches that has been taken towards
noise-robust ASR, we refer to Virtanen et al. (2012). Here, we focus on one set
of approaches, guided by the finding that humans have less trouble recognizing
speech in noise, which seems to suggest that humans are either better in source
separation or in latching on to the speech information that is not obscured by the
noise (or in both). This suggests that there is something in the auditory processing
system that makes it possible to deal with additive noise. Indeed, it has been
suggested that replacing the conventional short-time spectral analysis based on
the fast Fourier transform by the output of a principled auditory model should
improve robustness against noise. However, up to now, the results of research along
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this line have failed to live up to the promise (Ghitza, 1994). We believe that this
is at least in part caused by the fact that in previous research, the output of an
auditory model was converted to the equivalent of the energy in one-third octave
filters, necessary for interfacing with a conventional ASR back end, but without
trying to capture the continuity constraints imposed by the articulatory system.
In this conversion most of the additional information carried by the modulation
spectrum is lost.
In this chapter we explore the use of a modulation spectrum frontend that is
based on time-domain filtering that does not require collapsing the output to the
equivalent of one-third octave filters, but which still makes it possible to estimate
the posterior probability of the states in a finite-state machine. In brief, we first
filter the speech signal with 15 gammatone filters (roughly equivalent to one-
third octave filters) and we process the Hilbert envelope of the output of the
gammatone filters with nine modulation spectrum filters (Jørgensen and Dau,
2011). The 135-dimensional (135-D) output of this system can be sampled at
any rate that is an integer fraction of the sampling frequency of the input speech
signal. We refer to the resulting vectors as envelope modulation spectrum (EMS)
features. For the conversion of the EMS feature vectors to posterior probability
estimates of a set of states, we use the sparse coding (SC) approach proposed
by Gemmeke et al. (2011b). Sparse coding is best conceived of as an exemplar-
based approach (Hurmalainen et al., 2011a) in which unknown inputs are coded
as positive (weighted) sums of items in an exemplar dictionary.
We use the well-known aurora-2 task (Hirsch and Pearce, 2000) as the platform
for developing our modulation spectrum approach to noise-robust ASR. We will
use the ‘standard’ back end for this task, i.e. a Viterbi decoder that finds the best
path in a lattice spanned by the 179 states that result from representing 11 digit
words by 16 states each, plus 3 states for representing non-speech. We expect that
the effect of the additive noise is limited to a subset of the 135 output channels of
the modulation spectrum analyser.
The major goal of this chapter is to introduce a novel approach to noise-robust
ASR. The approach that we propose is novel in two respects: we use the ‘raw’ out-
put of modulation frequency filters and we use Sparse Classification to derive state
posterior probabilities from samples of the output of the modulation spectrum
filters. We deliberately use unadorned implementations of both the modulation
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spectrum analyser and the sparse coder, because we see a need for identifying what
are the most important issues that are involved with a fundamentally different ap-
proach to representing speech signals and with converting the representations to
state posterior estimates. In doing so we are fully aware of the risk that - for the
moment - we will end up with word error rates (WERs) that are well above what
is considered state-of-the-art (Bourlard et al., 1996b). Understanding the issues
that affect the performance of our system most will allow us to propose a road map
towards our final goal that combines advanced insight in what it is that makes
human speech recognition so very robust against noise with improved procedures
for automatic noise-robust speech recognition.
Our approach combines two novelties, viz. the features and the state poste-
rior probability estimation. To make it possible to disentangle the contributions
and implications of the two novelties, we will also conduct experiments in which
we use conventional multi-layered perceptrons (MLPs) to derive state posterior
probability estimates from the outputs of the modulation spectrum analyser. In
section 3.4, we will compare the sparse classification approach with the results ob-
tained with the MLP for estimating state posterior probabilities. This will allow
us to assess the advantages of the modulation spectrum analyser, as well as the
contribution of the sparse classification approach.
3.2 Method
3.2.1 Sparse classification frontend
The approach to noise-robust ASR that we propose in this chapter was inspired
by Gemmeke et al. (2011b) and Gemmeke (2010), which introduced Sparse Classi-
fication as a technique for estimating the posterior probabilities of the lowest-level
states in an ASR system. The starting point of their approach was a representation
of noisy speech signals as overlapping sequences of up to 30 speech frames that
together cover up to 300 ms intervals of the signals. Individual frames were repre-
sented as Mel-frequency energy spectra, because that representation conforms to
the additivity requirement imposed by the sparse classification approach. SC is an
exemplar-based approach. Handling clean speech requires the construction of an
exemplar dictionary that contains stretches of speech signals of the same length
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as the (overlapping) stretches that must be coded. The exemplars must be chosen
such that they represent arbitrary utterances. For noisy speech a second exemplar
dictionary must be created, which contains equally long exemplars of the additive
noises. Speech is coded by finding a small number of speech and noise exemplars
which, added together with positive weights, accurately approximate an interval of
the original signal. The algorithms that find the best exemplars and their weights
are called solvers; all solvers allow imposing a maximum on the number of exem-
plars that are returned with a weight > 0 so that it is guaranteed that the result
is sparse. Different families of solvers are available, but some require that all co-
efficients in the representations of the signals and the exemplars are non-negative
numbers. Least angle regression (Efron et al., 2004), implemented by means of a
version of the Lasso solver, can operate with representations that contain positive
and negative numbers.
The SC approach sketched above is interesting for two reasons. Sequences of
short-time spectra implicitly represent a substantial part of the information in the
modulation spectrum. That is certainly true if the sequences cover up to 300-ms
signal intervals. In addition, in Hurmalainen et al. (2011b) it was shown that it
is possible to convert the weights assigned to the exemplars in a SC system to
the estimates of state probabilities, provided that the frames in the exemplars
are assigned to states. The latter can be accomplished by means of a forced
alignment of the database from which the exemplars are selected with the states
that correspond to a phonetic transcription. In actual practice, the state labels
are obtained by means of a forced alignment using a conventional hidden Markov
model (HMM) recognizer.
The success of the SC approach in Gemmeke et al. (2011b) and Gemmeke (2010)
for noise-robust speech recognition is attributed to the fact that the speech ex-
emplars are characterized by peaks in the spectral energy that exhibit substantial
continuity over time; the human articulatory system can only produce signals
that contain few clear discontinuities (such as the release of stop consonants),
while many noise types lack such continuity. Therefore, it is reasonable to expect
that the modulation spectra of speech and noise are rather different, even if the
short-time spectra may be very similar.
In this chapter we use the modulation spectrum directly to exploit the continu-
ity constraints imposed by the speech production system. Since the modulation
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spectrum captures information about the continuity of the speech signal in the low-
frequency bands, there is no need for a representation that stacks a large number
of subsequent time frames. Therefore, our exemplar dictionary can be created by
selecting individual frames of the modulation spectrum in a database of labelled
speech. As in Gemmeke et al. (2011b) and Gemmeke (2010), we will convert the
weights assigned to the exemplars when coding unknown speech signals into esti-
mates of the probability that a frame in the unknown signal corresponds to one of
the states.
In Gemmeke et al. (2011b) and Gemmeke (2010) the conversion of exemplar
weights into state probabilities involved an averaging procedure. A frame in an
unknown speech signal was included in as many solutions of the solver as there
were frames in an exemplar. In each position of a sliding window, an unknown
frame is associated with the states in the exemplars chosen in that position. While
individual window positions return a small number of exemplars and therefore a
small number of possible states, the eventual set of state probabilities assigned
to a frame is not very sparse. With the single-frame exemplars in the approach
presented here, no such averaging is necessary or possible. The potential downside
of relying on a single set of exemplars to estimate state probabilities is that it may
yield overly sparse state probability vectors.
3.2.2 Data
In order to provide a proof of concept that our approach is viable, we used a part
of the aurora-2 database (Hirsch and Pearce, 2000). This database consists of
speech recordings taken from the TIDIGITS corpus for which participants read
sequences of digits (only using the words ‘zero’ to ‘nine’ and ‘oh’) with one up
to seven digits per utterance. These recordings were then artificially noisified by
adding different types of noise to the clean recordings at different signal-to-noise
ratios. In this chapter we focus on the results obtained for test set A, i.e. the test
set that is corrupted using the same noise types that occur in the multi-condition
training set. We re-used a previously made state-level segmentation of the signals
obtained by means of a forced alignment with a conventional HMM-based ASR
system. These labels were also used to estimate the prior probabilities of the 179
states.
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3.2.3 Feature extraction
The feature extraction process that we employ is illustrated in Figure 3.1. First,
the (noisy) speech signal (sampling frequency Fs = 8 kHz) is analysed by a gam-
matone filterbank consisting of 15 band-pass filters with centre frequencies (Fc)
spaced at one-third octave. More specifically, Fc = 125, 160, 200, 250, 315, 400,
500, 630, 800, 1,000, 1,250, 1,600, 2,000, 2,500, and 3,150 Hz, respectively. The
amplitude response of an nth-order gammatone filter with centre frequency Fc is
defined by
g(t) = a · tn−1 · cos(2piFct + φ) · e−2pibt . (3.1)
With b = 1.0183 × (24.7 + Fc/9.265) and n = 4, this yields band-pass filters
with equivalent rectangular bandwidth equal to 1 (Glasberg and Moore, 1990).
Subsequently, the time envelope ei(t) of the ith filter output, xi, is computed as
the magnitude of the analytic signal
ei(t) =
√
x2i + xˆ
2
i , (3.2)
with xˆi the Hilbert transform of xi. We assume that the time envelopes of the
outputs of the gammatone filters are a sufficiently complete representation of the
input speech signal. The frequency response of the gammatone filterbank is shown
in the upper part at the left-hand side of Figure 3.1.
The Hilbert envelopes were low-pass filtered with a fifth-order Butterworth filter
(cf. (3.3)) with cut-off frequency at 150 Hz and down-sampled to 400 Hz. The
down-sampled time envelopes from the 15 gammatone filters are fed into another
filterbank consisting of nine modulation filters. This so-called modulation filter-
bank is similar to the EPSM-filterbank as presented by Ewert and Dau (2000). In
our implementation of the modulation filterbank, we used one-third-order Butter-
worth low-pass filter with a cut-off frequency of 1 Hz, and eight band-pass filters
with centre frequencies of 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 10, and 16 Hz.1
1The software used for implementing the modulation frequency analyser was adapted from
Matlab code that was kindly provided by Søren Jørgensen (Jørgensen and Dau, 2014). Some
choices that are somewhat unusual in speech technology, such as the 400-Hz frame rate, were
kept.
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Figure 3.1: EMS feature extraction. The magnitude envelope of each of the
15 gammatone filters is decomposed into nine different modulation frequency
bands. Thus, the speech is represented by 9× 15 = 135-D feature vectors which
are computed every 2.5 ms.
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The frequency response of an nth-order low-pass filter with gain a and cut-off
frequency Fc is specified by Rabiner and Gold (1975)
H( f ) = a
1.0 + ( fFc )2n
(3.3)
The complex-valued frequency response of a band-pass modulation filter with
gain a, centre frequency Fc and quality factor Q = 1 is specified by
H( f ) = a
1.0 + jQ.
(
f
Fc
− Fcf
) (3.4)
As an example, the upper panel at the right-hand side in Figure 3.1 shows the
time envelope of the output of the gammatone filter with centre frequency at 315
Hz for the digit sequence ‘zero six’. The frequency response of the complete fil-
terbank, i.e. the sum of the responses of the nine individual filters, is shown in
Figure 3.2. Due to the spacing of the centre frequency of the filters and the over-
lap of their transfer functions, we effectively give more weight to the modulation
frequencies that are dominant in speech (Kanedera et al., 1999).
Figure 3.2: Sum of modulation transfer functions. The sum of the trans-
fer functions of all modulation frequency filters gives a stronger weight to the
frequencies that are known to be important for speech recognition (Kanedera
et al., 1999).
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The modulation frequency filterbank is implemented as a set of frequency domain
filters. To obtain a frequency resolution of 0.1 Hz with the Hilbert envelopes
sampled at 400 Hz, the calculations were based on Fourier transforms consisting
of 4, 001 frequency samples. For that purpose we computed the complex-valued
frequency response of the filters at 4,001 frequency points. An example of the
ensemble of waveforms that results from the combination of the gammatone and
modulation filterbank analysis for the digit sequence ‘zero six’ is shown in the lower
panel on the right-hand side of Figure 3.1. The amplitudes of the 9 × 15 = 135
signals as a function of time are shown in the bottom panel at the left-hand side
of Figure 3.1. The top band represents the lowest modulation frequencies (0 to
1 Hz) and the bottom band the highest (modulation filter with centre frequency
Fc = 16 Hz).
We experimented with two different implementations of the modulation fre-
quency filterbank, one in which we kept the phase response of the filters and the
other in which we ignored the phase response and only retained the magnitude of
the transfer functions. The results are illustrated in Figure 3.3 for clean speech
and for the 5 dB signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) condition. From the second and
third rows in that figure, it can be inferred that the linear phase implementa-
tion renders sudden changes in the Hilbert envelope as synchronized events in all
modulation bands, while the full-phase implementation appears to smear these
changes over wider time intervals. The (visual) effect is especially apparent in the
right column, where the noisy speech is depicted. However, preliminary experi-
ments indicated that the information captured in the ‘visually noisy’ full-phase
representation could be harnessed by the recognition system: the full-phase im-
plementation yields a performance increase in the order of 20% at the lower SNR
levels compared with the performance of the linear phase implementation. How-
ever, the linear phase implementation works slightly better in clean and high SNR
conditions (yielding ≈1% higher accuracies). This confirms the results of previous
experiments in Moritz et al. (2011). Therefore, all results in this chapter are based
on the full-phase implementation.
Another unsurprising observation that can be made from Figure 3.3 is that the
non-negative Hilbert envelopes are turned into signals that have both positive and
negative amplitude values. This will limit the options in choosing a solver in the
SC approach to computing state posterior probabilities.
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Figure 3.3: Full and linear phase features comparison. Top: spectrum enve-
lope of 6th gammatone band for a sample utterance for clean (left) and 5-dB
SNR (right). Middle: output of linear phase modulation filterbank. Bottom:
output of full-phase modulation filterbank.
Figure 3.4 provides an extended view of the result of a modulation spectrum
analysis of the utterance ‘zero six’. The nine heat map representations in the
lower left-hand part of Figure 3.1 are re-drawn in such a way that it is possible to
see the similarities and differences between the modulation bands. The top panel
in Figure 3.4 shows the output amplitude of the low-pass filter of the modulation
filterbank. Subsequent panels show the amplitude of the outputs of the higher
modulation band filters. It can be seen that overall, the amplitude decreases with
increasing band number.
Speech and background noise tend to cover the same frequency regions in the
short-time spectrum. Therefore, speech and noise will be mixed in the outputs of
the 15 gammatone filters. The modulation filterbank decomposes each of the 15
time envelopes into a set of nine time-domain signals that correspond to different
modulation frequencies. Generally speaking, the outputs of the lowest modulation
frequencies are more associated with events demarcating syllable nuclei, while
the higher modulation frequencies represent shorter-term events. We want to
take advantage of the fact that it is unlikely that speech and noise sound sources
with frequency components in the same gammatone filter also happen to overlap
completely in the modulation frequency domain. Stationary noise would not affect
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Figure 3.4: An extended view of the result of a modulation spectrum analysis
of the utterance ‘zero six’.
the output of the higher modulation frequency filters, while pulsatile noise should
not affect the lowest modulation frequency filters. Therefore, we expect that many
of the naturally occurring noise sources will show temporal variations at different
rates than speech.
Although the EMS features capture short- and medium-time spectral dynamics,
the information is encoded in a manner that might not be optimal for automatic
pattern recognition purposes. Therefore, we decided to also create a feature set
that encodes the temporal dynamics more explicitly. To that end we concatenated
29 frames (at a rate of one frame per 2.5 ms), corresponding to 29×2.5 = 72.5 ms; to
keep the number of features within reasonable limits, we performed dimensionality
reduction by means of linear discriminant analysis (LDA), with the 179 state labels
as categories. The reference category was the state label of the middle frame
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of a 29-frame sequence. The LDA transformation matrix was learned using the
exemplar dictionary (cf., section 3.2.4). The dimension of the feature vectors was
reduced to 135, the same number as with single-frame features. To be able to
investigate the effect of the LDA transform, we also applied an LDA transform to
the original single-frame features. Here, the dimension of the transformed feature
vector was limited to 135 (nine modulation bands in 15 gammatone filters).
3.2.4 Composition of exemplar dictionary
To construct the speech exemplar dictionary, we first encoded the clean train set
of aurora-2 with the modulation spectrum analysis system, using a frame rate
of 400 Hz. Then, we quasi-randomly selected two frames from each utterance.
To make sure that we had a reasonably uniform coverage of all states and both
genders, 2×179 counters were used (one for each state of each gender). The coun-
ters were initialized at 48. For each selected exemplar, the corresponding counter
was decremented by 1. Exemplars of a gender-state combination were no longer
added to the dictionary if the counter became zero. A simple implementation of
this search strategy yielded a set of 17, 148 exemplars, in which some states missed
one or two exemplars. It appeared that 36 exemplars had a Pearson correlation
coefficient of > 0.999 with at least one other exemplar. Therefore, the effective
size of the dictionary is 17, 091.
We also encoded the four noises in the multi-condition training set of aurora-2
with the modulation spectrum analysis system. From the output, we randomly
selected 13, 300 frames as noise exemplars, with an equal number of exemplars for
the four noise types.
When using LDA-transformed concatenated features, a new equally large set
of exemplars was created by selecting sequences of 29 consecutive frames, using
the same procedures as for selecting single-frame exemplars. In a similar vein,
29-frame noise exemplars were selected that were reduced to 135-D features using
the same transformation matrix as for the speech exemplars.
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3.2.5 The sparse classification algorithm
The use of sparse classification requires that it must be possible to approximate an
unknown observation with a (positive) weighted sum of a number of exemplars.
Since all operations in the modulation spectrum analysis system are linear and
since the noisy signals were constructed by simply adding clean speech and noise,
we are confident that the EMS representation does not violate additivity to such
an extent that SC is rendered impossible. The same argument holds for the LDA-
transformed features. Since linear transformations do not violate additivity, we
assume that the transformed exemplars can be used in the same way as the original
ones.
As can be seen in Figures 3.1 and 3.3, the output of the modulation filters
contains both positive and negative numbers. Therefore, we need to use the Lasso
procedure for solving the sparse coding problem, which can operate with positive
and negative numbers (Efron et al., 2004). We are not aware of other solvers
that offer the same freedom. Lasso uses the Euclidean distance as the divergence
measure to evaluate the similarity of vectors. This raises the question whether
the Euclidean distance is a suitable measure for comparing EMS feature vectors.
We verified this by computing the distributions of the Euclidean distance between
neighbouring frames and frames taken at random time distances of > 20 frames
in a set of 100 randomly selected utterances. As can be seen from Figure 3.5,
the distributions of the distances between neighbouring and distant frames hardly
overlap. Therefore, we believe that it is safe to assume that the Euclidean distance
measure is adequate.
Using the Euclidean distance in a straightforward manner implies that vector
elements that have a large variance or large absolute values will dominate the re-
sult. Preliminary experiments showed that the modulation spectra suffer from this
effect. It appeared that the difference between /u/ in two and /i/ in three, which
is mainly represented by different energy levels in the 2, 000-Hz region, was often
very small because of the absolute values of the output of the modulation filters in
the gammatone filters with centre frequencies of 2, 000 and 2, 500 Hz which were
very much smaller than the values in the gammatone filters with centre frequencies
up to 400 Hz. This effect can be remedied by using a proper normalization of the
vector elements. After some experiments, we decided to equalize the variance in
the gammatone bands. For this purpose we first computed the variance in all 135
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Figure 3.5: Distributions of the Euclidean distance between neighbouring
(red) and distant (blue) 135-D feature vectors.
modulation bands in the set of speech exemplars. Then, we averaged the variance
over the nine modulation bands in each gammatone filter. The resulting averages
were used to normalize the outputs of the modulation filters. The effect of this
procedure on the representation of the output of the modulation filters is shown in
Figure 3.6. This procedure reduced the number of /u/ - /i/ confusions by almost
a factor of 3.
3.2.5.1 Obtaining state posterior estimates
The weights assigned to the exemplars by the Lasso solver must be converted to
estimates of the probability that a frame corresponds to one of the 179 states.
In the sparse classification system of Gemmeke et al. (2011b), weights of up to
30 window positions were averaged. In our SC system, we do not have a sliding
window with heavy overlap between subsequent positions. We decided to use
the weights of the exemplars that approximate individual frames to derive the
state posterior probability estimates. In doing so, we simply added the weights
of all exemplars corresponding to a given state. The average number of non-zero
elements in the activation vector varied between 15.1 for clean speech and 6.5 at
−5 dB SNR. Therefore, we may face overly sparse and potentially somewhat noisy
state probability estimates. This is illustrated in Figure 3.7a for the digit sequence
‘3 6 7’ in the 5 dB SNR condition. The traces of state probability estimates are not
continuous (do not traverse all 16 states of a word) and they include activations of
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Figure 3.6: Normalization of the modulation filter outputs. Upper left: stan-
dard deviation of all 135 elements in the speech exemplars. Upper right: stan-
dard deviation in the gammatone filters averaged over all nine modulation filters.
Lower panel: standard deviation of all 135 elements in the speech exemplars af-
ter normalization.
other states, some of which are acoustically similar to the states that correspond
to the digit sequence.
3.2.6 Recognition based on combinations of individual mod-
ulation bands
Substantial previous research has investigated the possibility to combat additive
noise by fusing the outputs of a number of parallel recognizers, each operating
on a separate frequency band (cf., Cerisara and Fohr (2001) for a comprehensive
review). The general idea underlying this approach is that additive noise will only
affect some frequency bands so that other bands should suffer less. The same idea
has also been proposed for different modulation bands (Hermansky and Fousek,
2005a). In this chapter we also explore the possibility that additive noise does
not affect all modulation bands to the same extent. Therefore, we will compare
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.7: State probability traces for the digit sequence ‘3 6 7’ at 5 dB
SNR. (a) Traces obtained by using the activation weights of the full modulation
spectrum exemplars only. The Viterbi decoder returns the incorrect sequence
‘3 3 7’. (b) Traces obtained from fusing the probability estimates obtained with
the full modulation spectrum and the probability estimates obtained from nine
modulation bands (weights obtained with a genetic algorithm). The Viterbi
decoder now returns the correct sequence ‘3 6 7’.
recognition accuracies obtained when estimating state likelihoods using a single
set of exemplars represented by 135-D feature vectors and the fusion of the state
likelihoods estimated from the 135-D system and nine sets of exemplars (one for
each modulation band) represented as 15-D feature vectors (for the 15 gammatone
filters). The optimal weights for the nine sets of estimates will be obtained using a
genetic algorithm with a small set of held-out training utterances. Also, combining
state posterior probability estimates from ten decoders might help to make the
resulting probability vectors less sparse.
3.2.7 State posteriors estimated by means of an MLP
In order to tease apart the contributions of the modulation frequency features and
the sparse coding, we also conducted experiments in which we used a MLP for
estimating the posterior probabilities of the 179 states in the aurora-2 task. For
this purpose we trained a number of networks by means of the QuickNet software
package (Johnson et al., 2004). We trained networks on clean data only, as well
as on the full set of utterances in the multi-condition training set. Analogously
to Sun et al. (2012b), we used 90% of the training set, i.e. 7, 596 utterances for
training the MLP and the remaining 844 utterances for the cross-validation. To
enable a fair comparison, we trained two networks, both operating on single frames.
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The first network used frames consisting of 135 features; the second network used
‘static’ modulation frequency features extended with delta and delta-delta features
estimated over a time interval of 90 ms, making for 405 input features. The
delta and delta-delta features were obtained by fitting a linear regression on the
sequence of feature values that span the 90-ms intervals. Actually, the 90-ms
interval corresponds to the time interval covered by the perceptual linear prediction
(PLP) features used in Sun et al. (2012b). There too, the static PLP features were
extended by delta and delta-delta features, making for 9 × 39 = 351 input nodes.
3.3 Results
The recognition accuracies obtained with the 135-D EMS features are presented
in the top part of Tables 3.1 and 3.2 for the SC-based system. The second and
third rows of Table 3.2 show the results for the MLP-based system. Both tables
also contain results obtained previously with conventional Mel-spectrum or PLP
features. Note that the results in Table 3.1 pertain to a single-noise condition of
test set A (subway noise), while Table 3.2 shows the accuracies averaged over all
four noise types in test set A. In experimenting with the aurora-2 task, it is a
pervasive finding that the results depend strongly on the word insertion penalty
(WIP) that is used in the Viterbi backend. A WIP that yields the lowest WER in
the clean condition invariably gives a very high WER in the noisiest conditions.
In this study we set aside a small development set, on which we searched the WIP
that gave the best results in the conditions with SNR ≤ 5 dB; in these conditions
the best performance was obtained with the same WIP value. Inevitably, this
means that we will end up with relatively bad results in the cleanest conditions.
Unfortunately, there is no generally accepted strategy for selecting the ‘optimal’
WIP. Since different authors make different (and not always explicit) decisions,
detailed comparisons with results reported in the literature are difficult. For this
study this is less of an issue, since we are not aiming at outperforming previously
published results.
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Clean 20 dB 15 dB 10 dB 5 dB 0 dB −5 dB
Sys1
(single frame)
90.51 91.00 89.53 87.69 83.76 76.76 65.31
Sys2
(single frame) 89.19 89.62 87.57 83.54 76.51 62.57 36.91
(LDA transformed)
Sys3
(29 frames) 87.50 88.70 87.41 85.42 77.62 59.41 27.85
(LDA transformed)
Sys4
(9 bands-GA)
89.71 90.57 89.28 87.41 84.13 77.71 63.83
Sparse
coding (Gemmeke,
2010)
5-frame exemplars
93.12 90.18 87.22 82.62 72.64 56.31 34.57
Sparse
coding (Gemmeke,
2010)
30-frame exemplars
93.21 91.86 91.53 89.62 87.47 80.01 61.61
Table 3.1: Accuracy for five systems on noise type 1 (subway noise) of test set
A. Sys1, 135-D vectors; Sys2, LDA-transformed 135-D vectors of Sys1; Sys3,
LDA-transformed 29 × 135-D vectors of 29 consecutive frames; Sys4, Sys1 plus
nine recognizers operating on 15-D vectors, weights obtained from a genetic
algorithm. Recognition results for noise type 1 using the sparse coding ap-
proach (Gemmeke et al., 2011b; Gemmeke, 2010) using 5 and 30 frame windows
are included for comparison in the bottom part.
3.3.1 Analysing the features
To better understand the EMS features, we carried out a clustering analysis on
the exemplars in the dictionary, using k-means clustering. We created 512 clusters
using the scikit-learn software package (Pedregosa et al., 2011). We then analysed
the way in which clusters correspond to states. The results of the analysis of
the raw features are shown in Figure 3.8a. The horizontal axis in the figure
corresponds to the 179 states, and the vertical axis to cluster numbers. The figure
shows the association between clusters and states. It can be seen that the exemplar
clusters do associate to states, but there is a substantial amount of ‘confusions’.
Figure 3.8b shows the result of the same clustering of the exemplars after applying
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Clean 20 dB 15 dB 10 dB 5 dB 0 dB −5 dB
EMS features
sparse coding
1-frame exemplar
(Sys1)
90.62 90.87 89.90 88.17 84.46 76.83 59.65
EMS features
MLP 135 input nodes
multi-condition
96.93 96.66 95.84 94.07 87.14 68.05 35.46
EMS features + ∆ +
∆∆
MLP 405 input nodes
multi-condition
97.71 97.36 96.74 95.08 89.79 70.58 34.55
PLP + ∆ and ∆∆
MLP 351 input
nodes (Sun et al.,
2012b)
multi-condition
99.08 98.89 98.45 96.89 91.80 72.80 35.67
Mel features
sparse
coding (Gemmeke,
2010)
5-frame exemplars
93.43 90.94 89.06 84.57 75.91 58.20 32.57
Mel features
sparse
coding (Gemmeke,
2010)
30-frame exemplars
93.68 92.53 92.02 90.78 88.01 78.93 57.11
Table 3.2: Accuracies averaged over all noise types in test set A obtained with
Sys1 (SC system operating on 135-D EMS features), MLP classifiers (on same
features without and with ∆s and ∆∆s), MLP classifier on PLP features with
∆s and ∆∆s (Sun et al., 2012b), SC classifier on Mel spectra (Gemmeke, 2010)
using 5- and 30-frame windows, respectively.
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an LDA transform to the exemplars, keeping all 135 dimensions. It can be seen
that the LDA-transformed exemplars result in clusters that are substantially purer.
Figure 3.8c shows the results of the same clustering on the 135-D features obtained
from the LDA transform of sequences of 29 subsequent frames. Now, the cluster
purity has increased further.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 3.8: Clustering results. (a) Single-frame raw features. (b) Single-
frame LDA-transformed features. (c) The 29-frame LDA-transformed features.
Although cluster purity does not guarantee high recognition performance, from
Tables 3.1 and 3.2 it can be seen that the EMS features appear to capture sub-
stantial information that can be exploited by two very different classifiers.
3.3.2 Results obtained with the SC system
Table 3.1 summarizes the recognition accuracies obtained with six different sys-
tems, all of which used the SC approach to estimate state posterior probabilities.
Four of these systems use the newly proposed EMS features, while the remaining
two describe the results using Mel-spectrum features as obtained in research done
by Gemmeke (Gemmeke, 2010).
From the first three rows of Table 3.1, it can be seen that estimating state
posterior probabilities from a single frame of a modulation spectrum analysis by
converting the exemplar weights obtained with the sparse classification system al-
ready yields quite promising results. Indeed, from a comparison with the results
obtained with the original SC system using five-frame stacks in Gemmeke (2010),
it appears that the EMS features outperform stacks of five Mel-spectrum features
in all but one condition. The conspicuous exception is the clean condition, where
the performance of Sys1 is somewhat disappointing. Our Sys1 performs worse
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than the system in Gemmeke (2010) that used 30-frame exemplars. From the first
and second rows, it can be inferred that transforming the features such that the
discrimination between the 179 states is optimized is harmful for all conditions.
Apparently, the transform learned on the basis of 17.148 exemplars does not gen-
eralize sufficiently to the bulk of the feature frames. In section 3.4 we will propose
an alternative perspective that puts part of the blame on the interaction between
LDA and SC.
3.3.2.1 The representation of the temporal dynamics
In Gemmeke et al. (2011b) and Gemmeke (2010) the recognition performance in
aurora-2 was compared for exemplar lengths of 5, 10, 20, and 30 frames. For
clean speech, the optimal exemplar length was around ten frames and the per-
formance dropped for longer exemplars; at SNR = −5 dB, increasing exemplar
length kept improving the recognition performance and the optimal length found
was the longest that was tried (i.e. 30). Longer windows correspond with captur-
ing the effects of lower modulation frequencies. The trade-off between clean and
very noisy signals suggests that emphasizing long-term continuity helps in reduc-
ing the effect of noises that are not characterized by continuity, but using 300-ms
exemplars may not be optimal for covering shorter-term variation in the digits.
From the two bottom rows in Table 3.1, it can be seen that going from 5-frame
stacks to 30-frame stacks improved the performance for the noisiest conditions
very substantially. From the second and third rows in that table, it appears that
the performance gain in our system that used 29-frame features (covering 72.5 ms)
is nowhere near as large. However, due to the problems with the generalizability
of the LDA transform that we already encountered in Sys2, it is not yet possible
to draw conclusions from this finding.
A potentially important side effect of using exemplars consisting of 30 subsequent
frames in Gemmeke et al. (2011b) and Gemmeke (2010) was that the conversion of
state activations to state posterior probabilities involved averaging over 30 frame
positions. This diminishes the risk that a ‘true’ state is not activated at all. Our
system approximates a feature frame as just one sum of exemplars. If an exemplar
of an ‘incorrect’ state happens to match best with the feature frame, the Lasso
procedure may fill the gap between that exemplar and the feature frame with
completely unrelated exemplars. This can cause gaps in the traces in the state
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probability lattice that represent the digits. This effect is illustrated in Figure 3.7a,
which shows the state activations over time of the digit sequence ‘3 6 7’ at 5 dB
SNR for the state probabilities in Sys1. The initial fricative consonants /T/ and /s/
and the vowels /i/ and /I/ in the digits ‘3’ and ‘6’ are acoustically very similar. For
the second digit in the utterance, this results in somewhat grainy, discontinuous,
and largely parallel traces in the probability lattice for the digits ‘3’ and ‘6’. Both
traces more or less traverse the sequence of all 16 required states. The best path
according to the Viterbi decoder corresponds to the sequence ‘3 3 7’, which is
obviously incorrect.
3.3.2.2 Results based on fusing nine modulation bands
In Sys1, Sys2, and Sys3, we capitalize on the assumption that the sparse clas-
sification procedure can harness the differences between speech and noise in the
modulation spectra without being given any specific information. In Cerisara and
Fohr (2001) it was shown that it is beneficial to ‘help’ a speech recognition system
in handling additive noise by fusing the results of independent recognition oper-
ations on non-overlapping parts of the spectrum. The success of the multi-band
approach is founded in the finding that additive noise does not affect all parts of
the spectrum equally severely. Recognition on sub-bands can profit from superior
results in sub-bands that are only marginally affected by the noise. Using EMS
features, we aim to exploit the different temporal characteristics of speech and
noise, which are expected to have different effects in different modulation bands.
Therefore, we conducted an experiment to investigate whether combining the out-
put of nine independent recognizers, each operating on a different modulation
frequency band, will improve recognition accuracy. In each modulation frequency
band, we have the output of all 15 gammatone filters; therefore, each modulation
band ‘hears’ the full 4-kHz spectrum. The experiment was conducted using the
part of test set A that is corrupted by subway noise.
In our experiments we opted for fusion at the state posterior probability level:
We constructed a single-state probability lattice for each utterance by means of
a weighted sum of the state posteriors obtained from the individual SC systems.
In all cases we fused the probability estimates of Sys1, which operates with 135-D
exemplars with nine sets of state posteriors from SC classifiers that each operate
on 15-D exemplars. Sys1 was always given a weight equal to 1. The weights for
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the nine modulation band classifiers were obtained using a genetic algorithm that
optimized the weights on a small development set. The weights and WIP that
yielded the best results in the SNR conditions ≤5 dB were applied to all SNR
conditions. The set of weights is shown in Table 3.3.
From row 4 (Sys4 ) in Table 3.1, it can be seen that fusing the state likelihood
estimates from the nine individual modulation filters with the state likelihoods
from the full modulation spectrum deteriorates the recognition accuracy for all
but two SNRs. From Table 3.3 it appears that the Genetic Algorithm returns
very small weights for all nine modulation bands. This strongly suggests that the
individual modulation bands are not able to highlight specific information that is
less easily seen in the complete modulation spectrum.
A potentially very important concomitant advantage of fusing the probability
estimates from the 135-D system and the nine 15-D systems is that the fusion
process may make the probability vectors less sparse, thereby reducing the risk
that incorrect states are being promoted. This is illustrated in Figure 3.7b, where
it can be seen that the state probability traces obtained from the fusion of the
full 135-D system and the weighted sub-band systems suffer less from competing
‘ghost traces’ of acoustically similar competitors that traverse all 16 states of the
incorrect digit: Due to the lack of consensus between the multiple classifiers, the
trace for the incorrect digit ‘3’, which is clearly visible in Figure 3.7a, has become
less clear and more ‘cloud-like’ in Figure 3.7b. As a consequence, the digit string
is now recognized correctly as ‘3 6 7’. However, from the results in Table 3.1, it is
clear that on average the impact of making the probability vectors less sparse by
means of fusing modulation frequency sub-bands is negligible.
Fc (Hz) 0 2 3 4 5 6 8 10 16
GA −0.0172 −0.0921 0.0001 −0.0103 −0.223 −0.0336 −0.0072 −0.0625 0.201
Table 3.3: Weights obtained for combining the 15 gammatone filterbands in
the multi-stream analysis. GA, weights obtained with a genetic algorithm.
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3.3.3 Results obtained with MLPs
We trained four MLP systems for computing state posterior probabilities on the
basis of the EMS features, two using only clean speech and two using the multi-
condition training data. We increased the number of hidden nodes, starting with
200 hidden nodes up to 1, 500 nodes. In all cases the eventual recognition accuracy
kept increasing, although the rate of increase dropped substantially. Additional
experiments showed that further increasing the number of hidden nodes no longer
yields improved recognition results. For each number of hidden nodes, we also
searched for the WIP that would provide optimal results for the cross-validation
set (cf. section 3.2.7). We found that the optimal accuracy in the different SNR
conditions was obtained for quite different values of the WIP. Training on multi-
condition data had a slight negative effect on the recognition accuracy in the clean
condition, compared to training on clean data only. However, as could be expected,
the MLPs trained on clean data did not generalize to noisy data.
Table 3.2 shows the results obtained with SC systems operating on modulation
spectrum (EMS) and Mel-spectrum features and the MLP-based systems trained
with multi-condition data. It can be seen that adding ∆ and ∆∆ features to the
EMS features increases performance somewhat, but by no means to the extent
that adding ∆ and ∆∆ features improves performance with Mel-spectrum or PLP
features (Mlouka and Lie´nard, 1974; Furui, 1981).
The two systems that used EMS features perform much worse on clean speech
than the MLP-based system that used nine adjacent 10-ms PLP + ∆ + ∆∆ fea-
tures (Sun et al., 2012a). This suggests that the EMS features fail to capture part
of the dynamic information that is represented by the speed and acceleration fea-
tures derived from PLPs. Interestingly, that information is not restored by adding
the regression coefficients obtained with stacks of modulation frequency features.
In the noisier conditions, the networks trained with modulation frequency features
derived from the multi-condition training data approximate the performance of the
stacks of nine extended PLP features.
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3.4 Discussion
In this chapter we introduced a basic implementation of a noise-robust ASR system
that uses the modulation spectrum, instead of the short-time spectrum to represent
noisy speech signals, and sparse classification to derive state probability estimates
from time samples of the modulation spectrum. Our approach differs from previous
attempts to deploy sparse classification for noise-robust ASR. The first difference
is the use of the modulation spectrum and the second is that the exemplars in our
system are constituted by individual frames, rather than by (long) sequences of
adjacent frames in Gemmeke et al. (2011b) and Gemmeke (2010), which needed
such sequences to effectively cover essential information about continuity over
time that comes for free in the modulation spectrum, where individual frames
capture information about the dynamic changes in the short-time spectrum. Our
unadorned implementation yielded recognition accuracies that are slightly below
the best results in Gemmeke et al. (2011b) and Gemmeke (2010), but especially the
fact that our system yielded higher accuracies in the −5 dB SNR condition than
their systems with exemplars with a length of 50 ms corroborates our belief that we
are on a promising track towards a novel approach to noise-robust ASR. Although
all results are based on a combination of feature extraction and posterior state
probability estimation, we will discuss the features and the estimators separately
- to the extent possible.
3.4.1 The features
In designing the modulation spectrum analysis system, a number of decisions had
to be made about implementation details. Although we are confident that all our
decisions were reasonable (and supported by data from the literature), we cannot
claim that they were optimal. Most data in the literature on modulation spectra
are based on perception experiments with human subjects, but more often than not
these experiments use auditory stimuli that are very different from speech. While
the results of those experiments surely provide guidance for ASR, it may well be
that the automatic processing aimed at extracting the discriminative information is
so different from what humans do that some of our decisions are sub-optimal. Our
gammatone filterbank contains 15 one-third octave filters, which have a higher
resolution in the frequencies < 500 Hz than the Mel filterbank that is used in
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most ASR systems. However, initial experiments in which we compared our one-
third octave filterbank with a filterbank consisting of 23 Mel-spaced gammatone
filters, spanning the frequency range of 64 to 3,340 Hz did not show a significant
advantage of the latter over the former. From the speech technology’s point of
view, this may seem surprising because the narrow-band filters of the one-third
octave filterbank in the low frequencies may cause interactions with fundamental
frequency, while the relatively broad filters in the higher frequencies cannot resolve
formants. But from an auditory system’s point of view, there is no such surprise,
since one-third octave filters are compatible with most, if not all, outcomes of
psycho-acoustic experiments. This is also true for experiments that focused on
speech intelligibility (Drullman et al., 1994).
For the modulation filterbank, it also holds that the design is partly based on
the results of perception experiments (Jørgensen and Dau, 2011). Our modulation
frequency analyser contained filters with centre frequencies ranging from 0 to 16
Hz. From Kanedera et al. (1999) it appears that the modulation frequency range
of interest for ASR is limited to the 2- to 16-Hz region. Therefore, here too we
must ask whether our design is optimal for ASR. It might be that the spacing of
the modulation filters in the frequency band that is most important for human
speech intelligibility is not optimal for automatic processing. However, as with the
gammatone filters, it is not evident why a different spacing should be preferred. It
might be necessary to treat modulation frequencies ≤1 Hz, which are more likely
to correspond to the characteristics of the transmission channel, different than
modulation frequencies that might be related to articulation. One might think
that the very low modulation frequencies would best be discarded completely in
the aurora-2 task, where transmission channel characteristics do not play a role.
However, experiments in which we did just that yielded substantially worse results.
Arguably, the lowest modulation frequencies help in distinguishing time intervals
that contain speech from time intervals that contain only silence or background
noise. We decided to not include modulation filters with centre frequencies >16 Hz.
This implies that we ignore almost all information related to the periodicity that
characterizes many speech sounds. However, it is well known that the presence of
periodicity is a powerful indicator of the presence of speech in noisy signals and
also, in case the background noise consists of speech from one or more interfering
speakers, a powerful means to separate the target speech from the background
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speech. In future experiments we will investigate the possibility of adding explicit
information about the harmonicity of the signals to the feature set.
The experiments with the MLP classifiers for obtaining state posterior proba-
bilities from the EMS features confirm that the EMS features capture most of the
information that is relevant for speech decoding. Still, the WERs obtained with
the MLPs were always inferior to the results obtained with stacks of nine con-
ventional PLP features that include ∆ and ∆∆ features, especially in the cleanest
SNR conditions. Although the EMS features are performing quite well in noisy
conditions, in cleaner conditions their performance is worse than the classical PLP
features. Adding ∆s and ∆∆s, computed as linear regressions over 90 ms windows,
to the EMS features does not improve performance nearly as much as adding
speed and acceleration to MFCC or PLP features. This suggests that our EMS
features are suboptimal with respect to describing the medium-term dynamics of
the speech signal. The time windows associated with the modulation frequency
filters with the lowest centre frequencies is larger than 500 ms. As a consequence,
time derivatives computed over a window of 90 ms for these slowly varying fil-
ter outputs is not likely to carry much additional information. We suspect that
the features in the lowest modulation bands play too heavy a role. If we want
to optimally exploit the redundancy in the different modulation frequency chan-
nels when part of them gets obscured by noise, information about relevant speech
events (such as word or syllable onsets and offsets) should ideally be represented
equally well by their temporal dynamics in all channels.
Perhaps the most striking difference between the auditory model used in this
study and the model proposed in Dau et al. (1996) is the absence of the adap-
tation/compression network between the gammatone filters and the modulation
frequency filters. Preliminary experiments in which we applied tenth root com-
pression to the output of the modulation filters (rather than the gammatone filters)
already showed a substantial beneficial effect. The additional high-pass filtering
that is performed in the compression/adaptation network (which should only be
applied to the output of the gammatone filters) is expected to have a further ben-
eficial effect in that it implements the medium-term dynamics that we seem to
be missing at the moment. Including the adaptation stage is also expected to
enhance the different dynamic characteristics of speech and many noise types in
the modulation frequency bands. If this expectation holds, the absence of a proper
adaptation network might explain the failure of the nine band fusion system.
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3.4.2 The classifiers
Visual inspection of traces of state activations as a function of time obtained with
the SC system suggested that the similarity between adjacent feature vectors was
much higher than the similarity between adjacent state activation vectors. Fig-
ure 3.9 shows scatter plots of the relation between the similarity between adjacent
feature vectors and the corresponding state probability vectors. It can be seen
that the Pearson correlation coefficient between adjacent feature frames is very
high, which is what one would expect, given the high sampling rate. It is also
evident, and expected, that the variance increases as the SNR decreases. How-
ever, the behaviour of the state probability vectors is quite different. While for
part of the adjacent vectors it holds that they are very similar (the pairs with a
similarity close to one, represented by the points in the upper right-hand corner of
the panels), it can be seen that there is a substantial proportion of adjacent state
probability vectors that are almost orthogonal. We believe that this discrepancy
is related to the difference between sparse coding (reconstruction of an observed
modulation spectrum in terms of a linear combination of exemplars), what it is
that the Lasso solver does, and sparse classification (estimating the probability
of the HMM state underlying the observed modulation spectrum), which is our
final goal. The frames that represent an unknown (noisy) speech signals are all
decoded individually; for each frame the Lasso procedure starts from scratch. If
occasionally a speech atom related to an incorrect state or an atom from the noise
dictionary happens to match best with an input frame, this can have a very large
impact on the resulting state activation vector. Lasso can turn a close similarity
between an input frame and exemplars related to the true state at the feature level
into a close-to-zero probability of the ‘correct’ state in the probability vector be-
cause an exemplar related to another state (or noise) happened to match slightly
better.
The substantial deterioration of the recognition performance with LDA-transformed
features came as a surprise, not in the last place because we have seen that cluster
purity increases after LDA transform. The fact that we see a negative effect of
the transform already for clean speech suggests that the transformation matrix
learned from the exemplar dictionary does not generalize well to the continuous
speech data. While the correlation between the raw features in adjacent frames
was very close to one, the average Pearson correlation coefficient between adjacent
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Figure 3.9: Relationship between the similarity between adjacent time frames
and the corresponding adjacent state activation vectors. Correlations are com-
puted using ten randomly selected utterances. Rows, SNR conditions. Columns,
time distance between frames.
frames dropped to about 0.75 after the LDA transform. The LDA transformation
maximizes the differences among the 179 states, regardless of whether states are
actually very similar or not. Distinguishing adjacent states in the digit word ‘oh‘
is equally important as distinguishing the eighth state of oh from the first state
of ‘seven’. Exaggerating the differences between adjacent frames, because these
may relate to different states, is likely to aggravate the risk that Lasso returns
high activations for an incorrect state because an exemplar assigned to that state
happens to fit the frame under analysis best. In addition, the LDA transform
affects the relations between the distributions of the features. Because we believe
that the feature normalization applied to the raw EMS features yielded the best
performance since it conforms with the mathematics in Lasso, we applied the same
normalization to the LDA-transformed features. We did not (yet) check whether
a different normalization could improve the results. The comparison between the
single-frame LDA-transformed and 29-frame features that are reduced to 135-D
features by means of an LDA-transform shows that adding a more explicit rep-
resentation of the time context only improves the recognition accuracy in the 10
and 5 dB SNR conditions; in all other conditions, the results obtained with single-
frame features are better. We believe that this finding is related to the difficulty
of representing medium-term speech dynamics in the present form of the EMS
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features.
We experimented with LDA in order to be able to explicitly include additional
information about temporal dynamics. In the present implementation, with its
400-Hz frame rate, a stack of 29 adjacent frames covers a time interval of 72.5 ms,
resulting in 3, 915-D feature vectors. However, the 400-Hz frame rate does not
seem to be necessary. Preliminary experiments with low-pass filtering the Hilbert
envelopes of the outputs of the gammatone filters with a cut-off frequency of 50 Hz
and a frame rate of 100 Hz yielded equal WER results. This opens the possibility
of covering time spans of about 70 ms by concatenating only nine frames. However,
an experiment in which we decoded the clean speech with exemplars consisting
of nine subsequent 10-ms frames did not yield accuracies better than what we
had obtained with single-frame features. This corroborates our belief that the
medium-term dynamics is not sufficiently captured by our EMS features.
The success of the MLP classifiers that is apparent from Table 3.2 shows that
sparse classification is not the only way for estimating state posterior probabilities
from EMS features. In fact, the MLP classifier yielded consistently better results
than the SC classifier in the SNR conditions covered by the training data. However,
in the 0 and −5 dB SNR conditions, which are not present in the multi-condition
training, the SC classifier yielded better performance. This raises the question
whether it is possible to add supervised learning to the design of an SC-based
system without sacrificing its superior generalization to unseen conditions.
In Gemmeke et al. (2011b) and Gemmeke (2010) it is mentioned that they failed
to improve the performance of their sparse coding systems by machine learning
techniques in the construction of the exemplar dictionaries. However, the cause
of the failure was not explained. It may well be that the situation with single-
frame EMS exemplars is different from 30-frame Mel-spectrum exemplars so that
clever dictionary learning might be beneficial. We have started experiments with
fast dictionary learning along the lines set out in Mairal et al. (2009a). Our first
results suggest that there are two quite different issues that must be tackled. The
first issue relates to the cost function used in creating the optimal exemplars. Con-
ventional approaches to dictionary learning use the difference between unknown
frames and their approximation as a weighted sum of exemplars as the criterion
to minimize. While this criterion is obviously valid in sparse coding applications,
it is not the criterion of choice in sparse classification. In the latter application,
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the exemplars carry information about the states (the classes) that they repre-
sent, and this information should enter into the cost function, for example, in the
form of the requirement that individual exemplars are promoted for frames that
do correspond to a certain state (or set of acoustically similar states).
The second issue is that the mapping from state activations returned by some
solver to state posterior probabilities is less straightforward than was implemented
in Gemmeke et al. (2011b) and Gemmeke (2010) and in this study. There is a need
for including some learning mechanisms that can find the optimal mapping from a
complete set of state activations to a set of state posteriors. It is quite possible that
there will be interactions between enhanced dictionary learning and learning the
mapping from activations to probabilities. The challenge here is to find strategies
that do not fall into the trap that we have seen in our experiments with MLPs,
viz., that the eventual performance increases in the conditions for which training
material was available but at the cost of a diminished generalization to unseen
conditions.
An issue that surely needs further investigation in the construction of the dic-
tionary is the selection of the noise exemplars. So far, noise exemplars were ex-
tracted quasi-randomly from the four noise types that were used in creating the
multi-condition training set in aurora-2. It is quite likely that the collection
of noise exemplars is much more compactly distributed in the feature space than
the speech exemplars because the variation in the noise signals is less than in the
speech signals. The generalization to other noise types can be improved by sam-
pling the exemplars from a wider range of noises, for example all noise types that
are available in the NOISEX CD-ROM (Varga and Steeneken, 1993). However,
we think that the most important issue in the construction of the noise exemplar
dictionary is the need for avoiding overlap between noise and speech exemplars.
In the Lasso procedure, it is difficult - if not impossible - to enforce a prefer-
ence for speech atoms over noise atoms. If a noise exemplar that is very similar
to a speech exemplar happens to fit best, this may give rise to suppressing rel-
evant speech information. It might be beneficial to not simply discard all noise
exemplars activations but rather to include these, along with the activations of
the speech exemplars, in a procedure that learns the mapping from activations to
state posteriors that optimizes recognition performance. An approach in which
all activations are used in estimating the eventual posterior probabilities would be
especially important in cases where noise and speech are difficult to distinguish in
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terms of spectro-temporal properties, such as in babble noise or if the ‘noise’ con-
sists of competing speakers. These cases will surely require additional processing,
for example, aimed at tracking continuity in pitch, in addition to continuity in the
modulation spectrum.
3.5 Conclusions
In this chapter we presented a novel noise-robust ASR system that uses the modu-
lation spectrum in combination with a sparse coding approach for estimating state
probabilities. Importantly, in its present implementation, the system does not in-
volve any form of learning/training. The best recognition accuracies obtained with
the novel system are slightly below the results that have been obtained with con-
ventional engineering systems. We have also sketched several research lines that
hold the promise of improving the results and, at the same time, to advance our
knowledge of those aspects of the human auditory system that are most important
for ASR. We have shown that the output of a modulation spectrum analyser that
does not involve any form of conversion to the equivalent of a short-time power
spectrogram is able to exploit the spectro-temporal continuity constraints that are
typical for speech and which are a prerequisite for noise robust ASR. However, we
also found that the representation of medium-term dynamics in the output of the
modulation spectrum analyser must be improved. With respect to the sparse cod-
ing approach to estimate state posterior probabilities, we have found that there is
a fundamental distinction between sparse coding, where the task is to find the op-
timal representation of an unknown observation in a very large dimensional space,
and sparse classification, where the task is to obtain the best possible estimates of
the posterior probability that an unknown observation belongs to a specific class.
In this context one challenge for future research is developing a procedure for dic-
tionary learning that uses state posterior probabilities, in addition to or rather
than reconstruction error, as the cost function. The second challenge is finding a
procedure for learning a mapping from state activations to state posterior proba-
bilities that provides the same excellent generalization to unseen conditions that
has been found with sparse coding.

Chapter 4
Human-inspired Modulation
Frequency Features for
Noise-robust ASR
This study investigates a computational model that combines a frontend basedon an auditory model with an exemplar-based sparse coding procedure for
estimating the posterior probabilities of sub-word units when processing noisified
speech. Envelope modulation spectrogram (EMS) features are extracted using
an auditory model which decomposes the envelopes of the outputs of a bank of
gammatone filters into one lowpass and multiple bandpass components. Through
a systematic analysis of the configuration of the modulation filterbank, we inves-
tigate how and why different configurations affect the posterior probabilities of
sub-word units by measuring the recognition accuracy on a semantics-free speech
recognition task. Our main finding is that representing speech signal dynamics by
means of multiple bandpass filters typically improves recognition accuracy. This
effect is particularly noticeable in very noisy conditions. In addition we find that
to have maximum noise robustness, the bandpass filters should focus on low mod-
ulation frequencies. This reenforces our intuition that noise robustness can be
increased by exploiting redundancy in those frequency channels which have long
enough integration time not to suffer from envelope modulations that are solely
due to noise. The ASR system we design based on these findings behaves more
similar to human recognition of noisified digit strings than conventional ASR sys-
tems. Thanks to the relation between the modulation filterbank and procedures
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for computing dynamic acoustic features in conventional ASR systems, the finding
can be used for improving the frontends in those systems.
4.1 Introduction
During the last decades a substantial body of neurophysiological and behavioural
knowledge about the human auditory system has been accumulated. Psycho-
acoustic research has provided detailed information about the frequency and time
resolution capabilities of the human auditory system (e.g. Fletcher, 1940; Zwicker
et al., 1957; Kay and Matthews, 1972; Bacon and Viemeister, 1985; Houtgast,
1989; Houtgast and Steeneken, 1985; Drullman et al., 1994; Dau et al., 997a,b;
Ewert and Dau, 2000; Chi et al., 2005; Moore, 2008; Jørgensen and Dau, 2011;
Jørgensen et al., 2013). It is now generally assumed that the rate with which the
tonotopic representations in the cochlea change over time, the so-called modula-
tion frequencies, is a crucial aspect of the intelligibility of speech signals. Drullman
et al. (1994) showed that modulation frequencies between 4 Hz and 16 Hz carry
the bulk of the information in speech signals. Modulation frequencies around 4 Hz
roughly correspond to the number of syllables per second in normal speech; the
highest modulation frequencies are most likely related to changes induced by tran-
sitions between phones.1 Despite the fact that several attempts have been made
to integrate the concept of modulation frequencies in automatic speech recogni-
tion (ASR) (e.g., Hermansky, 1997; Kanedera et al., 1998, 1999; Hermansky, 2011;
Scha¨dler et al., 2012; Moritz et al., 2011), these investigations have not led to the
crucial break-through in noise-robust ASR that was hoped for. The performance
gap between human speech recognition (HSR) and ASR is still large, especially for
speech corrupted by noise (e.g. Lippmann, 1996; Sroka and Braida, 2005; Meyer
et al., 2011; Meyer, 2013).
For meaningful connected speech, part of the advantage of humans is evidently
due to semantic predictability, but also in tasks where there is no semantic ad-
vantage, such as in recognizing digit sequences (Meyer, 2013) or phonemes (Meyer
1Brainstem research indicates that the human brain has access to modulation frequencies up
to at least 250 Hz. Such modulation frequencies might allow resolving the fundamental frequency
of voiced speech, which would provide interesting perspectives for understanding speech in –for
instance– multi-speaker environments. However, we limit ourselves to the modulation frequency
range that pertains to articulatory induced changes in the spectrum.
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et al., 2011), humans tend to outperform machines substantially. Therefore, it
must be assumed that acoustic details that are important in human processing
are lost in feature extraction or in the computation of posterior probabilities in
ASR systems.
There is convincing evidence that some information is lost if (noisy) speech sig-
nals are merely represented as sequences of spectral envelopes. Demuynck et al.
(2004) showed that it is possible to reconstruct intelligible speech from a sequence
of MFCC vectors, but when Meyer et al. (2011) investigated the recognition accu-
racy of re-synthesized speech in noise by human listeners, they found that in order
to achieve the same phoneme recognition accuracy as with the original speech, the
re-synthesized speech required a signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) that was 10 dB higher
(3.8 dB versus -6.2 dB).
In Macho et al. (2002) it was shown that an advanced frontend that implements
a dynamic noise reduction prior to the computation of MFCC features reduces
the word error rate. Meyer (2013) showed that advanced features, such as power-
normalized cepstral coefficients (PNCC) (Kim and Stern, 2009) and Gabor filter
features (Scha¨dler et al., 2012) improve recognition accuracy compared to default
MFCCs. The advanced frontend, the PNCC and the Gabor filter features intro-
duce characteristics of the temporal dynamics of the speech signals that go beyond
static coefficients enriched by adding deltas and delta-deltas. Therefore, it is quite
likely that both HSR and ASR suffer from the fact that a conventional frontend
that samples the spectral envelope at a rate of 100 times per second and then adds
first and second order time derivatives yields an impoverished representation of
crucial information about the dynamic changes in noisy speech.
The research reported here is part of a long-term enterprise aimed at under-
standing human speech comprehension by means of a computational model that
is in conformity with the (neuro)physiological knowledge. For that purpose we
want to build a simulation that not only makes equally few, but also the same
kind of recognition errors as humans in tasks that do not involve elusive semantic
processing. As a first step in that direction we investigate the performance of
ASR systems with frontends inspired by an auditory model that has proved to
predict intelligibility quite accurately in conditions with additive stationary noise,
reverberation, and nonlinear processing with spectral subtraction (Elhilali et al.,
2003; Jørgensen and Dau, 2011; Jørgensen et al., 2013; Jørgensen and Dau, 2014).
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In addition, we investigate how an exemplar-based procedure for estimating the
posterior probabilities of sub-word units interacts with the auditory-based fron-
tends.
Auditory models predict speech intelligibility on the basis of difference between
the long-term average power of the noise and the speech signals at the output
of the peripheral auditory system (Jørgensen and Dau, 2011). However, it is ev-
ident that the long-term power spectrum of a speech signal is not sufficient for
speech recognition. Auditory models are silent about all the processing of their
outputs that is necessary to accomplish speech recognition. As a consequence, it
is not clear whether an auditory model that performs well in predicting intelli-
gibility for humans based on the noise envelope power ratio, such as the SNRenv
model (Jørgensen and Dau, 2011) is also optimal in an ASR system that most
probably processes the output of the auditory model in a different way than hu-
mans do.
The modulation filterbank in the auditory frontend proposed in (e.g. Jørgensen
et al., 2013; Jørgensen and Dau, 2014, 2011) consists of a lowpass filter (LPF) and
a number of bandpass filters (BPFs) that together cover the modulation frequency
band up to 20 Hz. In our work we will vary the cut-off frequency of the LPF,
as well as the number and centre frequencies of the BPFs. In this respect, our
experiments are somewhat similar to the experiments reported in Moritz et al.
(2011), who aimed to harness knowledge about the human auditory system to im-
prove the conventional procedure for enriching MFCCs with delta and delta-delta
coefficients. In our research the focus is on understanding how and why resolv-
ing specific details in the modulation spectrum improves recognition performance,
rather than on obtaining the highest possible recognition accuracy. The way in
which we use sparse coding for estimating the likelihood of sub-word units in noise-
corrupted speech is very different from the approach pioneered by Gemmeke et al.
(2011b), who tried to capture the articulatory continuity in speech by using exem-
plars that spanned 300 ms. In Ahmadi et al. (2014) it was shown that single-frame
samples of the output of a modulation filterbank capture a comparable amount of
information about articulatory continuity. In that paper we designed the modula-
tion filterbank based on knowledge collected from relevant literature on the impact
of different modulation bands on clean speech recognition. Here, we extend that
work substantially by experimenting with conceptually motivated designs of the
filterbank.
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All theories of human speech comprehension (e.g. Cutler, 2012) and all extant
ASR systems (e.g. Rabiner and Juang, 1993; Huang et al., 2001; Holmes and
Holmes, 2001) assume that speech recognition hinges on recognizing words in some
lexicon, and that these words are represented in the form of a limited number of
sub-word units. The recognition after the frontend is assumed to comprise two
additional processes, viz. estimating the likelihoods of sub-word units and finding
the sequence of words that is most likely given the sub-word unit likelihoods. Both
computational models of HSR (e.g. ten Bosch et al., 2013, 2015) and ASR prefer
statistical models, or -alternatively- neural network models, for estimating sub-
word model likelihoods and some sort of finite state transducer for finding the
best path through the sub-word unit lattice.
Despite the analogy between artificial neural networks and the operation of the
brain, and despite the fact that networks of spiking neurons have been shown to be
able to approximate arbitrary statistical distributions (e.g. Buesing et al., 2011),
there is no empirical evidence in support of a claim that human speech processing
makes use of statistical models of sub-word units. Therefore, we decided to explore
the possibility that the estimation of the likelihoods of sub-word units is mediated
by an exemplar-based procedure (Goldinger, 1998). Exemplar-based procedures
offer several benefits, compared to GMM-based approaches. An advantage that
is especially beneficial for our work is that exemplar-based approaches can handle
high-dimensional feature vectors, without the need for dimensionality reduction
procedures that are likely to mix up tonotopic features that are clean and features
that are corrupted by some kind of ‘noise’. In addition, exemplar-based represen-
tations are compatible with recent findings about the representation of auditory
patterns in human cortex Mesgarani et al. (2014a,b) and models of memory for-
mation and retrieval (e.g. Wei et al., 2012; Meyer, 2013).
De Wachter et al. (2007) have shown that an exemplar-based approach to auto-
matic speech recognition is feasible when using MFCCs and GMMs. More recently,
Gemmeke et al. (2011b) and Ahmadi et al. (2014) have shown that noise-robust
ASR systems can be built using exemplar-based procedures in combination with
sparse coding (e.g. Lee and Seung, 1999; Olshausen and Field, 2004; Ness et al.,
2012). Geiger et al. (2013) have shown that the exemplar-based SC approach can
be extended to handle medium-vocabulary noise-robust ASR. In sparse coding
procedures a -possibly very large- dictionary of exemplars of speech and noise is
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used to represent unknown incoming observations as a sparse sum of the exemplars
in the dictionary.
The seminal research in Bell Labs by Fletcher (1940, 1953) provides evidence
for the hypothesis that speech processing relies on matching incoming signals to
stored knowledge in separate frequency bands. That insight has been explored for
the purpose of noise-robust ASR in the form of multi-stream processing (Misra,
2006). We apply the same insight to the frequency bands in the modulation
spectrum: we assume that the high-dimensional modulation spectrum contains
enough features that are not affected by the noise, so that they will dominate the
the distance measure in a sparse coding engine. The probability that ‘clean’ bands
exist will depend on the design details of the modulation filter (and on the noise
characteristics).
A sparse coding engine that represents noisy speech in the form of sparse sums of
clean speech and pure noise exemplars can operate in three main ways. If it starts
with matching noise exemplars, the operation is reminiscent of noise suppression
and spectral subtraction (e.g. Kolossa and Haeb-Umbach, 2011). If the engine
starts with matching speech exemplars, its operation is reminiscent of missing
data approaches and glimpsing (Cooke, 2006). Combinations of both strategies
can also be envisaged. A third possible strategy, and the strategy used in this
chapter, is treating the noise and speech exemplars in the exact same way, leaving
it to the solver whether an unknown exemplar is first matched to speech or noise
exemplars.
To maximize the possibility for comparing our results to previous research, we
develop our initial system using the aurora-2 data set. Although one might ar-
gue that the aurora-2 task is not representative for a general speech recognition
task, the task does not limit the generalizability of the insight gained. Actually,
the design of aurora-2 is beneficial for our current purpose for two reasons. First,
recognizing connected digit strings does not require an advanced language model;
the fact that all sequences of two digits are equally probable minimizes the in-
terference between the frontend and the backend. This set-up also corresponds
to research on human speech intelligibility, which is often based on short seman-
tically unpredictable (and therefore effectively meaningless) utterances. Second,
the literature contains a number of benchmarks to which the current results can
be compared. In our experiments we will follow the conventional approach to the
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Figure 4.1: Block diagram of the noise-robust ASR system.
aurora-2 task which requires estimating the posterior probabilities of 176 speech
and 3 silence states in a hidden Markov model.
4.2 System overview
The recognition system used in this work is depicted schematically in Figure 4.1.
We discern three main processing blocks. In the first block, acoustic features are
extracted every 10 ms from the speech signal using the same type of signal pro-
cessing as employed in the speech-based envelope power spectrum model (sEPSM)
proposed by Jørgensen and Dau (2011) and Jørgensen et al. (2013). The sEPSM
model contains more simplifying assumptions than the auditory model proposed
in Chi et al. (2005), but the models are very similar in spirit. The feature extrac-
tion block is described in more detail in Section 4.2.1. The second block uses the
outputs of the modulation filters for estimating the posterior probabilities of the
179 sub-word units (HMM-states) in aurora-2 by means of a sparse coding (SC)
approach (Gemmeke et al., 2011b; Ahmadi et al., 2014). This block is explained
in detail in Section 4.2.2. Finally, the third block is a conventional Viterbi decoder
that finds the most likely word sequence combining prior and posterior probabili-
ties of the 179 model states. This block is described in Section 4.2.3.
4.2.1 Feature extraction
Figure 4.2 shows a diagram of the feature extraction module. An auditory filter-
bank consisting of 15 gammatone filters is applied to the 8 kHz speech signal x(t)
and forms a set of sub-band signals Xg(t), g = 1, · · · , 15. The centre frequencies of
the gammatone filters range from F1 = 125 to F15 = 3150 Hz, distributed along a
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log-frequency scale with 1/3rd octave spacing. The gammatone filters were imple-
mented in the time domain. The envelope of each gammatone filter output is then
calculated as the magnitude of the analytic signal using the Hilbert transform:
®Eg(t) = | ®Xg(t) + j .Hilbert( ®Xg(t))|. (4.1)
The model proposed in Chi et al. (2005) uses 24 filters per octave. However,
it is widely agreed (e.g. Moore, 2008) that a 1/3rd octave gammatone filterbank
captures all detail in auditory signals that are relevant for speech recognition.
Therefore, the design of the gammatone filterbank is kept constant in all experi-
ments.
The 15 sub-band envelopes are downsampled to 100 Hz and then fed into a
bank of M + 1 modulation frequency filters, one lowpass and M bandpass filters.
Thus, the output of the modulation filterbank consists of 15 · (M + 1)-dimensional
feature vectors. In section 4.3 we evaluate the impact on recognition performance
when the number of modulation bandpass filters and the way in which their centre
frequencies are distributed on the frequency axis are varied.
In the modulation filterbank we used a first-order Butterworth lowpass filter
(downward slope −6dB/oct) and a set of second-order bandpass filters with quality
factor Q = 1 (rising and falling slopes of +6 and −6 dB/oct respectively), since a
filterbank consisting of Q = 1 filters simulated the intelligibility of human listeners
best (e.g. Jørgensen et al., 2013; Jørgensen and Dau, 2014, 2011). The modulation
filterbanks were also implemented in the time domain.
The operation of the feature extraction module is illustrated in Figure 4.2. The
left-hand column shows the operation in the frequency domain. The right-hand
column shows two snapshots of the operation in the time domain. The top panel
shows the envelope of the output of the gammatone filter with centre frequency
Fg = 315 Hz for an utterance of the digit string “zero-six”. The bottom panel shows
the decomposition of this envelope in its modulation frequency components. The
all-positive blue curve in the right-hand bottom panel is the output of the low
pass filter; the other curves in this panel represent the output of the modulation
bandpass filters. The complete output of the modulation filterbank is a set of time
signals Em,g(t) which represent the mth modulation frequency component centred
at Fm Hz of the gth gammatone sub-band envelope at Fg Hz. The envelopes at the
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Figure 4.2: Block diagram of the feature extraction module. Left column:
system operation in frequency domain. Right column: examples of time domain
representations.
outputs of the gammatone filters can be approximately reconstructed by means of
eq. (4.2).2
M+1∑
m=1
®Em,g(t) ≈ ®Eg(t) , g = 1, 2, ..., 15. (4.2)
2Depending on the spacing of the centre frequencies of the filters, the approximation of
eq. (4.2) may be more or less accurate. If a non-uniform resolution over frequency is considered
desirable, the resulting sum is a “distorted” version of the original envelope in which the more
densely represented frequencies are over-represented/emphasized.
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The bottom panel in the left-hand column in Figure 4.2 shows the amplitudes
of the outputs of nine modulation frequency filters for each of the 15 gammatone
filters for the utterance “zero-six”. We refer to this representations as the envelope
modulation spectrogram (EMS). The EMS feature vector is obtained by stacking
the decomposed sub-band envelopes. Because the signal envelopes are downsam-
pled to 100 Hz, we obtain an EMS feature vector every 10 ms (which we will,
analogous to customary ASR terminology, refer to as feature frames). Contrary
to conventional Mel filter feature extraction, the vector elements do not apply to
fixed analysis windows of 25 ms that are shifted with a step size of 10 ms. In-
stead, the effective time context spanned by the feature value in a modulation
band depends on the duration of the impulse response of the corresponding mod-
ulation filter. Ahmadi et al. (2014) found that retaining the phase information of
the modulation frequency components, i.e., not compensating for the group delay
and refraining from applying full-wave rectification to the filter outputs, had a
beneficial effect on recognition performance. A similar result was found in Moritz
et al. (2011). Therefore, we refrained from reverting to magnitude features and
any form of group delay compensation.
4.2.2 Computation of posterior probabilities
The sparse coding procedure needs a dictionary of speech and noise exemplars. In
all experiments in this chapter we used a dictionary that comprises 17,148 speech
exemplars and 13,504 noise exemplars. For each configuration of the the modu-
lation filterbank a new dictionary was constructed. Exemplars consist of a single
feature frame (EMS vector). Given the amplitude response of the modulation
filters with the lowest centre frequencies, information about continuity of spectral
changes over time is preserved in the EMS features. For all configurations of the
modulation filterbank the exact same time frames extracted from the training set
in aurora-2 were used as exemplars.
The speech and noise exemplars were obtained by means of a semi-random se-
lection procedure. We made sure that we had the same number of exemplars
from female and male speakers, and almost the same number of exemplars asso-
ciated with the 179 states in the aurora-2 task. For that purpose we labelled
the clean training speech by means of a conventional HMM system using forced
alignment. Most states were represented by 98 exemplars in the dictionary. The
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Figure 4.3: Block diagram of the posterior probability computation block. A
sample posterior probability matrix is visualized in the right side of the figure.
The activation vector (S) and state posterior probability vector (P) of a single
time frame of the sample signal is shown in the bottom part of the figure.
remaining states, which had fewer frames in the training material, were repre-
sented by at least 86 exemplars. To obtain the noise exemplars the noise signals
were reconstructed by subtracting the clean speech from the noisified speech in
the multi-condition training set. The resulting signals were processed by the mod-
ulation frequency frontend, and the noise exemplars were randomly selected from
these output signals.
As can be seen in Figure 4.3, the procedure for estimating posterior probabilities
of sub-word units consists of several steps. The first step involves a normaliza-
tion of the EMS features (i.e., standard deviation equalization and Euclidean-
normalization), the second implements the reconstruction of unknown observa-
tions as a sparse sum of exemplars in a dictionary (sparse coding), and the third
step converts the exemplar activations to posterior probabilities.
Standard deviation equalization and Euclidean-normalization We used
a Lasso procedure for reconstructing EMS vectors as a sparse sum of exemplars
from the dictionary (Efron et al., 2004). Lasso is able to handle the positive and
negative components in the EMS vectors. The Lasso procedure minimizes the
root mean square of the difference between an observation and its reconstruction.
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The range and variance of the components of the EMS vectors differs consider-
ably (Ahmadi et al., 2014). To make sure that all gammatone bands can make
an effective contribution to the distance measure, some equalization in the EMS
vectors is required. We follow the strategy used in Ahmadi et al. (2014), in which
the standard deviations of the samples of the gammatone envelope signals Eg(t)
within each modulation band are equalized using weights obtained from the speech
exemplars in the dictionary. Each Em,g(t) is multiplied by an equalization weight
wg:
wg = 1/{ 1M + 1
M+1∑
m=1
σ15·(m−1)+g} f or 1 ≤ g ≤ 15, (4.3)
where σi (i = 15 · (m−1)+g), 1 ≤ i ≤ 15 · (M +1), is the standard deviation of the
ith element of the speech dictionary exemplars. With this procedure the standard
deviation of these modified features is equalized within each modulation band,
while the relative importance of the different modulation bands is retained. The
equalization weights were recomputed for each configuration of the modulation
filterbank.
Algorithms for finding the optimal representation of unknown observations in
the form of a sparse sum of exemplars are sensitive to the (Euclidean) norm of
the observations and exemplars. Therefore, we normalized all exemplars and all
unknown feature vectors to unit Euclidean norm. However, for speech-silence
segmentation, information about the absolute magnitude of the filter outputs is
needed. We used the unnormalized EMS vectors for that purpose.
Sparse coding Unknown observations −−−→EMS(t) are reconstructed as a sparse
linear combination of exemplars from a dictionary A that contains both speech
and noise exemplars,
−−−→
EMS(t) ≈
N∑
n=1
sn ®an = A®S, (4.4)
where ®S is a sparse weight vector that contains the non-negative exemplar ac-
tivation scores of the dictionary exemplars that minimize the Euclidean distance
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between the test vector −−−→EMS(t) and the reconstructed version, subject to a sparsity
constraint (controlled by λ):
min
−−−→EMS(t) − A®S
2
s.t.
®S
1
< λ. (4.5)
From activations to posterior probabilities The exemplar activation scores
must be converted into state posterior probabilities. For that purpose, we use the
state labels of the speech exemplars in the dictionary. As the exemplar dictionary
A = [As, An] is the concatenation of a noise and a speech dictionary, the activation
vector ®S in eq. (4.5) can be split into two separate parts ®S =
[ ®Ss
®Sn
]
, indicating the
weights corresponding to speech and noise exemplars, respectively. Since the noise
exemplar activations are irrelevant for estimating the posterior state probabilities,
we ignore the noise exemplar activations ( ®Sn). With ®L1×NAs the label vector (NAs =
17, 148 is the number of speech exemplars), and the ith element 1 ≤ Li ≤ 179
representing the label of the ith exemplar in the speech dictionary, we compute a
cumulative state activation vector ®C in which each element Cj, j = 1, 2, ..., 179 is
the sum of the activation scores corresponding to dictionary exemplars that have
state label number j:
Cj =
∑
{i |Li= j}
Si, (4.6)
where Si is the ith element in Ss. The state posterior probability estimate is then
computed by normalizing the vector ®C to L1 norm 1.
®P =
®C∑179
j=1Cj
. (4.7)
As in Gemmeke et al. (2011b), it appeared that the procedure of eq. (4.6) system-
atically underestimates the posterior probability of the three silence states. This
is due to the fact that the normalization of all EMS vectors to unit length effec-
tively equalizes the overall magnitude, thereby destroying most of the information
that distinguishes silence from speech. Therefore, we implemented an additional
procedure that estimates the probability of a frame being either speech or silence
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on the basis of the unnormalized feature values. In frames that were classified as
silence by this procedure the posterior probability of the three silence states was
set to 0.333, and the posterior probability of the 176 speech states was set to some
small floor value.
4.2.3 Viterbi decoder
The Viterbi decoder finds the most likely word sequence in a 179 (states) by N
(frames) matrix by combining prior and posterior probabilities of the 179 states.
The implementation allows us to use different word entrance penalties for the
eleven digit words and the silence ‘word’. The decoder uses a pre-estimated 179-by-
179 state-to-state transition matrix that contains the log probabilities associated
to each state-state transition. Probabilities of the non-eligible transitions are first
floored to a small positive value before the logarithm is applied. This flooring has
a negligible effect on the total probability mass (i.e., the posterior probabilities
of the 179 states to which a transition is allowed still sum almost to one). The
state-to-state transition matrix is fixed across all experiments in this chapter.
The word-word transitions in the language model (LM) are determined by the
conditional bigram (word-word) probabilities, which are virtually uniform.
There are two free parameters (i.e. the word and silence entrance penalties)
which were tuned on a development test set for adjusting the balance between
insertions and deletions and to minimize the word error rate. The decoder only
provides the best path with the associated accumulated score and the hypothesized
words and silences, including a segmentation at the word level.
4.3 Exploiting modulation frequency domain in-
formation
To investigate the impact of the way in which the information about modulation
frequencies is represented in the EMS feature vectors, we designed a sequence of
experiments. In “Study 1” we use a simplified version of the auditory model to
investigate several technical and conceptual issues. We also address the correspon-
dence between the LPF and BPFs in the modulation filterbank on the one hand
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and the static and dynamic features in conventional ASR systems (c.f. Moritz
et al., 2011). In Study 2 we investigate the performance gain that can be obtained
when the cut-off frequency of the LPF is varied and an additional number of
modulation bandpass filters are added. Also, we investigate how recognition per-
formance is affected when the LPF and BPFs cover the same modulation frequency
range. Finally, in Study 3 we return to the original auditory model (keeping the
cut-off frequency of the LPF fixed at 1 Hz), and investigate the impact of different
configurations of the bank of BPFs (varying number of BPFs and the spacing of
centre frequencies, i.e., linearly or logarithmically) used for capturing the dynamic
information.
4.3.1 Study 1: Exploratory experiments
We started experimenting with a highly simplified auditory-like model that con-
sists of a LPF in combination with one BPF that emphasizes modulations in a
specific frequency band, i.e., M, the number of BPFs in the modulation filter-
bank equal to one. One conceptual issue concerns the cut-off frequency of the
LPF. Different instantiations of the auditory model used quite different LPFs. For
example, Moritz et al. (2011) started from the system described in Dau et al.
(997a), where the LPF has a cut-off frequency of 6 Hz. This corresponds to an
integration time of approximately 170 ms, compared to the 1000 ms integration
time of the LPF with a cut-off frequency of 1 Hz in Jørgensen and Dau (2014)
that is used here. One might wonder whether such a long integration time can
at all be used in experiments with isolated utterances that may have a duration
between 0.5 and 3 s. We address the cut-off frequency of the LPF in this study
and investigate it further in the next study in configurations with multiple BPFs.
In our simplified model, we followed two different strategies in defining the LPF
cut-off frequency: 1) the LPF cut-off frequency is fixed at 1 Hz, while the centre
frequency of the BPF increases; 2) the LPF cut-off frequency is always 1 Hz below
the centre frequency of the BPF, the centre frequency of which increases. We
compare the performance of these simplified models with a single LPF covering
the same modulation frequency range to evaluate the advantage of emphasizing
specific modulation frequencies using the BPF. The number of feature elements in
the simplified auditory model (LPF+BPF) is twice the number of feature elements
obtained using a single LPF. Moreover, the shape of effective transfer function of
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Figure 4.4: Word recognition accuracy on clean speech using feature vec-
tors consisting of lowpass filtered gammatone filter envelopes without (blue) or
with additional emphasis on a specific modulation frequency band. Emphasis
is accomplished by modifying the frequency response of a single lowpass filter
(magenta open circles) or by adding an additional bandpass filter. The green
curve (diamonds) pertains to a fixed lowpass filter (FLP = 1 Hz) in combination
with a bandpass filter with varying centre frequency; the red curve (asterisks)
pertains to a lowpass filter of which the cut-off frequency was 1 Hz below the
centre frequency of the accompanying bandpass filter. The shaded bands indi-
cate the 95% confidence interval. Sub-figures (a), (b) and (c) show the transfer
functions of the composing filters and their sum (in red).
a filterbank consisting a LPF and one BPF is different from a single Butterworth
LPF, as shown in Figures 4.4a - 4.4c. To disentangle the effect of these two factors
on the performance and also to verify that the effective transfer function is an
important issue to consider in the design of a modulation filterbank, we compare
the accuracy that can be obtained with a two-filter system and a system with a
single LPF that has the same transfer function as the two-filter system. A final,
also somewhat conceptual issue that we wanted to explore is to what extent results
obtained with a specific configuration for clean speech generalize to the noisified
test utterances.
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4.3.1.1 Clean speech
The results of the pilot experiments on clean speech are summarized in Figure 4.4.
The red curve (asterisks) in Figure 4.4-d shows the recognition accuracy obtained
with a modulation filterbank that consists of a LPF with a cut-off frequency that
increases from 1 Hz to 16 Hz, combined with a BPF centre frequency 1 Hz higher
than the LPF cut-off frequency. Accuracy increases with an increase of the mod-
ulation frequency band that is covered, up to a frequency of 7 Hz, where ceiling
performance is reached. Interestingly, this ‘optimum’ is obtained with the cut-off
frequency of the LPF in the auditory model proposed in Dau et al. (997a). With 15
gammatone and two filters in the modulation filterbank the EMS feature vectors
contained 30 coefficients.
The purple (open circles) curve in Figure 4.4-d pertains to a modulation ‘fil-
terbank’ that consisted of a single LPF with a frequency response identical to
the two-filter system underlying the red (asterisk) curve. Since the modulation
filterbank comprised only a single filter, the EMS vectors contained 15 features.
From this comparison it can be concluded that representing an overall frequency
response by means of two filters, resulting in EMS vectors that contain two sets
of 15 features is advantageous.
The blue (filled circles) curve shows the recognition accuracy obtained with a
single LPF with increasing cut-off frequency, and a frequency response that was
flat in the pass band. The comparison between this curve and the purple curve
shows that an overall frequency response identical to the two-filter system yield
better accuracy than a flat response when the EMS vectors contain the same
number of features.
The green curve (open diamonds) pertains to the accuracy obtained with a two-
filter system in which the cut-off frequency of the LPF was fixed at 1 Hz, while
the centre frequency of the BPF was increased from 2 Hz to 17 Hz. For the BPF
centre frequency of 2 Hz the configuration is identical to the second configuration
in the red (filled asterisks) curve. When the centre frequency of the LPF is 3 Hz
it can already be seen that the performance lags, relative to the configuration in
which the this BPF is combined with a LPF with a cut-off frequency of 2 Hz (the
red curve), despite the equal number of features in the EMS vectors. For centre
frequencies of the BPF > 6 Hz the accuracy of the this system decreases with
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increasing centre frequency. The accuracy of this two-filter system drops below
the single LPF system (the purple open circles curve) for BPF centre frequencies
> 8 Hz. The accuracy even drops below the single, flat response LPF system for
BPF centre frequencies > 14 Hz. We attribute this effect to the overall transfer
function of this two-filter filterbank. As can be seen in Figure 4.4-b, the frequency
response contains a trough around 4 Hz that deepens as the centre frequency of
the BPF increases.
From the data in Figure 4.4 we can draw several preliminary conclusions. Prob-
ably the most important conclusions is that the overall frequency response of the
modulation filterbank has a large impact on the performance of the system. The
frequency response must cover at least the band up to 7 Hz, and emphasizing a
somewhat narrow band centred around frequencies up to 7 Hz yield higher accu-
racy than a flat response. Emphasizing ever higher modulation frequencies has
no beneficial, but also no detrimental effect. The second conclusion is that the
number of coefficients in the EMS feature vectors is important. With identical
frequency responses, the systems that encode the output of the BPF as an addi-
tional set of 15 coefficients always perform much better. This indicates that EMS
vectors that distribute information about the overall frequency response in a set
of features that correspond to the flat part of the shape and the region of the
frequency axis that is emphasized are more discriminative.
4.3.1.2 Noisy speech
Since filterbanks that combine a LPF with increasing cut-off frequency with a
BPF with centre frequency 1 Hz above the cut-off appeared to yield the best ac-
curacy, we tested these configurations on the noisy utterances of test set A. The
other (inferior) configurations mentioned above were also tested; results are not
shown, because they do not contribute additional information. Figure 4.5 shows
the accuracies in the SNR = 20 dB and SNR = −5 dB conditions.
From Figure 4.5a it can be seen that the results in the SNR = 20 dB condition are
similar to the results obtained with clean speech. However, the frequency range at
which ceiling performance is reached differs slightly between the four noise types.
Also, the extent to which the accuracy varies on the plateau seems to differ slightly
between the four noise types.
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Figure 4.5: Word recognition accuracy on noisy speech (four noise types in test
set A), using feature vectors consisting of a lowpass filtered gammatone filter
envelopes together with an additional bandpass filtered version of the envelope.
(a) Word recognition accuracy on four noise types at SNR level of 20dB. (b)
Word recognition accuracy on four noise types at SNR level of −5dB. (Note the
different scales of the vertical axes.)
At the SNR= −5 dB level (c.f., Figure 4.5b), a different pattern of results is
visible. Although it is not safe to draw strong conclusions from very low recognition
accuracies, several observations stand out. First, there is substantial difference
between the noise types. Noise type N2, babble noise, yields the highest accuracies
for all LPF cut-off frequencies. The accuracy with car noise (N3) drops almost to
the level of subway noise (N1) with cut-off frequencies ≥ 12 Hz. It can also be seen
that all four noise types show a decreasing accuracy when the cut-off frequency
of the LPF increases beyond some maximum. For car noise the fall is deep and
steep, whereas it is quite shallow for subway noise.
An in-depth analysis of the distributions of the EMS vectors showed that these
somewhat surprising results are caused by the difference (or similarity) between
the two-band EMS features of speech and the corresponding features of the four
noise types. In the lower SNR conditions (and especially with SNR= −5 dB) we see
two different effects. Noise exemplars in the dictionary account for a substantial
proportion of the approximation of the noisy speech EMS vectors; this results
in low –and possibly random– activations of the speech states. Except for the
subway noise, the reduction of the total activation of speech states becomes worse
as the BPF emphasizes higher modulation frequencies, which are less informative
for speech. The overall reduction of the activation of speech states is combined
with an increasing shift of the activations towards a small number of speech states
that happen to have EMS vectors that are somewhat similar to the vectors that
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Figure 4.6: Relative recognition accuracy (Acc) improvement obtained by
adding an additional bandpass filtered version of the envelope to the 16Hz low-
pass filtered one. The subplots show the results on three different SNR levels
of noisy speech with four different noise types of test set A.
characterize the noises. This results in a digit confusion pattern that strongly
favours the digits that happen to contain these favoured states. This effect is
especially clear for N1 (subway) and N4 (exhibition hall), whose EMS vectors are
characterized by high values in the high-frequency gammatone filters, both in the
LPF and BPF. The EMS vectors of N1 show this effect already at low cut-off
frequencies, which explains the fairly flat shape of accuracies as a function of cut-
off frequency. Babble noise behaves differently in that it does not favour a small
number of speech states. The especially detrimental effect of N3 (car) is due to
a combination of the two effects: a small number of speech states is favoured,
while the total activation of the speech states is small. The large differences
between the recognition accuracies with the four noise types at −5 dB SNR suggest
–unsurprisingly– that a two-filter modulation filterbank does not provide sufficient
resolution for coping with different noise types.
4.3.1.3 The link with delta coefficients in conventional ASR
In addition to commonalities between the acoustic features used in conventional
ASR and the output of an auditory model, there are also substantial differences.
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The conventional ASR approach is based on (power) spectra estimated from 100
overlapping windows per second. Such a spectrum can be considered as equivalent
to the EMS features in a LPF with cut-off frequency set to 50 Hz. Furthermore,
conventional delta coefficients in conventional ASR (i.e., the time derivatives of
the static features) can be viewed as the output of a single modulation frequency
bandpass filter. The transfer function of a differentiator has a rising slope of +6
dB/octave; therefore, the output of a bandpass filter with a rising slope of +6
dB/octave can be considered as a low-pass filtered version of a differentiator. The
falling slope of the BPF determines to what extent the high frequencies in the
differentiated signal 1are attenuated. In the Q = 1 filters of our auditory model,
the falling slope is -6 dB/octave. In conventional ASR the centre frequency of
the bandpass filter, as well as the steepness of the falling slope, depend on the
number of static coefficients involved in the regression function used in computing
the deltas. With DELTAWINDOW=5 and a frame rate of 100 frames per second in
HTK (Young et al., 2009) the centre frequency of the ‘delta’ filter is approximately
7.5 Hz, while the attenuation at the Nyquist frequency of 50 Hz is approximately
20 dB.
To obtain a better understanding of the effect of centring the ‘delta’ filter at
different frequencies, we carried out an experiment in which we combined a 16 Hz
cut-off frequency LPF with a single BPF with a centre frequency that varied
between 2 Hz and 16 Hz. The recognition accuracies obtained with these config-
urations were compared to the accuracy obtained with a single LPF with cut-off
frequency 16 Hz. Figure 4.6 shows the relative improvement for the four noise
types for SNR levels of 20, 5, and −5 dB. A comparison between the curves for the
SNR levels shows that the gain increases as the SNR level decreases: While the
relative improvement is of the order of 20% to 25% in the SNR = 20 dB condition,
the performance is improved by 50% up to 130% (noise type dependent) in the
SNR= −5 dB condition. Especially at SNR−5 dB the centre frequency at which
the recognition accuracy increases most depends on the noise type. This confirms
that a single ‘delta’ filter is not sufficient for making the EMS features robust
against different noise types.
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4.3.2 Study 2: Multi-resolution representations of modu-
lation frequencies
It is quite likely that humans pay selective attention to the spectro-temporal input
when understanding speech, and that selective attention becomes more important
as the listening conditions grow more adverse. The gammatone filters allow for a
sufficient degree of selectivity in the frequency domain. The subsequent modula-
tion filterbank must provide the selectivity in the modulation frequency domain.
In combination with the sparse coding approach for obtaining the posterior prob-
abilities of the 179 states in the aurora-2 task, a multi-resolution representation,
with its attendant longer feature vectors, might enhance the probability that ‘cor-
rect’ clean speech exemplars in the dictionary have a small Euclidean distance to
noisy speech frames, because the energy of the noise is much smaller than the en-
ergy of the speech in some regions of the EMS vectors. If this is indeed the case, a
multi-resolution representation should enhance the resulting recognition accuracy.
In Section 4.3.1 it was concluded that modulation frequencies in the band up
to 16 Hz must be covered and that the largest gain in performance relative to a
configuration with a single LPF is obtained by emphasizing different modulation
frequencies for different noise types and different SNR levels. Therefore, it can be
expected that a configuration in which multiple BPFs separate the modulations
in different frequency bands would outperform a configuration that contains only
a LPF and a single BPF. Auditory models do precisely this, by combining a LPF
with a bank of BPFs. Such a filterbank can be configured in two different ways:
the BPFs can cover the frequency range above the cut-off frequency of the LPF, or
the frequency ranges of the BPF and LPF may overlap, so that the BPFs provide
additional resolution in a band that is already covered. Below, we compare these
configurations. By doing so, we address two questions: 1- In which modulation
frequency range is a high resolution most beneficial for noisy speech recognition?
2- to what extent is it beneficial to represent modulation frequencies both in terms
of static and dynamic features by choosing overlapping LPF and BPFs?
In the first experiment we employed a modulation filterbank consisting of a LPF
with a variable cut-off frequency (ranging from 1 to 16 Hz), augmented with a bank
of BPFs with centre frequencies (spaced 1 Hz apart) covering the range from 1 Hz
above the cut-off frequency of the LPF up to 16 Hz. Obviously, the total number
of filters in the filterbank (M + 1), and therefore the total number of features in
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Figure 4.7: Word recognition accuracy obtained with feature vectors cover-
ing the modulation frequency range of 0 · · · 16 Hz. The modulation filterbank
consisted of a single lowpass filter with variable cut-off frequency and a variable
number of additional bandpass filters with centre frequencies spaced 1 Hz apart
to cover the interval beyond the LPF cut-off frequency. Results for clean (top)
and noisy speech (bottom) are shown in separate panels to improve resolution.
The shaded bands indicate the 95% confidence interval. The dashed line shows
the trajectory of the peak position across SNR level.
the EMS vectors (15 · (M + 1)), will increase as the cut-off frequency of the LPF
decreases. The test is performed on all the clean and noisified data in test set A
of aurora-2. The results of this experiment (averaged over four different noise
types) are summarized in Figure 4.7.
The first observation that can be made from the figure is that the configurations
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with the largest number of modulation BPFs do not always yield the best recogni-
tion accuracy: the curves for the highest SNR levels start with a (small) interval in
which the performance is increasing as the cut-off frequency of the LPF increases,
corresponding to a decrease of the total number of filters. The cut-off frequency at
which the maximum accuracy is obtained is clearly dependent on the SNR level.
In the clean condition, the best performance is obtained when the LPF cut-off
frequency is 5 Hz and the modulation frequency range of 6 − 16 Hz is covered by
M = 11 linearly spaced BPFs. At lower SNR levels, the LPF cut-off frequency at
which the maximum accuracy is obtained shifts towards lower frequencies as illus-
trated by the dashed line in Figure 4.7b: it interpolates the LPF cut-off frequency
at which the best performance is obtained at different SNR levels. Moreover, the
steeper slopes in the curves corresponding to lower SNR levels indicate that in-
creasing the LPF cut-off frequency, and as a result decreasing the resolution in the
lower modulation frequencies, is more harmful in the presence of high noise energy.
Apparently, separating modulations in the very low frequency bands, which are
not very important for the intelligibility of clean speech, enhances the capability of
the sparse coding engine to match noisy speech EMS vectors with ‘correct’ clean
speech exemplars.
In the second experiment we combined 15 BPFs with centre frequencies linearly
spaced between 1 Hz and 15 Hz with a LPF the cut-off frequency of which was
decreased from 15 Hz to 1 Hz. With lower cut-off frequencies the amount of in-
formation about the modulations that can be said to be represented twice (in the
BPFs and in the LPF) decreases, but all configurations cover the modulation fre-
quencies up to 16 Hz. Also, the total number of features (15 · 16) was identical in
all configurations, because the number of filters was fixed.
It appeared that decreasing the cut-off frequency of the LPF from 16 Hz to 1 Hz
had no effect on the resulting recognition accuracy. The performance was inde-
pendent of the cut-off frequency and always equal to the accuracy corresponding
to LPF cut-off frequency of 1 Hz in Figure 4.7. From this experiment it can be
concluded that the 1 Hz cut-off frequency of the LPF in the model of Jørgensen
and Dau (2014) is to be preferred over the 6 Hz cut-off frequency in the model of
Dau et al. (997a), especially in low SNR conditions. Apparently, a high resolution
in the modulation filterbank is almost always beneficial. The only exception is
formed by the conditions with a very high SNR level, where a high resolution in
the very low modulation frequencies has a small negative effect.
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4.3.3 Study 3: The auditory model revisited
Now that we know that a set of modulation BPFs that cover the frequency range
from 2 · · · 16 Hz, in combination with a LPF with a cut-off frequency as low as 1 Hz,
can yield promising recognition accuracies, we can return to the question whether
the ‘standard’ configuration in auditory models, i.e., Q = 1 BPFs spaced at one
octave intervals, is the optimal configuration for ASR applications. To address this
question we carried out experiments in which the envelopes of the gammatone
sub-bands are processed by a number of different modulation filterbanks. The
filterbanks consisted of a fixed LPF with a cut-off frequency at 1 Hz and a variable
number of BPFs with quality factor Q = 1.
4.3.3.1 LPF at 1Hz and BPFs with different distribution patterns
We first compare the recognition performance using filterbanks with similar fre-
quency coverage, but with different number of BPFs and distribution patterns of
centre frequencies. The centre frequencies of the BPFs were chosen in three dif-
ferent manners: linearly spaced at 1 Hz distance, logarithmically spaced at 1/3rd
octave and at full octave distance. The number of BPFs is gradually increased,
adding modulation bands, until they cover the frequency range up to 25 Hz.3 In
Figure 4.8a the recognition accuracies for clean speech of each of these filterbanks
are depicted as a function of the centre frequency of the last BPF included (red:
linear spacing; purple: octave spacing; green: 1/3rd octave spacing). Note that,
as a consequence of the different distribution patterns of the BPFs, the number of
BPFs used for covering the range up to a given modulation frequency was different
(14 with linear spacing, 4 with octave spacing, 12 with 1/3rd octave spacing, and
10 with the first two filters in the 1/3rd octave spacing left out).
The first observation from this figure is that adding more BPFs improves recog-
nition accuracy, but a ceiling performance is reached when the centre frequency
of the last-added filter is 16 Hz. The highest word recognition accuracy is ob-
tained with the linear spacing strategy and amounts to 96.13%, an improvement
of approximately 2.2% absolute compared to the best performance obtained with
3We increased the modulation frequency range compared to previous experiments. This
was done to verify that the logarithmically spaced BPFs (that exhibit a wider spacing at high
frequencies) also yielded ceiling performance above approximately 16 Hz.
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Figure 4.8: Word recognition accuracy for (a) clean speech, (b) noisy speech
SNR= 20 dB, (c) noisy speech SNR= −5 dB, as a function of the highest centre
frequency in the bank of bandpass filters. The shaded areas represent the 95%
confidence intervals. The centre frequencies of the filters (FBP) are spaced lin-
early at 1 Hz intervals (red), or logarithmically at full octave intervals (purple)
or at 1/3 octave intervals (green). The blue curve depicts the results obtained
with the same 1/3 octave filterbank, without the two filters with FBP < 2 Hz.
Sub-figure (d) shows the effective transfer functions of the modulation filter-
banks with LPF cut-off frequency 1 Hz and 10 (or 8 for the blue curve) BPFs.
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a combination of a LPF with cut-off frequency 15 Hz and a single BPF with centre
frequency 16 Hz (cf. Study 1).
The second observation from Figure 4.8a is the consistent and statistically sig-
nificant advantage of the linearly spaced filterbank (the red curve) over the loga-
rithmically spaced filters (the purple and green curves). The difference in number
of filters employed cannot explain this observation: to cover the range up to a
modulation frequency of 10 Hz, the 1/3rd octave spacing and the linear spacing
require ten and nine filters respectively; still, the linearly spaced filterbank out-
performs the 1/3rd octave spacing. Also, despite the different number of filters,
the octave spaced and the 1/3rd octave spaced filterbank have roughly equal per-
formance. Therefore, the most plausible explanation lies in the fact that different
locations of the centre frequencies of a set of BPFs yield different effective trans-
fer functions. To illustrate this effect, we plotted the effective transfer function
for the linear, octave and the 1/3rd octave spaced filterbanks with M = 10 in
Figure 4.8d. Clearly, the 1/3rd octave spaced filterbank emphasizes the very low
modulation frequencies much more than the linearly spaced filterbank (peak at
3.0 Hz compared to 6.25 Hz).4
From the perspective of sparse coding this means that information about mod-
ulations in a frequency range that exhibits non-negligible variance, but contains
little information about the contents of speech signals, may have too strong an
impact on the Euclidean distance measure, giving rise to sub-optimal recognition
performance. To test this hypothesis, we removed the first two BPFs from the
1/3rd octave spaced filterbank ( fc = 1.26 Hz and fc = 1.58 Hz). As a result, the
effective transfer function of the modified filterbank does no longer over-emphasize
the lowest modulation frequencies compared to the linearly spaced filterbank (cf.
Figure 4.8d). Consequently, as shown by distance between the green and the light
blue curve in Figure 4.8a, the recognition accuracy for clean speech was always
higher than the results with the corresponding full 1/3rd filterbanks. Note that
the content of the BPFs with Fc = 1.26 Hz and Fc = 1.58 Hz do contain some
useful information since the performance levels at the two left most points in the
red curve of Figure 4.4d are larger than the left-most point of the blue curve in
Figure 4.4d (using one static feature only). However, in combination with more
4The frequency response of the filterbank with octave spacing is not shown, because the centre
frequency of a substantial number of 10 filters is beyond the Nyquist frequency.
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BPFs covering a larger range of modulation frequencies, a modulation frequency
range that is sampled too densely at the low end is harmful for recognition.
In this experiment we compared filterbanks with different numbers of filters.
We also created filterbanks with the same number of filters as in the filterbank
with linearly spaced BPFs, equally spaced on a logarithmic frequency axis. None
of these configurations appeared to provide better performance than the linear
spacing of the centre frequencies.
Figures 4.8b and 4.8c show the results obtained with increasing numbers of dif-
ferently spaced filters for the two extreme noise conditions, i.e., SNR=20 dB and
SNR=−5 dB. In the SNR=20 dB condition the superiority of the linear spacing,
with a (much) larger number of filters, is more apparent than in the clean speech
condition. In the SNR=−5 dB condition the filterbanks with octave spacing, and
therefore smaller numbers of filters, yield much lower accuracies than the config-
urations with higher numbers of filters. This suggests that, particularly in noisy
conditions, the sampling of the modulation frequency domain needs to be suf-
ficiently fine-grained for the ASR system to reap the maximum possible benefit
from the multi-resolution representation. It can also be seen that the recognition
accuracy obtained with linearly spaced filters starts decreasing when filters with
centre frequencies > 16 Hz are added. The modulations in these frequency bands
are mainly associated to the noise. This confirms our earlier conclusion that it
is counter-productive to dedicate a substantial proportion of the EMS features to
modulation frequency bands that do not contain information relevant for speech
recognition. From Figure 4.8c it can also be seen that a larger number of BPFs is
not always beneficial: the configuration with fewer 1/3rd octave spaced filters is
clearly competitive.
4.3.3.2 LPF at 1Hz and varying number of BPFs logarithmically po-
sitioned to approximate a given effective transfer function
In most of the previously described experiments there was an interaction between
the total range of modulation frequencies covered, the number of filters in that
range and the distribution patterns of the centre frequencies. The fact that leaving
out the lowest-frequency filters from the 1/3rd octave filterbank improved the
recognition accuracy suggests that the presence of irrelevant features incurs the
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risk that the Euclidean distance in the sparse coding process homes in on exemplars
that fit these irrelevant features, at the cost of the features that do matter. The
shape of the effective transfer function of the filterbanks and the frequency at which
the response is maximal indicate which modulation frequencies will be represented
with many features and dominate the Euclidean distance measure in the Lasso
decoder. In study 1 it was found that the effective transfer function can be used
as a criterion for comparing different filterbank configurations. Therefore, we
conducted an experiment in which we used the effective transfer function of the
best-performing linearly spaced filterbank (i.e. 19 filters: 1 LPF + 18 BPFs) as a
target that we try to approximate by means of a variable number of logarithmically
spaced BPFs. In contrast to the previous experiments, however, we allowed the
centre frequencies of the first and last filter in the filterbank to vary. Imposing
the additional condition that the resulting configurations would provide at least
some resolution in the low modulation frequency range, without pushing the lowest
centre frequency below 2 Hz and without pushing the highest one above 36 Hz (so
that the −3 dB point of the falling slope of the BPF does not exceed the Nyquist
frequency), we ended up with configurations with a minimum number of 10 and
a maximum number of 22 filters. The recognition accuracy results obtained with
these configurations are shown in Figure 4.9.
As can be seen from Figure 4.9a, close to maximum performance on clean speech
can be achieved with any number of log-spaced BPFs with M ≥ 15. The best
performance is achieved with 18 BPFs; the centre frequency of the first and last
BPFs are 3.26 Hz and 20.24 Hz, respectively. Although the number of filters is
equal to the target linear filterbank, the achieved recognition accuracy is even
slightly (but significantly) higher than with the 18 linearly spaced BPFs (0.4%
relative; the red asterisk that indicates the accuracy with linearly spaced filters is
just beyond the 95% confidence interval).
Figure 4.9b shows the corresponding results for the noisy test utterances from
set A at SNRs ranging from 20 dB down to −5 dB. For the highest SNR condi-
tions the accuracy does not improve substantially when the number of filters is
increased from 10 to 18. For the lowest three SNR levels increasing the number
of BPFs does improve accuracy. In all cases a larger number of filters results in
a higher resolution in the lowest modulation frequencies. For SNR=-5 dB, using
M = 21 BPFs (rather than M = 18) yielded a 5% relative improvement. In this
configuration the centre frequencies of the lowest and highest BPF were 2.25 Hz
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.9: Word recognition accuracy for (a) clean speech and (b) noisy
speech as a function of the number of logarithmically spaced filters. The black
lines show the recognition accuracy averaged over all the four noise types (The
shaded areas represent the 95% confidence intervals). At SNR=-5, the individ-
ual noise results are also plotted in scattered markers: red circle:N1 (Subway),
blue hexagram: N2 (Babble), green diamond: N3 (Car) and cyan square: N4
(Exhibition). The red asterisks shows the recognition accuracy obtained with
the best performing linear filterbank (1LPF+18 BPFs).
and 19.3 Hz. Figure 4.9b breaks out the recognition accuracies obtained with the
four noise types in the SNR = −5 conditions. Increasing the resolution of the
modulation filterbank has the smallest effect for the babble noise. This was to be
expected, because it is unlikely that there are many modulation frequency bands
in which babble noise differs substantially from speech.
4.4 Comparison with other ASR systems and
HSR
4.4.1 ASR
In this research we investigated how different configurations of the modulation
filterbank affect recognition performance. To deepen our understanding of the
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Figure 4.10: Word recognition accuracy per test set as a function of ASR
for four different systems. 1- The proposed EMS features (Lin18-EMS). 2-
Sparse classification results using Mel-spectra features (Gemmeke et al., 2011b).
3- Aurora2 multi-condition recognizer applied to MFCC features (Hirsch and
Pearce, 2000). 4- ETSI-AFE multi-condition recognizer applied to MFCC fea-
tures (Hirsch and Pearce, 2006).
strengths and weaknesses of the combination of EMS features and SC, we com-
pared the performance on test sets A and B in aurora-2 with previously pub-
lished recognition accuracies of three other systems: the ‘standard’ aurora-2
system trained with the the multi-condition data (Hirsch and Pearce, 2000), the
multi-condition aurora-2 system that includes the Wiener filter based ETSI ad-
vanced frontend (Hirsch and Pearce, 2006), and the SC-based system of Gemmeke
et al. (2011b). The first two systems use GMMs based on MFCC features to esti-
mate state posterior probabilities, while the third one used Mel-frequency energy
spectra as stacks of up to 30 frames and used non-negative matrix factorization
with the Kullback-Leibler divergence as the solver in the sparse coding engine.
Since there is no configuration of the modulation filterbank that is optimal for all
SNR levels and all noise types, we conducted the comparison with the modulation
filterbank consisting of the 1 Hz cut-off frequency LPF and M = 18 linearly spaced
BPFs (which we refer to as the Lin18-EMS system). The Lin18-EMS system is a
good compromise between the highest-possible performance for clean speech and
the conditions with the lowest SNR level. The detailed results obtained with the
Lin18-EMS system are collected in Table 4.1. .
In Figure 4.10, the recognition accuracies of the Lin18-EMS system and the three
competing systems is plotted. Figure 4.10a shows the test results for matched
noise types in test set A. While the Lin18-EMS system outperforms both MFCC-
based multi-condition recognizers at very low SNR levels, its performance at higher
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SNRs is substantially worse than the MFCC-based systems. The single-frame EMS
features almost always outperform the 30-frame Mel features.
However, the results of the Lin18-EMS system on test set B, pertaining to the
unseen noise type conditions, shown in Figure 4.10b, show that our system does not
generalize well to unseen noise types, a characteristic that it shares with the other
exemplar-based system. The superior performance of the 30-frame Mel features is
most probably due to the fact that Gemmeke et al. (2011b) included artificially
constructed noise exemplars that accounted to some extent for the mismatch be-
tween the noise exemplars from test set A and the different noise types in test
set B. Our EMS-based system did not include artificially constructed exemplars.
In cleaner conditions (down to 10 dB) the EMS-based system has roughly equal
performance as the other exemplar based system. In contrast to the behaviour
for test set A, however, the performance drop in SNRs < 10 dB is much steeper.
Averaged over the four noise types of test set B, the recognition accuracy is ap-
proximately equal to that of the multi-condition trained GMM system without
noise reduction.
A detailed analysis revealed that the performance of the Lin18-EMS system in
fact is very similar to the system of Gemmeke et al. (2011b), except for train station
noise (cf. Table 4.1). In search for the cause of this deviant behaviour, we found
that omitting the standard deviation equalization step ((4.3) in Section 4.2.2) sub-
stantially improved recognition performance for utterances corrupted with train
station noise at low SNR levels. This is illustrated by the dotted line in Fig-
ure 4.10b, which shows the average performance on test set B (SNR= 5, 0,−5 dB)
when excluding the standard deviation equalization for train station noise. Recall
that the main purpose of the standard deviation equalization procedure was to
equalize the contribution of all gammatone frequency bands. The equalization
weight vector was designed -using the speech exemplars from the dictionary- such
that the standard deviation of the coefficients in the EMS vector are on average
equal in all 15 gammatone filters, without changing the relative magnitude of the
coefficients pertaining to the modulation bands. It appeared that the equaliza-
tion procedure works well for noisified speech, as long as the envelope of the 15
gammatone coefficients in the modulation bands does not change between bands
with low and high modulation frequencies. As long as that is the case, applying
a fixed equalization vector will not change the average modulation spectrum of
the noises. However, there are two noise types that violate this assumption, viz.
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SNR Clean 20 15 10 5 0 -5 Average
Test A
Subway 94.14 94.84 94.38 88.89 86.98 81.98 66.38 86.80
Babble 93.62 93.44 92.93 91.9 87.07 73.52 42.05 82.16
Car 93.56 92.69 92.45 91.65 88.58 80.11 59.68 85.53
Exhibition 93.55 95.53 95.19 94.38 85.71 82.63 73.93 88.70
Average 93.72 94.12 93.74 91.70 87.24 79.56 60.51 85.79
Test B
Restaurant 94.14 89.39 91.56 90.97 84.86 69.11 36.94 79.56
Street 93.62 93.68 92.53 90.60 83.92 63.27 29.53 78.16
Airport 93.56 94.87 94.15 91.02 82.58 63.05 28.78 78.28
Train station 93.55 94.54 91.76 85.00 67.76 38.41 13.24 69.18
Average 93.72 93.10 92.50 89.40 79.78 58.46 27.12 76.29
Table 4.1: The word recognition accuracy obtained using Lin18-EMS features
on aurora-2 test sets. (For explanation see text)
car noise in test set A and train station noise in test set B. The detrimental effect
of the violations in car noise are limited, because it is represented in the noise
dictionary exemplars taken from the car noise signals. For the train station noise
this is not the case. As a result, the match between the modulation spectra of the
speech noisified by adding train station noise and the exemplars in the dictionary
deteriorates as the SNR level decreases.
4.4.2 Comparison with HSR
To evaluate the combination of EMS features and sparse coding in terms of human
like performance, we re-use the data about the recognition accuracy of ten human
listeners on aurora-2 utterances in Meyer (2013). Meyer used three different
criteria: speech reception threshold (SRT), the effect of noise types and the effect
of string lengths. SRT is the SNR at which listeners achieve a 50% accuracy;
usually it corresponds to the SNR at which the accuracy as a function of SNR
has the largest negative slope. The SRT estimated for HSR in Meyer (2013) is
around −10.2 dB while for the aurora-2 system trained with the multi-condition
data (Hirsch and Pearce, 2000) the SRT is −1.5dB. From Figure 4.10a, it can be
inferred that the SRT of the EMS-based system is well below −5 dB; although it
is dangerous to extrapolate the curves, it is reasonable to assume that the SRT
for the two exemplar-based systems is close to the human SRT. As can be seen
from Figure 4.10b, which represents the noise mismatch case (test set B), our
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EMS-based system does not generalize well to unseen noise types. We will come
back to this issue in section 4.5.
According to Meyer (2013), the difficult noises for ASR and HSR are different. At
SNR=0 and -5 dB, performance of aurora-2 system trained with multi-condition
data the performance for babble noise is higher than for car noise, while HSR shows
higher performance for car than for babble noise. From Table 4.1 it can be seen
that our EMS+SC system shows the same trend as the human listeners: accuracy
with babble noise is lower than with car noise. The same holds for the comparison
of airport and train station noise, provided that we solve the equalization issue.
In the human data there is a small but clear drop in accuracy for the longest
digit strings, which is probably due to memorization problems. Our EMS-based
system does not show this effect. This was to be expected, because an automatic
system is not affected by the need to memorize long strings. Our system also does
not show the problems with one-digit utterances reported by Meyer (2013) for
the ‘standard’ aurora-2 systems with multi-condition training. The raw EMS
features that we used for speech-silence segmentation yield quite accurate results.
Only in a very small proportion of the utterances the endpoint estimates differed
from voice onset and offset determined from the forced alignment by more than
16 frames, the minimum number of frames needed to find –or hallucinate– a digit
word.
In summary, it can be concluded that the operation of our EMS-plus-SC system
for the estimation of sub-word probabilities mimics human speech recognition on
a semantics-free task better than more conventional MFCC-plus-GMM systems.
4.5 General discussion
In this chapter we investigated how different configurations of the modulation fil-
terbank in an auditory frontend affect the degree to which an exemplar-based en-
gine can provide accurate posterior probability estimates of sub-word units when
recognizing noise-corrupted speech. The auditory model proposed in Jørgensen
and Dau (2014), which consists of a LPF with a cut-off frequency of 1 Hz and
nine Q = 1 BPFs with centre frequencies one octave apart, served as the point
of departure. For estimating the posterior probabilities of the sub-word units, we
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used sparse coding and a large dictionary of semi-randomly selected exemplars.
We found that BPFs with centre frequencies one octave apart do not provide suf-
ficient resolution of the modulation frequencies for automatic (and maybe also for
human) speech recognition. We conjecture that a filterbank with octave spacing
between the modulation filters is able to discover noise conditions that will cer-
tainly compromise intelligibility, but that this configuration may not accurately
predict specific confusions that would occur in tasks that require participants to
distinguish confusable sounds in the absence of semantic predictability.
From our experiments it appears that there is no unique configuration of the
modulation filterbank that is optimal for all SNR levels and all noise types. How-
ever, it is safe to conclude that a filterbank consisting of a LPF with cut-off
frequency 1 Hz and about M = 18 BPFs with centre frequencies between 2 Hz
and 20 Hz will provide accuracies close to optimal for most conditions. Centre
frequencies of the BPFs with equal spacing on a linear or on a logarithmic fre-
quency axis yielded very similar results. In the SNR−5 dB condition the best
results were obtained with a configuration that comprised M = 21 logarithmically
spaced BPFs, with the lowest BPF centred at 2.25 Hz. In all experiments we found
that the lowest SNR levels benefited from a large resolution in the lowest modula-
tion frequencies; however, for the highest SNR levels a very high resolution in the
modulation frequency band < 6 Hz was somewhat detrimental.
The exemplar-based engine for estimating posterior probabilities of sub-word
units was based on a Lasso solver in a sparse coding procedure. In the Lin18-
EMS system we used 17, 148 speech exemplars and 13, 504 noise exemplars. These
numbers are about twice as high as the numbers of speech and noise exemplars
used in Gemmeke et al. (2011b). The need for large numbers of exemplars in
our system is probably related to the combination of features with positive and
negative values and the Euclidean distance measure. In Ahmadi et al. (2014) we
found that in a sparse coding framework it is advantageous to keep the phase
information in the output of the modulation BPFs. The same conclusion was
reached by Moritz et al. (2011). However, Baby and Van hamme (2015), who used
EMS-like features for training DNNs obtained good results when using only the
magnitudes of the amplitude of the output of the modulation filters.
The fact that our EMS features have positive and negative feature values ruled
out the use of sparse coding engines based on Kullback-Leibler divergence (the
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preferred distance measure in non-negative matrix factorization). It is well known
that for many features used in pattern recognition tasks the Euclidean distance
does not represent the conceptual distance (e.g., Choi et al., 2014). The default so-
lution is to transform the original features to a space in which Euclidean distance
does represent conceptual neighbourhood. We counteracted some of the unde-
sirable effects of the Euclidean distance by the equalization and normalization
procedures that we applied to the exemplars and the unknown observations. Forc-
ing all exemplars and unknown observations to unit length makes the Euclidean
distance equivalent to cosine distance (Choi et al., 2014). In our equalization
procedure the exact same weights are used for the 15 gammatone bands in all
M modulation bands. As long as the pattern formed by the magnitude of the
15 numbers in the M modulation bands does not differ substantially between the
modulation bands, using fixed weights is beneficial. However, if the patterns be-
come different in some modulation bands because of the different characteristics
of the noise, fixed weights can be detrimental. This appeared to be the case with
the train station noise in test set B.
We preferred an exemplar-based approach over GMMs or neural networks (in-
cluding DNNs) for estimating the posterior probabilities, because this approach
appears to have closer connections to emerging knowledge about cortical repre-
sentations of audio signals (Mesgarani et al., 2014a,b) and neural processing. Our
research was based on the assumption that some configurations of the modula-
tion filterbank would yield EMS vectors in which a substantial proportion of the
features is not affected by the background noise, because the expected values of
these features are different for the noise and the speech signals. If the proportion
of unaffected features is high enough, the sparse coding engine should be able to
match partly damaged EMS vectors to the correct exemplars. That assumption
is reinforced by the superior performance of human listeners, especially in tasks
where there is little or no help from semantics or world knowledge. The assump-
tion is also in line with widely accepted theories about human pattern recognition,
which claim that missing data will be reconstructed (Grossberg and Kazerounian,
2011; Wei et al., 2012; Meyer, 2013). In addition, exemplar-based approaches can
handle the very high-dimensional feature vectors produced by the most elaborate
versions of the auditory model.
To verify that it is the information in the EMS features, rather than the operation
of the sparse coding engine, that drives the performance and to verify that the
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findings about the design of EMS features are not limited to a SC procedure
for estimating posterior probabilities, we repeated many experiments with the
KNeighborsClassifier in scikit-learn (Pedregosa et al., 2011). We always used
the exact same speech-plus-noise dictionaries to ‘train’ the kNN classifier as were
used with the SC engine. We saw the same trend in the results as a function of
modulation filterbank configuration in all SNR conditions. For the higher SNR
levels the absolute accuracies obtained with the kNN classifier were very close to
what we obtained with sparse coding. However, in the lowest SNR levels the SC
engine had a clear advantage.
We compared the performance of the Lin18-EMS system with the performance
of three other systems on the same data set: Mel-spectra features + SC (Gem-
meke et al., 2011b), the MFCC aurora-2-multi-condition recognizer (Hirsch and
Pearce, 2000), and the MFCC ETSI-AFE multi-condition recognizer (Hirsch and
Pearce, 2006). In test set A the Lin18-EMS system outperformed the other systems
in the lowest SNR conditions. However, the two GMM-based systems outperform
the two exemplar-based system by a wide margin in the high SNR conditions.
The fact that both exemplar-based system suffered in the same conditions, de-
spite using very different features, shows that the problem is not caused by the
EMS features. Also, the lower performance of the exemplar-based systems at the
highest SNR levels is not due to the interference of the noise exemplars in the
dictionary. In-depth analysis of the activations of the exemplars showed that the
noise exemplars receive only very small activations in the highest SNR conditions.
Decodings with and without the noise exemplars in the dictionary yielded es-
sentially the same accuracy for clean speech and SNR20 dB. The exemplar-based
systems mainly suffer from confusion errors. Moreover, we encountered the same
problem with the kNN classifier. It is left to future research to understand what
causes the confusions in exemplar-based systems at the highest SNR levels.
It has been shown that the performance of an ASR system can be improved by
fusing the posterior probabilities obtained from an exemplar-based system and cor-
responding estimates from GMM- or ANN-based systems (e.g. Geiger et al., 2013).
In Sun et al. (2014) it was shown that fusing the posterior probability estimates of
an exemplar-based and a GMM-based system can reduce the word error rate for
clean speech in aurora-2 to less than 0.5%. However, it is unlikely that humans
use a similar procedure to accomplish their superior recognition performance.
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We also compared the performance of the Lin18-EMS system to the -admittedly
few and incomplete- data about human recognition performance on the aurora-2
task. Using the criteria proposed in Meyer (2013) we found that the performance
of our system is more similar to humans than some conventional ASR systems. The
only discrepancy is that our system did not show the effect that human accuracy
decreases with increasing string length. Our system shares this property with all
ASR systems and computational models that do not simulate working memory
problems.
In the remainder of this section, we will discuss possible ways to repair some
of the weaknesses of the proposed system. First of all, the EMS features might
be improved, for example by adding the nonlinear compression that is present in
virtually all auditory models, but that was left out in the model of Jørgensen and
Dau (2014), because compression was not necessary for the purpose of predicting
intelligibility. Including the static 10th power compression in the version of the
model in Dau et al. (1996) did increase the recognition accuracy for clean speech,
at the cost of a substantial decrease in the SNR−5 dB condition (from 68% correct
to 34% correct in test set A). We leave the implementation of the full dynamic
compression to future research; we expect that it will show the same positive effect
for clean speech without the strong negative effect for the lowest SNR conditions.
The EMS representation of (noisy) speech signals is reminiscent of the ap-
proaches advocated in multi-stream ASR architectures (Bourlard et al., 1996a;
Tibrewala and Hermansky, 1997; Okawa et al., 1998; Bourlard, 1999; Herman-
sky and Fousek, 2005b; Hermansky, 2013). A representation in terms of multiple
modulation frequency bands is likely to contain features that are not heavily af-
fected by the noise. Instead of designing a procedure to optimally fuse the parallel
streams at the feature, the probability or output level, we investigated whether the
undistorted features would dominate the distance measure between clean speech
exemplars and noisy observations in the sparse coding engine. The recognition ac-
curacy that we obtained on test set A of the aurora-2 task confirms the viability
of this assumption, but the results also show that we are still far from human-
like performance in terms of absolute accuracy. The conventional combination of
static features, deltas and delta-deltas in ASR corresponds to an auditory model
in which the LPF in the modulation filterbank has a cut-off frequency of about
50 Hz. In addition, there is one BPF with a centre frequency of approximately
7 Hz and a quality factor Q = 1 and another BPF with a quality factor Q = 2.
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The fact that conventional ASR systems typically benefit from adding delta-delta
coefficients raises the question whether the Lin18-EMS system can be improved
by adding Q = 2 BPFs with cut-off/centre frequencies at strategically chosen po-
sitions. The results of Moritz et al. (2011) provide evidence in support of this
assumption.
From recent developments in multi-stream ASR (e.g., Hermansky, 2013) it is
clear that it is necessary to combine bottom-up fusion (whether at the level of
features, probabilities or outputs) with some kind of knowledge about the best -
possibly condition-dependent- way for selecting or combining features. The sparse
coding procedure that we used for computing the posterior probabilities of the
sub-word units does nothing of the kind. We can see at least two ways in which
knowledge could be brought into play. First, it is possible to learn the distributions
of individual features or groups of features (per gammatone or per modulation fil-
ter) in clean speech from the training material. During test, the likelihood that
(groups of) features fit the clean distribution can be estimated, and these esti-
mates can be used as additional weights in computing the Euclidean distances
in the Lasso solver. Second, it is possible to improve the conversion of the ex-
emplar activations from the sparse coding procedure to posterior probabilities of
sub-word units by involving some kind of learning. In Ahmadi et al. (2014) we
argued that we should not aim at the optimal approximation of unknown ob-
servations as sparse sums of exemplars; rather, we should aim for the optimal
classification of the unknown observations. Research is underway in which we ap-
ply label-consistent discriminative dictionary learning to replace the semi-random
selection of exemplars by a procedure that learns the exemplars that are optimal
for reconstruction and classification (e.g. Jiang et al., 2013).
The need for introducing some kind of learning in the procedure for comput-
ing posterior probabilities of sub-word units is strengthened by recent observa-
tions of the representation of speech signals in the auditory cortex (Pasley et al.,
2012; Mesgarani et al., 2014b). From intra-cranial recordings it can be inferred
that representations in auditory cortex still accurately reflect the tonotopic rep-
resentations formed in the peripheral auditory system. This suggests that speech
recognition relies on higher-level processes that operate on the tonotopic represen-
tations. These processes can only be successful on the basis of substantial amounts
of learning. The need for higher-level operations, including selective attention, is
also discussed by Henry et al. (2015), based on the different behaviours of brain
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oscillations in frequencies < 5 Hz, which are associated to auditory processing and
oscillations at frequencies > 8 Hz, which are associated with higher-level cognitive
processing (Luo and Poeppel, 2007).
4.6 Conclusion
In this chapter we investigated to what extent a model of the human auditory sys-
tem that is capable of predicting speech intelligibility in adverse conditions also
provides a promising starting point for designing the frontend of a noise robust
ASR system. The long-term goal of the research is to design a computational
model that shows human-like recognition behaviour in terms of performance level
and the type of errors. We investigated which details of the auditory model con-
figuration are most important for maximizing the recognition performance of an
exemplar-based system. We found that a system that combines a frontend based
on the envelope modulation spectrum with a sparse coding engine for computing
posterior probabilities of sub-word units yields competitive performance as long as
the modulation spectrum of the background noise is similar to the noise exemplars
in the dictionary. The modulation filterbank must cover the frequency range up to
about 20 Hz, but there is no configuration that is optimal for all noise types and
all SNR levels. The lower the SNR, the more important becomes a high resolution
in modulation frequencies ≤ 6 Hz. Although the accuracy of our system is still be-
low human performance, our system behaves more human-like than MFCC-GMM
based ASR systems.
The output of the lowpass filter in the proposed modulation filterbank can be
considered as the static features in a conventional ASR frontend, while the band-
pass filter outputs can be considered as delta-features which are lowpass filtered
with different cut-off frequencies. Using this insight, our results indicate that not
only our sparse coding based system, but in fact any classical ASR system, would
benefit from a frontend in which the static features, the delta coefficients and the
delta-delta coefficients are all represented in a multi-resolution fashion. The highly
redundant EMS feature vectors have proven to be a promising starting point for
noise robust speech recognition. With a more sophisticated distance measure and
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a built-in ability to learn how to use this high dimensional acoustic space to dis-
criminate different sub-word units in different acoustic conditions, an interesting
research area opens up where ASR can interface with auditory and brain research.

Chapter 5
Class-Likelihood-Consistent
Dictionary Learning for
probabilistic classification
Sparse Coding techniques have been used to construct both probabilistic andnon-probabilistic classifiers. The accuracy of sparse coders and sparse classi-
fiers can be improved substantially by learning the dictionary from a set of training
data. In this chapter we introduce an extension of the K-SVD algorithm for dic-
tionary learning that makes it possible to simultaneously optimize two criteria:
the accuracy with which unknown observations can be sparsely coded and the
Kullback-Leibler divergence between the output of a probabilistic classifier based
on the coder and the class likelihood distributions in the training data. We show
the effectiveness of the class-likelihood-consistent K-SVD (CLC-KSVD) learning
with three tasks, a sandbox task in which the class likelihood distributions are
perfectly known and two speech recognition tasks in which the reference class
likelihood distributions must be created. In all tasks CLC-KSVD improves clas-
sification criteria at the level of individual observations. In tasks in which the
output of the CLC-KSVD classifier is used as input for a back-end decoder, the
gain at the application level depends on the capability of the back-end to fully
harness the benefits of CLC-KSVD.
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5.1 Introduction
In many applications, it is useful to define discrete classes, despite the fact that the
signals representing different class members exhibit appreciable overlap in obser-
vation space. When classes overlap substantially, there are (at least) two possible
approaches to build an adequate classifier: focus on maximizing the proportion of
test samples for which the most likely class is the ‘correct’ one, or build a classifier
that yields a maximally correct estimation of the class probabilities. The latter
approach is more desirable in applications where the output of a classifier is not
the final product, but where the classifier output is used as input for further pro-
cessing. Typical examples include applications where non-stationary time series
must be treated, for example to discover events of interest in lengthy sequences,
e.g., Ntalampiras et al. (2011). Automatic speech recognition is another clear ex-
ample in which retaining only the most likely phone candidate at each point in
time is insufficient to achieve an appropriate speech decoding. Instead one should
strive for accurate estimates of the posterior probability of a series of runner-up
candidates, e.g. Bourlard and Morgan (2012). Classifiers that assign not only
the most likely class to some input, but estimate the posterior probability of all
possible classes, are often denoted as a probabilistic classifiers. Probabilistic clas-
sifiers are widely used in many machine learning application areas, for example in
data mining (Friedman et al., 2001; Glickman et al., 2005), computational biology
(Horton and Nakai, 1996) and network traffic (Zuev and Moore, 2005). Methods
like Naive Bayes classifiers (John and Langley, 1995), logistic regression (Walker
and Duncan, 1967), support vector machines (Vapnik, 1995) and multilayer per-
ceptrons (Pal and Mitra, 1992), are the most popular probabilistic classifiers used
in machine learning. In many classification tasks, the overlap pattern in the la-
beled training data can be established. These overlap patterns can then be used to
obtain reference class probability vectors that describe the possible between-class
confusions in the training data. It would be attractive to use these class probabil-
ity vectors for supervised training of more advanced, improved classifiers, instead
of training those classifiers with unique labels for all training observations. In this
chapter we present a method for doing just that. We develop the mathematics for
training and testing a probabilistic classifier based on sparse representations in an
overcomplete basis (Huang and Aviyente, 2006).
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Sparse coding has already been used for sparse classification in order to estimate
HMM state posterior probabilities in automatic speech recognition. In Gemmeke
et al. (2011b) and Ahmadi et al. (2014), an exemplar dictionary consisting of ran-
domly selected labelled speech tokens is used to decode an observed speech signal.
The resulting sparse code is then used to estimate the probability that the observed
signal belongs to a specific HMM state. The recognition performance reported in
Gemmeke et al. (2011b) and Ahmadi et al. (2014) suggests that the sparse codes
obtained from an exemplar dictionary have a reasonable discriminative power, but
that there is substantial room for improvement.
Applying a learned dictionary rather than a dictionary with randomly selected
atoms, may form a suitable way to increase the discriminative power. Dictionary
learning (DL) is a technique to obtain a set of atoms learned from a set of training
signals. The aim of learning is to find or construct dictionary atoms that are
optimally suited to approximate an observed signal with a linear combination of
a small number of atoms. DL-based methods have been proven to be beneficial in
many different applications, particularly in the image processing domain (Elad and
Aharon, 2006; Mairal et al., 2008b). Conventionally, the DL framework focuses
on the best possible signal reconstruction. However, since the learned dictionary
provides a sparse representation model for the data space, it also reflects the
intrinsic class distribution of data and can therefore be used for classification tasks
(Yang et al., 2009; Wright et al., 2009).
Recent research has developed several extensions to DL to adapt it specifically for
classification tasks and to improve the classification performance of the learned dic-
tionaries. In these classification-oriented DL methods, either a set of class-specific
sub-dictionaries are learned (Yang et al., 2010b; Ramirez et al., 2010) or an overall
discriminative dictionary is learned by forcing sparse coefficients to be discrimi-
native (Mairal et al., 2009b; Jiang et al., 2013; Yang et al., 2011). Task-specific
discriminative DL, like Jiang et al. (2016) for classifying-machine faults, and the
method proposed in Chen et al. (2013) to learn a discriminative dictionary from
ambiguously labelled data are other examples of discriminative learning proposed
in literature. Almost all above-mentioned works on discriminative learning had
their main focus on optimal classification, i.e., classification where the evaluation
criterion was only concerned about the correctness of the most likely candidate.
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In this chapter we address the question how to learn a dictionary from a set
of training data such that the dictionary is optimal for probabilistic classifica-
tion using sparse coding. For that purpose we need the dictionary to reflect the
data structure as well as the class distribution in the data space. Therefore, we
will strive for a learning procedure that not only minimizes the reconstruction
error, but also aims at accurate estimation of the class membership probabilities
for each observation. To ensure this, the DL objective function is constrained to
minimize the reconstruction error alongside with some probabilistic classification
loss function that measures how well the reference and estimated class probabil-
ity vectors match. The main contribution of this chapter consists of the way in
which this probabilistic loss function is defined and how the resulting learning
problem is converted into a practically solvable form. By using an upper bound of
the symmetrized Kullback-Leibler divergence (KLD) as a loss function, we show
that it is possible to keep using the computationally efficient KSVD framework
for dictionary learning when the atoms are not only designed to minimize signal
reconstruction error, but also to optimize their performance in a (probabilistic)
classification task.
We evaluate the newly proposed classifier in three experiments. In the first
one, it is applied to a synthetic data set for which the class overlap in the data
space is exactly known. We compare the performance of our algorithm with other
probabilistic classifiers in terms of classification accuracy and also the similarity
between the underlying and estimated class-class confusion matrix. In the second
and third experiment, we apply the proposed probabilistic classifier to two well-
known problems in automatic speech recognition.
5.2 Method
Assuming a set of classes Θ = {θ1, ..., θL}, the goal of probabilistic classification
is to estimate the probability that some input vector y belongs to class θ j (1 ≤
j ≤ L). In Section 5.2.1, we describe how a KSVD learned dictionary can be
used for probabilistic classification using sparse codes. Later in Section 5.2.2, we
propose our novel class-likelihood-consistent (CLC) dictionary learning and the
probabilistic classifier that utilizes the CLC learned dictionary to obtain a more
accurate estimation of the class probabilities.
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5.2.1 Sparse classification using a KSVD learned dictio-
nary
In this section, we introduce a probabilistic classifier based on the sparse coding
approach, in which a dictionary of learned atoms is used. The learning is based on
the the KSVD approach introduced by Aharon et al. (2006). Sparse classification
can be implemented by means of a KSVD learned dictionary, provided sufficient
labelled training data is available from which atom-label correspondences in the
dictionary can be inferred. In doing so, we will assume that each feature vector
yi from the training set is associated with a single (golden) class label Lyi . We
will first summarize how KSVD dictionary learning takes place when the goal
is to accurately reconstruct input feature vectors by means of a sparse, linear
combination of atoms. Subsequently, we will show how this learned dictionary
can be used to estimate the class probability distribution of some unknown input
vector yi.
5.2.1.1 Reconstructive Dictionary Learning using KSVD
For finding a dictionary Dˆ that is optimally suited to reconstruct a set of n-
dimensional input feature vectors, Y = [y1 . . . yi . . . yN ] ∈ <n×N by means of a
linear combination of at most T dictionary atoms, one may use KSVD (Aharon
et al., 2006) to solve the following problem:
{
Dˆ, Xˆ
}
= arg min
D,X
‖Y − DX ‖22 s.t. ∀i, ‖xi‖0 ≤ T (5.1)
where ‖Y − DX ‖22 represents the reconstruction error, D = [d1, . . . dk, . . . dK] ∈
<n×K is the learned dictionary, X = [x1, . . . xi, . . . xN ] ∈ <K×N are the sparse codes
of input signals Y , and T is the sparsity level of X (each xi has fewer than T
nonzero elements). With the number of dictionary atoms K > n the dictionary D
will be over-complete, which has the advantage that the reconstruction typically
is more robust in the presence of noise, requires fewer dictionary atoms (can be
sparser), and is more flexible in matching structure in the data (Lewicki and
Sejnowski, 2000). Efficient algorithms are available for solving eq. (5.1). The
algorithm proposed in Aharon et al. (2006) solves eq. (5.1) by means of an iterative
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method that alternates between sparse coding of the input signals Y based on the
current D and updating the dictionary atoms to better fit the data. The KSVD
algorithm (with CoefROMP) proposed in Smith and Elad (2013) uses essentially
the same approach, but improves the computational efficiency of the two steps.
Since in some cases signal exemplars can only have positive values, while the
learned dictionary may also contain atoms with negative feature values, in Aharon
et al. (2005) a variant of the KSVD algorithm is proposed to handle extraction of
dictionaries with non-negative atoms only.
5.2.1.2 Class likelihood estimation using the learned reconstructive
dictionary
The learned dictionary Dˆ and the matrix Xˆ containing the sparse coefficients of the
training data can be used to define an atom contribution matrix Φ = [φ1 · · · φK]
with matrix elements φk(l) as:
φk(l) =
∑
i s.t . Lyi=l
Xˆ(k, i) , 1 ≤ l ≤ L (5.2)
where L is the number of different labels, φk is the contribution vector for the k th
atom in the dictionary Dˆ. The L-dimensional vector φk indicates how strongly
the k th dictionary atom is associated with each of the L classes.
Consider a new input observation y of which the class assignment is unknown.
Given the dictionary Dˆ, the sparse code xˆ that optimally reconstructs y under the
sparsity constraints can then be computed using OMP/Lasso (Pati et al., 1993;
Efron et al., 2004):
xˆ = arg min
x
y − Dˆx2
2
s.t. ‖x‖0 ≤ T (OMP)
(or s.t. ‖x‖1 ≤ T (Lasso)).
(5.3)
Since the vector xˆ represents the activation of each dictionary atom in decoding
the input observation y, the product of xˆ and the atom contribution matrix Φ
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can be considered as an estimate of the class likelihood vector of observation y.
Consequently, the estimated class likelihood vector p(y |Θ) can be obtained by
a linear combination of all atom contribution vectors using the weights xˆ that
yielded the smallest reconstruction error. We will use the symbol f to denote this
feature-based estimate.
pˆ(y |Θ) ≈ f = xˆ.Φ (5.4)
5.2.2 Class-Likelihood-Consistent Dictionary learning (CLC-
KSVD)
Reconstructive Dictionary Learning approaches are designed to produce dictio-
naries for accurate signal reconstruction. They do not utilize any class informa-
tion about training signals, hence they are referred to as unsupervised dictionary
learning. Although an unsupervised learned dictionary can be used for classifica-
tion, recent research indicates that dictionaries obtained by supervised learning
typically yield better classification performance (Mairal et al., 2008a; Pham and
Venkatesh, 2008; Jiang et al., 2013; Yang et al., 2011). Supervised learning can be
achieved by adding an extra term to the objective function that not only penalizes
reconstruction error, but also incorrect classification. Different approaches have
been proposed to introduce such a penalty, e.g., in the form of a softmax discrim-
inative cost function (Boureau et al., 2010; Mairal et al., 2009b, 2008a), Fisher
discrimination criteria (Huang and Aviyente, 2006), linear predictive classification
error (Pham and Venkatesh, 2008; Zhang and Li, 2010), and a hinge loss function
(Yang et al., 2010a; Mairal et al., 2008a). The method used in this chapter is in
line with the one in Jiang et al. (2013) and Zhang and Li (2010), in which the
objective function of DL is enriched by a label consistency term. However, we
enforce class likelihood consistency rather than class label consistency. During
learning, our method aims at constructing dictionary atoms in such a way that
for each input the reconstruction error is minimized, while at the same time max-
imizing the similarity of the estimated class likelihood vectors and the ‘true’ class
likelihood vectors of the training observations.
We assume that a ‘true’ class likelihood vector is available for each input vector
yi in the training set. Let us denote this vector as qi = P(yi |θ) = [qi(1), ..., qi(L)],
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where qi( j) = P(yi |θ j) denotes the ‘true’ likelihood of vector yi given class # j. As
explained in Section 5.2.1.2, the sparse codes xi can be considered as features for
classification of the input vector yi (see eq. (5.4)). If, in addition, we assume that
a classifier g(xi,V) with parameters (V) is available, which produces likelihood es-
timates for each class, pi = [pi(1), ..., pi(L)] = Pˆ(yi |θ), we can optimize the classifier
parameters such that a classification loss function ∑i S(pi, qi) (summed over all
training signals) is minimized. For reasons of mathematical convenience, we will
make the additional assumption that g is a linear classifier (Bishop, 2006) that
can be described as g(V .xi). This enables us to propose a joint learning algorithm
that optimizes V alongside with D.
Probability distributions are best compared by means of their cross-entropy
or the Kullback-Leibler divergence. Therefore, with P = [p1...pN ] denoting the
estimated likelihood vectors corresponding to train signals Y = [y1, .., yN ] with
corresponding ‘true’ class likelihood vectors Q = [q1...qN ], the aim of the CLC-
KSVD learning procedure is to minimize the symmetrized version of the Kullback-
Leibler divergence between the distributions of pi and qi pairs, i.e.:
S(pi, qi) =
L∑
j=1
(pi( j) − qi( j)) ln
(
pi( j)
qi( j)
)
(5.5)
Therefore, the CLC dictionary learning problem can be formulated as:
{
Dˆ, Vˆ, Xˆ
}
= arg min
D,V,X
‖Y − DX ‖22 + λ.S (g(V, X),Q) s.t. ∀i, ‖xi‖0 ≤ T (5.6)
where, as before, ‖Y − DX ‖22 represents the reconstruction error, but which is now
supplemented with S (g(VX),Q) representing the probabilistic classification loss. λ
is a scalar controlling the relative contribution of the classification loss.
Since KSVD is based on minimizing a Euclidean distance, eq. (5.6) cannot be
solved directly using KSVD. In order to be able to keep profiting from the com-
putational efficiency of the KSVD procedure, we need to develop a Euclidean
approximation of the KLD. Since pi( j) and qi( j) are probabilities, their values are
always between zero and one which is the region where the derivative of the ln(.)
function is larger than 1. For 0 < pi( j) ≤ qi( j) ≤ 1, it holds that:
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ln pi( j) − ln qi( j) ≥ pi( j) − qi( j) ≥ 0. (5.7)
Multiplying the two sides of eq. (5.7) by (pi( j) − qi( j)) > 0, we get:
×(pi( j)−qi( j))−−−−−−−−−−→ (pi( j) − qi( j)) ln
(
pi( j)
qi( j)
)
≥ (pi( j) − qi( j))2, (5.8)
and by multiplying with ln
(
pi( j)
qi( j)
)
> 0:
× ln( pi (j)qi (j) )−−−−−−−→
(
ln pi( j)
qi( j)
)2
≥ (pi( j) − qi( j)) ln(pi( j)qi( j) ). (5.9)
Thus we may write:
∑
j
(pi( j) − qi( j))2 ≤
∑
j
(pi( j) − qi( j)) ln
(
pi( j)
qi( j)
)
≤
∑
j
(ln pi( j) − ln qi( j))2. (5.10)
Analogously, it can be proven that eq. (5.10) also holds if pi( j) > qi( j). Eq. (5.10)
means that the symmetrized KLD between pi and qi is always larger than the
square of the Euclidean distance between pi and qi. The latter could be interpreted
as the reconstruction error of the likelihood vectors (| |(pi − qi)| |22). In addition, it
holds that | |(ln pi − ln qi)| |22 is an upper-bound for the KLD.
Eq. (5.10) allows us to cast the optimization problem eq. (5.6) into one with the
same form as the KSVD problem. By minimizing the upper bound of eq. (5.10)
instead of S(pi, qi) in eq. (5.5) (and thereby relaxing the constraints), we may
redefine the dictionary learning problem eq. (5.6) as:
{
Dˆ, Vˆ, Xˆ
}
= arg min
D,V,X
‖Y − DX ‖22 + λ ‖lnQ − VX ‖22 , s.t. ∀i, ‖xi‖0 ≤ T (5.11)
in which minimizing ‖lnQ − VX ‖22 minimizes the upper bound of the symmetrized
KLD between the pi and qi distributions, and where ln P = [ln p1... ln pN ] = VX,
so that V denotes the probabilistic classifier parameters that can be interpreted
as a class likelihood dictionary.
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Optimization and classification
The problem in eq. (5.11) can be rewritten as:
{
Dˆ, Vˆ, Xˆ
}
= arg min
D,W,X

[
Y√
λ · lnQ
]
−
[
D√
λ · V
]
X
2
2
s.t. ∀i, ‖xi‖0 ≤ T (5.12)
which is now of the form that can be solved using KSVD. In eq. (5.12), which
we will call the Class-Likelihood-Consistent KSVD (CLC-KSVD) problem, each
column of the matrix
[
Y√
λ · lnQ
]
is a vector
[
yi√
λ · ln qi
]
that can be considered
as a training observation vector, which consists of a feature part yi and a class
log-likelihood part (λ · ln qi). In real world applications, such as classification
of acoustic filterbank energy features, the feature part yi often has only positive
values and is readily normalized to unit Euclidean norm. This does not hold for
the likelihood part, however, since the ln qi is an all-negative vector of which the
minimum value is defined by the floor value of the likelihood vector. Since we
prefer to have a value equal to zero for all elements that do not play a role, both
in the feature part (yi) and in the label part (
√
λ · ln qi), we rewrite the objective
function of the KLD minimization as:
∑
j
(ln pi( j) − ln qi( j))2 =
∑
j
[(ln pi( j) + C) − (ln qi( j) + C)]2 (5.13)
Doing so, this allows us to reformulate eq. (5.12) as:
{
Dˆ, Vˆ, Xˆ
}
= arg min
D,W,X

[
Y√
λ · Q˜
]
−
[
D√
λ · V
]
X
2
2
s.t. ∀i, ‖xi‖0 ≤ T (5.14)
in which Q˜ = [(ln q1 + C) . . . (ln qN + C)] and V .X which now approximates Q˜ will
have different values compared to V and X in eq. (5.12). Thus we may interpret
V .X as: V .X = ln P + C = [(ln p1 + C) . . . (ln pN + C)]. By shifting the vector
ln qi with a constant C = ln(min(Q)), we ensure that the classes with close to zero
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likelihood will get a value of zero in Q˜. The feature sub-vector Y and the label
sub-vector
√
λ · Q˜ are first normalized independently of each other. Then, the
complete vector is normalized to length 1.
After the learning, the feature dictionary Dˆ, the class likelihood dictionary Vˆ
and the sparse codes for the training data (Xˆ) are available. Next, substituting Xˆ
in eq. (5.2), the atom contribution matrix Φ can be computed.
With {Dˆ, Vˆ and Φ} we effectively have two classifiers. The first classifier is,
as before, the one based on the atom contribution matrix Φ: given the sparse
code xˆ computed from eq. (5.3), an estimate of the class likelihood vector f can
be obtained using eq. (5.4). Since the matrix X is optimized using eq. (5.14),
the atom contribution matrix Φ of the jointly learned dictionary is expected to
be more discriminative. Therefore, we expect to obtain an estimate of f that is
more accurate than the one obtained from a dictionary that was only optimized for
reconstruction accuracy. The second classifier is based on the likelihood dictionary
Vˆ . A log-likelihood vector can be obtained, using xˆ computed by eq. (5.3) given
the dictionary Dˆ as
ln q = Vˆ · xˆ − C ⇒ q = exp (Vˆ · xˆ − C) (5.15)
Although both classifiers are optimized in the same learning procedure, it is not
possible to predict which one provides the most accurate estimate for class likeli-
hoods. Our experiments indicate that the most accurate class likelihood estimates
can be obtained by exponential fusion of the estimate f , based on reconstruction
of feature vectors and q, based on reconstruction of class likelihood vectors:
pˆ(yi |Θ) = f αi .qβi (5.16)
where α and β can be optimized/tuned on a development set of data.
Having the likelihood of classes given the input signal, the class posterior prob-
abilities can be found using Bayes theorem:
pˆ(Θ|yi) ≈ pˆ(yi |Θ).p(Θ) (5.17)
where p(Θ) is the vector of class priors.
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In applications where the prior probability of classes are (almost) equal, a uni-
form sampling of the data space is appropriate for creating the set of training
signals. If there is a significant difference in the number of members per class, uni-
form sampling may lead to under-representation of small classes. In such a case,
it is preferable to create a balanced training data set in which an equal number of
signals from each class is included. This will allow the learning of a more accurate
classifier (Bishop, 2006). Although using a balanced training set is tantamount
to modifying the observation space, the effect of the distortion can later easily be
compensated using eq. (5.17).
5.3 Experiments
We evaluate our proposed classification approach in four experiments. We start the
evaluation with a task in which the data set is generated using a predefined model.
Therefore, oracle knowledge about the distribution and overlap of the data classes
is available. After analysing the performance of the proposed method on data with
a simple distribution and overlap pattern, we conduct two experiments on clean
speech recognition. The first one is on a small speech recognition task in which
we estimate sub-word posterior probabilities. In the second one, our probabilistic
classifier is applied to a phone classification task. We conduct a fourth experiment
on noisy speech recognition using artificially noisified speech utterances. In the
experiments with speech data there is no true distribution of the classes in the
observation space available to define the true likelihood. Therefore, the reference
likelihoods of the training and test observations must be inferred from knowledge
about the task and/or training data. The main focus in the experiments is on the
improvement that is obtained by CLC-KSVD, relative to the original KSVD-based
classifier. To be able to estimate the relevance of the improvement, we will also
compare the results with estimates obtained from a sparse classifier that uses an
exemplar dictionary and a Naive Bayes classifier (John and Langley, 1995). To
implement the Naive Bayes classifier, we used the naive Bayes object in Matlab,
which does not require parameter tuning on a development set. For the noisy
speech recognition experiment we include the results with estimates obtained from
a multilayer perceptrons (MLP) classifier as a comparison reference system.
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In the evaluations we will use several related -but different- criteria and measures.
The classification accuracy of each classifier is reflected in %correct. The average
KLD between the estimated and the reference class probabilities is used to measure
the probabilistic classification performance. To have an indication of how the
probability mass is divided between correct and wrong classes, we use the C-
index, which is defined as the average ratio between the probability mass assigned
to the correct class and the total probability mass assigned to all other classes. For
example, a C-index=80 means that in the estimated class probability vectors, on
average 80% of the probability mass is assigned to correct classes. By comparing
estimated and true class assignments for a set of test data points, we can form
the confusion matrix. If we have oracle knowledge about the data distribution,
we can compare the estimated confusion matrix with the confusions computed
from the known distribution. If the model that generated the data is known, it
is possible to compute a measure of the physical overlap between the classes (cf.
section 5.3.1). From that measure we can obtain an estimate of the upper bound
of the classification accuracy in terms of %correct that a classifier can obtain.
We form the initial dictionary D0 for (CLC-)KSVD learning by randomly select-
ing vectors from the data space. The initial dictionary will then be an exemplar
dictionary, which can be used for sparse classification as in Gemmeke et al. (2011b);
Ahmadi et al. (2014). Since the initial dictionary D0 is a set of labelled data points,
the atoms di have a unique label Ldi . We can define the atom contribution matrix
of the initial dictionary as:
Φ0(i, j) =

1 Ldi = j
0 otherwise
. (5.18)
To classify a test data point y using the initial dictionary, we first compute its
corresponding sparse code xˆ0 by substituting D0 in eq. (5.3). The likelihood vector
is then computed by substitution of Φ0 and xˆ0 in eq. (5.4).
In all three experiments, a train data set is used to learn a KSVD-based re-
constructive dictionary by solving eq. (5.1); we refer to this dictionary as Dˆ. We
compute the corresponding atom contribution matrix Φ and use eq. (5.3) and
eq. (5.4) to estimate the class likelihood vector of the test data points. We also
use the train data together with their class probability vectors to jointly learn
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the CLC-KSVD dictionaries Dˆclc and Vˆ via eq. (5.14). We then use eq. (5.2) to
compute the atom contribution matrix Φclc. The sparse codes for the test data
are obtained by substituting Dˆclc in eq. (5.3). The test data is then classified both
using eq. (5.4) (the f -estimate) and (5.15) (the q-estimate). We use a development
set to tune the regularization factor λ in eq. (5.14) to maximize the classification
accuracy of the f -estimate and of the q-estimate. The class likelihood estimate of
the test data points is then obtained using the fusion in eq. (5.16). To tune α and
β in eq. (5.16), a grid search using the development set is conducted.
5.3.1 Evaluation on synthetic data
The data set on which we start the evaluation consists of two-dimensional data
points, randomly generated by a three component Gaussian mixture model:
p(y) =
3∑
i=1
p(θi)N(µi, Σi) (5.19)
where:

p(θi) = 1/3 ; i = 1, 2, 3
µ1 = [7, 15] ; Σ1 =
[
5 0
0 0.5
]
µ2 = [9, 13] ; Σ2 =
[
1 0
0 3
]
µ3 = [12, 1] ; Σ3 =
[
6 −1.5
−1.5 1
]
(5.20)
The three distributions defined by eq. (5.20) form two overlapping classes, and
one separate class (see Figure 5.1). The data set is designed this way for two rea-
sons. First, we want to see how well CLC-KSVD is able to distinguish the solitary
class from the overlapping classes. Second, we want to see to what extent the con-
fusions between data points from the overlapping classes made by the classifiers
reflect the uncertainty that is inherent in the generative model. We generated a
train and a development set, each containing 1500 data points, by sampling from
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Figure 5.1: Distribution of the 3-class synthetic data. blue: {µ1, Σ1}; magenta:
{µ2, Σ2}, green: {µ3, Σ3}.
the three individual distributions. By doing so, we know the true class member-
ship of all samples. A test set containing 3000 data points is generated in the same
way. Initial over-complete dictionaries with 7 atoms from each of the three classes
are generated in the same way. Using eq. (5.19), the true likelihood of each data
point yi, given class # j, is computed as:
qi : qi( j) = p(yi |θ j) = 1
2pi
√|Σ j | exp (−(yi − µ j)TΣ−1j (yi − µ j)) (5.21)
The train data set is then used to train the reconstructive dictionary D using
KSVD. A CLC-KSVD dictionary is also learned using the training data together
with their true likelihood vectors. Using the development set, we searched for
the optimal value of the regularization factor λ in the range{0.0001, · · · , 1} with
exponentially increasing step size. With the optimal value of λ = 0.8 we obtained
optimal fusion weights α = 5 and β = 8.5. These values minimize KLD, while
the classification accuracy is close to maximum. The global optimum for KLD
and %correct do not necessarily coincide, because it is possible that the highest
posterior assigned to data points located in the overlap region is for the ‘wrong’
class, while the class probability vector is still close to the true one. It is also
possible that points are assigned the correct class label, despite a large distance
between the estimated and the true probability vectors.
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% correct C-index KLD Confusion matrix (CM)
Exemplar
(Initial Dic.) 83.43 81.32 7.91

0.87 0.39 0.04
0.10 0.61 0.00
0.02 0.00 0.96

KSVD 87.80 80.60 1.08

0.73 0.27 0.00
0.27 0.71 0.02
0.00 0.02 0.98

CLC-KSVD 88.20 87.89 0.67

0.78 0.14 0.00
0.21 0.85 0.00
0.00 0.00 0.99

Naive Bayes 88.07 86.15 0.26

0.77 0.18 0.00
0.23 0.82 0.00
0.00 0.00 0.99

Reference UB=90.79 —- 0

0.84 0.09 0
0.16 0.91 0
0 0 1.00

Table 5.1: Classification performance on synthetic data. Reference values are
computed based on the generative model
To be able to assess the differences between the classifiers in terms of %correct,
we use the oracle knowledge about the data space to compute an upper-bound for
the classification accuracy, which depends on the intrinsic overlap between classes.
Let yi be a point with class label Lyi . There are three classes {θ1,θ2,θ3}, so Lyi is
member of {1, 2, 3}. From Bayes it follows that:
P(θk |yi) = P(yi |θk).P(θk)∑
j
(
P(yi |θ j).P(θ j)
) (5.22)
The sum
UB =
1
3
( ∑
yi s.t. Lyi=1
P(arg max
k
P(θk |yi) = 1)
+
∑
yi s.t . Lyi=2
P(arg max
k
P(θk |yi) = 2)
+
∑
yi s.t . Lyi=3
P(arg max
k
P(θk |yi) = 3)
) (5.23)
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is the upper bound for the expected classification accuracy, and 1 − UB is the
physical class overlap within the data. We can also compute a reference confusion
matrix CM in which the CM( j, k) reflects the probability of assigning a class j
label to a token that is labeled as class k, i.e. p(θ j |θk) for k , j. And CM( j, j) is
p(θ j |θ j) = 1 −∑k, j p(θ j |θk).
Table 5.1 shows the results of four classifiers, viz. based on the exemplar dic-
tionary, the dictionaries learned with KSVD and CLC-KSVD, as well as a Naive
Bayes classifier. The columns show %correct, the C-index, the KLD and the con-
fusion matrices. From the Table it can be seen that learning has a substantial
effect on classification accuracy and also reduces the KLD between the estimated
and the true likelihood vectors. Despite the higher %correct, the C-index obtained
with the KSVD classifier is slightly lower than with the exemplar dictionary. That
is due to the fact that the vectors in the atom contribution matrix of the exemplar
dictionary (defined in eq. (5.18)) have a smaller average entropy than the vectors in
the atom contribution matrix of the KSVD dictionary (defined in eq. (5.2)). The
CLC-KSVD classifier outperforms the KSVD classifier both in terms of KLD and
%correct, indicating that the class likelihood consistency constraint not only im-
proves the likelihood estimation, but it also increases the classification accuracy.
In comparison to the Naive Bayes classifier, the CLC-KSVD classifier performs
slightly better in terms of accuracy, but not KLD.
The most direct information for answering the questions whether CLC-based
classifiers show superior performance in separating the isolated class and in ac-
counting for the overlap between the two other classes is provided by the confusion
matrices. The Naive Bayes and CLC-KSVD classifiers are trained in a supervised
procedure, unlike the other two classifiers. As a result, they are more successful
in separating the solitary class from the two other classes. The confusion matrix
of CLC-KSVD is closer to the matrix in the reference row than the Naive Bayes
confusion matrix. This is mainly because CLC-KSVD is more accurate in estimat-
ing overlap between overlapping classes. Specifically, for CLC-KSVD, the entries
pˆ(θ1 |θ2) and pˆ(θ2 |θ1) in the confusion matrix are closer to p(θ1 |θ2) and p(θ2 |θ1) in
the reference confusion matrix. The comparisons between the confusion matrices
can also be quantified using the RMS error. The RMS error between confusion
matrix of the CLC-KSVD classifier and the reference confusion matrix is 0.037,
which compares favourably with 0.055 of Naive Bayes; for the other two classifiers
the RMS error is larger than 0.1.
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From the results of this sandbox example we can conclude that the CLC-KSVD
classifier does indeed increase the accuracy in estimating class probabilities, both
in terms of handling overlapping and separating non-overlapping classes. It re-
sults in close-to-ceiling classification accuracy. At the same time, it reduces the
KLD between the estimated and true probability vectors, which we believe is an
important property in real-world probabilistic classification tasks. It is interesting
to see whether the advantage of CLC-KSVD generalizes to real-world tasks.
5.3.2 Evaluation on clean speech recognition tasks
Automatic speech recognition (ASR) is a textbook example of an application in
which classifiers are used for estimating the posterior probability of sub-word units
(usually states in a hidden Markov model), rather than for identifying a unique
winner. Modern large vocabulary ASR systems use several thousand sub-word
units. The observations live in a high-dimensional space, and there is substan-
tial overlap between sub-word units. To investigate whether the advantage of
CLC-KSVD generalizes to applications that are much more complex than the toy
example in section 5.3.1, we conduct experiments on a word recognition and also
a phone recognition task.
5.3.2.1 Small vocabulary word recognition on aurora-2
In this experiment, we evaluate the CLC-KSVD classifier on aurora-2 (Hirsch
and Pearce, 2000), a small vocabulary task in which the utterances are sequences of
connected digits that comprise between one and seven digits. In the conventional
approach to the aurora-2 task, each of the eleven digit words (“oh”, “zero”, · · · ,
“nine”) is modelled as a sequence of 16 states. In addition, there are three silence
states, making for a total of 179 states (or classes). From the fact that even the
word “oh” is modelled as a sequence of 16 states it is clear that not all states
are acoustically distinct; on the contrary, there is considerable overlap between
neighbouring states. Moreover, the word-initial and word-final states are hardly
distinguishable from silence states.
We use this knowledge about the structure of the state sequences to define our
reference (true) likelihood vectors for train and evaluation data. In the reference
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Classifier Classification accuracy % Word
recognition
accuracy% Correct %Correct@3 C-index KLD
Exemplar
(Initial Dic.) 32.26 52.36 19.20 34.43 94.14 (±0.40)
KSVD 30.37 55.63 13.91 25.98 95.06 (±0.37)
CLC-KSVD
α, β
0.4, 0.1 32.00 60.14 14.25 22.92 96.16 (±0.33)
0.9, 0.3 31.16 56.68 14.79 18.24 95.82 (±0.33)
Naive Bayes 15.60 31.91 15.71 50.16 68.31 (±0.81)
Table 5.2: Frame classification and word recognition accuracy on aurora-
2 clean test set. The recognition accuracy data include the 95% confidence
intervals.
likelihood vector of frames from word-internal states, the golden label of each frame
gets the highest likelihood and the neighbouring states and second neighbours (if
existing) get a likelihood of 50% and 25% of the likelihood of the golden label,
respectively. In the reference likelihood vectors of frames from word-initial and
word-final states the probability mass is uniformly distributed among all bordering
states and the 3 silence states. The same holds for the reference likelihood vectors
of silence frames. Thus, the reference vectors were defined solely on the basis of
prior knowledge of the task, independent of any actual training data.
The prior probability of the 3 silence states depends on the operation of a voice
activity detector or the manual segmentation of the utterances. The prior proba-
bilities of the 176 speech states differ only marginally. For this reason we did not
include the priors in the aurora-2 experiment (cf. eq. (5.17)).
We use the envelope modulation spectrum (EMS) feature extraction proce-
dure proposed in Chapter 4 to convert the speech signals into sequence of 285-
dimensional feature vectors. We obtain an EMS feature frame for every 10 ms of
speech signal. In Chapter 4, an exemplar-based approach was used to estimate
the posterior probabilities of the speech states. Sparse codes of input EMS fea-
ture vectors are computed, based on an exemplar dictionary consisting of almost
17,000 speech frames, randomly selected from the training data. The procedure
for computing posterior probability vectors was similar to the procedure defined
by equations (5.18), (5.3) and (5.4), which we used in classification using the ini-
tial dictionaries. In Chapter 4, we reported the recognition accuracies obtained by
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running a Viterbi search over the likelihood estimates both for clean and noisified
speech. In this experiment, we take the results on clean speech signals (cf. Ta-
ble 4.1) as the baseline and investigate how much we can improve the recognition
performance on clean speech signals by replacing the exemplar dictionary with
dictionaries learned using KSVD and CLC-KSVD (of the same size) and the cor-
responding likelihood estimation procedures (obtained from eq. (5.4) and (5.16)
respectively).
We train our KSVD and CLC-KSVD dictionaries using a set of 80, 000 EMS
feature frames. The training frames are semi-randomly selected from the 8440
utterances in the clean train data set, so that there are almost equal numbers
of frames taken from each of 179 classes. An evaluation set of 80, 000 frames is
selected in the same way as the training set and used to tune λ, α and β. We
obtained λ = 0.002 as an optimum value for this task. The learned dictionaries
are then used to estimate the posterior probability of the HMM-states for the
aurora-2 clean test set. A Viterbi decoder is used to find the best path in
the resulting lattice spanned by the 179 states and we then calculate the average
word recognition accuracy. We also compute the percentage of correctly labelled
frames as an analogue to classification accuracy. In case of classification errors,
the correct class might still have a high probability and make for an attractive
candidate in the Viterbi search. Therefore, we also compute %correct@3, i.e., the
percentage of frames for which the correct class is among the three classes with
highest probabilities. The C-index and average KLD between the estimated and
true likelihood vectors are also computed. The results are summarized in Table 5.2.
The %correct measure obtained with the KSVD dictionary is lower than the
%correct measure with the initial dictionary (Exemplar). However, KSVD shows
a substantial advantage in %correct@3. This indicates that the probability that
the correct class is among the most probable classes is higher with the KSVD
dictionary. Moreover, the average KL-distance between the estimated and true
likelihood vectors is much lower for the KSVD dictionary. As a result, the word
recognition accuracy has increased. This result confirms our expectation that for
a task like speech recognition, more accurate estimates of class (state) likelihoods
are more important than the classification accuracy of individual frames.
For the CLC-KSVD dictionary, there are two sets of results corresponding to
different tuning of the fusion parameters α and β that yielded the highest %correct
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or the lowest KLD. In the aurora-2 task, both local optima yield almost the
same word recognition accuracy. This suggests that KLD is at least as powerful
a predictor of the performance of the back-end as %correct. The fact that the
recognition accuracy with the CLC-KSVD dictionaries is significantly higher than
with the KSVD dictionary shows that label consistency is relevant for the back-
end.
While the Naive Bayes classifier had competing performance in terms of %correct
and KLD on the sandbox task, it is clearly inadequate in the word recognition task.
This is due to the fact that the underlying distributions in the aurora-2 task are
not Gaussian. In addition, with 285-D features the Naive Bayes classifier suffers
from the curse of dimensionality.
From the results pertaining to the C-index, it can be inferred that the estimated
likelihood vectors obtained with the exemplar dictionary are crisper than the vec-
tors obtained with the learned dictionaries. CLC-KSVD yields a slightly higher
C-index than KSVD, suggesting that the dictionary learned with the additional
constraint results in slightly crisper likelihood vectors. However, the C-index only
reflects the posterior vectors of the frames for which the most probable label was
the correct one. Therefore, the C-index cannot be expected to predict word recog-
nition accuracy.
5.3.2.2 TIMIT phone classification
In the third experiment, we use CLC-KSVD in the phone recognition task in the
TIMIT acoustic-phonetic corpus (Lamel et al., 1989). TIMIT was constructed
to train and evaluate speaker-independent phone recognizers. It comprises 630
speakers, who each read aloud 10 sentences. In the original transcriptions 64
phone labels were used. Most experiments collapse this to 48 labels (Lee and Hon,
1989) or 39 (Halberstadt and Glass, 1997) labels, by merging phones that are very
similar. In this experiment we use the 48 label list of Lee and Hon (1989) as input
for the back-end, while the accuracy of the back-end is computed based on the 39
label list.
The observation vectors are 26-D Mel spectrum features computed using HTK
(Young et al., 2009), enriched by the first and second derivative features (∆ and
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∆ − ∆). We use the train set of the TIMIT corpus to create the exemplar dictio-
nary; we also construct sets of training and development frames from the training
utterances. The selection of feature frames for the exemplar dictionary, the train-
ing and the development set is done by a semi-random procedure, such that there
are almost equal numbers of frames from each of the 48 classes. We also made sure
there is no speaker overlap between the train and development set. The training
and development sets consists of 100, 000 feature vectors. The exemplar dictionary
contains 32, 000 speech frames.
Given the time-aligned transcriptions of the data set, the golden class label for
each feature frame is available. But there is no golden class likelihood reference
provided by the data set. Unlike the aurora-2 task, it is not possible to infer
likelihood reference vectors from some pattern in the sequences of phones in the
sentences. Almost all phones can follow all other phones. We computed the over-
lap between the phones in the training data in the 78-D acoustic space. All vowels
can be confused with all other vowels, and the same holds for the consonants. In
addition, there are confusions between some vowels and some consonants. Ref-
erence likelihood vectors that mirror the confusion patterns appeared to be too
fuzzy to have an appreciable effect in CLC-KSVD learning. Therefore, we created
reference likelihood vectors by transforming the acoustic distance patterns to make
them more crisp, in the sense that the likelihood of the ‘golden’ label was increased
relative to all other labels. We fitted a single Gaussian distribution to all frames
in the TIMIT training data that belong to one of the 48 classes, and computed
the matrix G = [g j k] of the Euclidean distances between the cluster centres. The
columns of G were normalized by dividing all elements in a column vector by the
largest element in that vector. Finally, the class likelihood vector of a frame yi is
computed as
qi : qi( j) = p(yi |θ j) =

0.75 Lyi = j
0.75/g j k Lyi = k
. (5.24)
qi is then normalized to sum to 1.
Using the reference vectors defined by eq. (5.24) we trained CLC-KSVD dictio-
naries and used eq. (5.4) and (5.16) to estimate the class (phone) likelihoods for
the speech frames of the TIMIT test set. To provide a baseline, we also used the
initial (exemplar) dictionary for probabilistic classification of the test data. We
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Classifier Classification accuracy % phone
recognition
accuracy% Correct %Correct@3 C-index KLD
Exemplar
(Initial Dic.) 36.25 59.44 24.20 26.48 54.8 (±1.12)
KSVD 37.64 63.90 13.47 21.87 52.4 (±1.14)
CLC-KSVD
α, β
5.9, 0.1 37.92 64.20 32.62 17.99 49.2 (±1.63)
0.9, 0.3 37.76 63.69 17.01 12.88 52.3 (±1.14)
Naive Bayes 25.40 44.87 19.06 28.71 29.5 (±1.04)
Table 5.3: Frame classification and phone recognition accuracy on TIMIT.
The recognition accuracies include the 95% confidence intervals.
also trained a KSVD and a Naive Bayes classifier. The regularization factor λ is
set to 0.0008 during a tuning on the evaluation set. The frame-based classification
results on the test set of TIMIT are shown in Table 5.3.
The first observation from the table is that the frame-based classification accu-
racy improves thanks to learning. The performance of the CLC-KSVD classifier is
shown for two different {α, β} pairs. One pair yields the maximum %Correct and
the other the minimum KLD. While the difference in %Correct between the two
{α, β} pairs is marginal, the pair with the values {α = 0.9, β = 0.3} yields a sub-
stantially smaller KLD. From the C-index data it can be seen that the CLC-KSVD
classifier with the {α = 5.9, β = 0.1} pair that yields the maximum %Correct ap-
pears to increase the average proportion of the probability mass attributed to the
correct class. The C-index is even higher than for the exemplar-based classifier.
There are no substantial differences between the (CLC-)KSVD classifiers in terms
of %Correct@3; all three improve this measure relative to the exemplar-based
classifier.
We need a back-end to process the probabilistic frame-based classification output
to obtain the final phone recognition. Unlike aurora-2 there is no commonly
used back-end. We adapted the TIMIT script in the kaldi package (Povey et al.,
2011) such that we could compose the posterior probability matrices generated
by our classifiers with the TIMIT finite state transducer that is generated for the
conventional situation in which the acoustic information is derived from likelihoods
obtained from a GMM. In the conventional approach phones are modelled by a
sequence of three states, representing the transitions into and out of the phone and
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Figure 5.2: Distribution of the entropy in the posterior vectors generated by
five classifiers, plus the distribution of the entropy in the reference vectors. The
curve labelled ‘CLC f estimate’ refers to the f estimates in eq. (5.4).
the middle part of the phone. In our decoder we used only one state per phone.
The back-end accounts for the prior probability of the phones.
From the phone recognition accuracies in the rightmost column of Table 5.3
it appears, unsurprisingly, that frame-based classification accuracy is not a good
predictor of the performance of the back-end decoder. The fact that KLD is not a
good predictor either, is more difficult to interpret. There are at least two issues,
which are difficult to disentangle. The definition of the reference likelihood vectors
in on eq. (5.24) that determines the KLD is wrong, or KLD cannot predict the
performance of the back-end.
One feature that is somewhat indicative of the effectiveness of class likelihood
vectors in speech recognition back-ends is the distribution of their entropy (Sun
et al., 2014). Figure 5.2 shows the distributions of the entropy of the posterior
estimates of the classifiers in Table 5.3. The entropy distributions of the KSVD
classifier and the CLC f -estimate overlap almost perfectly. This is in line with
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the observation that the atom contribution matrix Φ resulting from optimizing
eq. (5.11) differed only marginally from the corresponding matrix obtained with
KSVD learning. The fusion of the atom contribution matrix and the likelihood
dictionary in eq. (5.16) results in classifiers whose outputs have lower overall en-
tropy, and a larger standard deviation. However, the fairly low average entropy in
the fusion with {α = 5.9, β = 0.1} is mainly due to the large exponent on α. Yet, it
is evident that learning with CLC shifts the entropy distributions in the direction
of the distributions imposed by the reference likelihoods vectors. The low average
entropy of the reference likelihoods is due to the constant 0.75 in eq. (5.24).
The entropy in the output of KSVD training and the f -estimate in CLC-KSVD
is substantially higher than the entropy in the output of the SC classifier that
uses the exemplar dictionary. This was to be expected. The atoms in the exem-
plar dictionary represent a single class. Optimizing the dictionary for maximiz-
ing reconstruction accuracy inevitably leads to a dictionary in which atoms are
associated with multiple classes. However, entropy alone cannot explain phone
recognition accuracy. We ran a phone decoding with an {α, β} pair that yields an
entropy distribution that is very similar to the distribution of the exemplar-based
classifier, but that did not yield a better phone recognition accuracy.
5.3.3 Evaluation on noisy speech recognition
In Section 5.3.2 we showed that our proposed probabilistic classifier is effective in
estimating speech unit posterior probabilities and that the use of a CLC-learned
dictionary leads to an improved recognition performance compared to both an ex-
emplar dictionary and an unsupervised KSVD learned dictionary. In this section
we examine how the CLC-learned approach performs in estimating posterior prob-
abilities in noisy speech. For that purpose we use the noisy speech provided in the
aurora-2 data set. The data set contains a multi-condition train set in which
the clean training speech signals are artificially noisified by mixing them with four
noise types; the noise levels are varied in steps of 5 dB resulting in SNR levels of
20 down to 5dB. In addition there are two test sets with SNR levels of 20 down
to −5dB. In test set A the same noise types are present as in the multi-condition
training set. Test set B is designed for evaluation of mismatched noise conditions
and contains the same utterances as test set A, but these are noisified with four
noise types that are not present in the training set. As in Section 5.3.2.1, we
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use 285-dimensional EMS features. We take the recognition performance obtained
with speech+noise exemplar dictionaries reported in Chapter 4 (c.f. Table 4.1) as
the baseline results.
To decode the noisy speech, we consider two approaches. In the first ap-
proach, we repeat the exact same procedure as in Section 5.3.2.1, i.e., the poste-
rior probabilities are computed using our probabilistic classifier employing KSVD
or CLC-KSVD learned dictionaries. In the second approach, we use a combined
speech+noise dictionary constructed by concatenating a learned dictionary (KSVD
or CLC-KSVD) and the exemplar noise dictionary used in Chapter 4. The sparse
codes of the test speech frames are computed by replacing the combined dictio-
nary in eq. (5.3). After discarding the weights assigned to the noise exemplars,
the remaining weights in the sparse codes are used to estimate the state posterior
probabilities. We run these experiments for the KSVD and CLC-KSVD learned
dictionaries used in the experiment of Section 5.3.2.1. Furthermore, to examine
the effect of the training material on noise robustness, we also train a KSVD and
a CLC-KSVD dictionary using the aurora-2 multi-condition instead of the clean
training data. The dictionary size, the value of λ and the number of training
observations were the same as the clean trained dictionary. These multi-condition
trained dictionaries were then used to compute a set of alternative posterior proba-
bility estimates. Finally, doing a Viterbi search on each set of estimated posteriors,
the word recognition accuracy for each noise-SNR subset of the test data was com-
puted. The values of α and β were tuned during a grid search for each noise-SNR
subset. Depending on noise type and SNR level, we obtained optimal values of
0.4 < α < 4 and 0.1 < β < 0.6. However, we observed that the search landscape
around the optimum was always fairly flat. The recognition accuracies averaged
over all four noise types for test set A and B are reported in Tables 5.4 and 5.5
respectively.
Let us now compare Tables 5.4 and 5.5 to evaluate the effect on recognition
performance of learning algorithm (KSVD or CLC-KSVD), including or not in-
cluding noise exemplars in the dictionary, and of the type of training data (clean
or multi-condition).
KSVD VS. exemplar dictionaries: On test set A, the recognition accuracy ob-
tained using the KSVD learned dictionary is inferior at all SNR levels, no matter
if noise exemplars are included or not. On test set B however, the best performing
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Classifier Train + Noiseexemplars?
SNR (dB) Avg.
20 15 10 5 0 -5
Exemplar Yes 94.12 93.74 91.70 87.24 79.56 60.51 84.48
KSVD
Clean No 92.70 91.76 89.10 82.05 62.30 30.78 74.78Yes 92.01 91.07 89.39 85.49 76.85 59.15 82.33
Multi No 92.69 91.91 90.35 86.23 74.27 45.70 80.19Yes 92.01 91.38 90.05 86.36 78.13 60.22 83.02
CLC-KSVD
Clean No 94.44 93.05 90.78 83.51 65.84 34.69 77.05Yes 93.90 93.12 91.84 88.18 80.50 63.99 85.25
Multi No 93.58 92.93 91.40 87.34 74.98 46.95 81.20Yes 93.08 92.56 91.50 88.14 80.51 63.54 84.89
Table 5.4: Word recognition accuracy on aurora-2 noisy test set A. In the
third column “Yes” refers to speech+noise dictionary and “No” refers to speech
dictionary. Bold numbers indicate the best performance per column (within the
5% confidence interval)
Classifier Train + Noiseexemplars?
SNR (dB) Avg.
20 15 10 5 0 -5
Exemplar Yes 93.10 92.50 89.40 79.78 58.46 27.12 73.39
KSVD
Clean No 92.06 90.75 88.06 79.13 58.66 29.91 73.09Yes 90.72 89.18 85.89 78.94 60.62 33.87 73.20
Multi No 91.75 91.20 89.14 83.27 67.51 38.22 76.85Yes 90.62 89.47 87.28 80.76 64.29 35.74 74.69
CLC-KSVD
Clean No 93.45 92.54 89.09 80.94 60.94 31.72 74.78Yes 92.39 91.47 88.92 82.85 67.22 38.44 76.88
Multi No 92.71 92.22 89.99 84.34 68.09 38.60 77.66Yes 91.62 90.92 88.66 83.61 68.59 39.78 77.19
Table 5.5: Word recognition accuracy on aurora-2 noisy test set B. In the
third column “Yes” refers to speech+noise dictionary and “No” refers to speech
dictionary. Bold numbers indicate the best performance per column (within the
5% confidence interval)
KSVD outperforms the exemplar approach at SNR levels below 10dB and also in
terms of average performance over all SNRs. This indicates that, compared to the
exemplar dictionary, the KSVD learned dictionary generalizes better to unseen
noise types and therefore it is less sensitive to noise mismatch conditions. From
Table 5.5 it is clear that the superior performance of KSVD over the exemplar
approach at the lowest two SNR levels under the mismatched condition does not
depend on the type of training data nor on whether or not noise exemplars are
added to the dictionary. Tables 5.4 and 5.5 also show that the best performance of
the KSVD approach on both test set A and B is obtained when the dictionary is
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trained with multi-condition data and noise exemplars are involved in the sparse
coding.
CLC-KSVD VS. KSVD: CLC-KSVD outperforms the KSVD under all test con-
ditions and at all SNR levels. This indicates that the class likelihood consistency
constraint is helpful under all conditions, although under some conditions the
advantage is larger.
CLC-KSVD VS. exemplar : CLC-KSVD and exemplar dictionaries yield almost
equal recognition performance at high SNR levels. As SNR decreases, the CLC-
KSVD learned dictionaries start to outperform the exemplar dictionary. It is
interesting to see that on test set B the advantage of CLC-KSVD over an exemplar
dictionary is larger than on test set A. This indicates that the class likelihood
consistent dictionary learning helps to increase the generalization power of our
sparse coding based recognizer.
Including or not including noise exemplars in the sparse coding: On test set
A, which has the same noise types as the exemplars, including noise exemplars
in the sparse coding shows a marginal negative effect on the performance at the
high SNR levels, while it leads to significant improvement at low SNR levels. This
holds both for KSVD and CLC-KSVD dictionaries. On test set B, however, the
effect of adding noise exemplars differs slightly for KSVD and CLC-KSVD. Using a
KSVD learned dictionary, the best performance is obtained at all SNR levels if no
noise exemplars are added. CLC-KSVD also shows the best performance at high
SNR levels without adding noise exemplars. However, at the lowest SNR levels it
appears to benefit from including noise exemplars: at SNR= −5dB the difference
(39.78-38.60%) is statistically significant while at SNR= 0dB (68.59-68.08%) it is
not. Overall, the relative improvement achieved by including noise exemplars is
larger when they represent matched noise types (i.e., test set A) than when they
represent unmatched noise types (i.e., test set B). Moreover, both on test set A
and B, the effect of adding noise exemplars is more visible when the dictionary is
trained using clean speech.
Clean or multi-condition training data: Both on test set A and B, multi-condition
training is more effective in the absence of noise exemplars. On test set A, when
noise exemplars are included, multi-condition training seems to have almost no
effect at low SNR levels while it shows a minor, but statistically significant dete-
rioration at high SNR levels. On test set B, however, the multi-condition training
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seems to be more effective compared to including noise exemplars. This indicates
that under mismatched noise conditions it is more beneficial to include noisified
samples in training data rather than using noise exemplars explicitly in the sparse
coding. While under matched noise conditions, including noise exemplars in the
decoding is more effective compared to incorporating noisy data in training.
5.3.3.1 Comparison with MLP
In Chapter 3, we observed that a recognizer in which the posterior probabilities
were estimated using MLP outperforms our exemplar based ASR system at high
SNR levels. The experiments were performed on the 135-dimensional EMS fea-
tures and their results are reported in reported in Table 3.2. To evaluate how much
of the performance gap is narrowed by moving from exemplar based to learned dic-
tionary based ASR, we repeated the MLP experiment using the 285-dimensional
EMS features as our starting point. We trained four MLP networks. The first set
of two was trained with the 285-dimensional EMS vectors. The other two were
trained with EMS vectors enriched with their first and second derivative coeffi-
cients (∆ and ∆∆). For each set of features, one of the MLPs was trained using
clean and the other one using multi-condition training data. The first general ob-
servation we make is that the recognition accuracies obtained with the 285-EMS
features are higher than with the 135-dimensional EMS features used in Chap-
ter 3. The difference is around 1% in clean condition up to 11% at SNR= −5dB.
This confirms the superiority of the enhanced EMS feature extraction designed
in Chapter 4 over the initial design of Chapter 3. The enhanced features have
higher dimensionality, however as discussed in Chapter4, the higher dimensional-
ity of the feature space does not explain the performance improvement. Rather
we believe the superior performance obtained using the enhanced design of EMS
feature extraction is mainly related to the shape of the effective transfer function
of the modulation filterbank (c.f. Section 4.3.3.2). Maximum accuracy obtained
in the clean condition using MLPs on 285-dimensional EMS features is 99.13%
which is close to the state-of-the-art performance on this data set and is higher
than the best performance of MLP on PLP features reported in Table 3.2.
In Figure 5.3, the resulting recognition performance obtained with MLP is com-
pared with the performance of the CLC-KSVD based recognizer. Figure 5.3a and
5.3b show the recognition accuracies obtained using the CLC-KSVD dictionary
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Figure 5.3: Word recognition accuracies on aurora-2 test data obtained with
CLC-KSVD and MLP based recognizers. Error bars show the 5% confidence
interval
and an MLP trained on clean speech. The results shown for CLC-KSVD corre-
sponds to the sixth and seventh rows in Tables 5.4 and 5.5 in which the learned
dictionary is used to compute the sparse codes both with and without including
the noise exemplars. Similarly, Figures 5.3c and 5.3d are depicting the recogni-
tion accuracies obtained using the multi-condition trained CLC-KSVD dictionary
(8th and 9th rows in Tables 5.4 and 5.5) and MLPs. The depicted MLP results
from the clean and multi-condition trained networks are obtained using either
EMS vectors or EMS+∆ + ∆∆. Comparing the performance of MLPs with EMS
and EMS+∆ + ∆∆ shows that using the derivative coefficients are only useful at
low SNR levels when the MLP is trained with clean data, otherwise the perfor-
mance gain obtained by enriching the EMS vectors with derivative coefficients
is marginal. This is in line with the observation we made from Table 3.2. On
both test set A and B, the MLP outperforms the CLC-KSVD at SNR≥ 15. As
SNR decreases, the slope with which the performance of MLP system decreases
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is steeper than that of CLC-KSVD. When only clean speech is used for training,
both on test set A and B, CLC-KSVD outperforms MLP at SNR≤ 5. In case of
multi-condition training, CLC-KSVD combined with noise exemplars outperforms
MLP at Low SNR levels in test set A, while on test set B the order is reversed;
only at SNR=−5dB comparable performance levels are obtained.
5.4 Discussion
In this chapter we introduce a probabilistic classifier based on sparse coding rep-
resentations in an over-complete basis. The over-complete basis is formed during
a dictionary learning procedure. For this purpose we extended the K-SVD pro-
cedure for learning optimal reconstructive dictionaries in such a way that the
Kullback-Leibler divergence between the class likelihood vectors produced by the
classifier and the ‘true’ reference likelihood vectors is minimized together with the
Euclidean distance between reconstructed and observed data vectors. The moti-
vation to improve class likelihood estimation was that in many applications, the
classification result is not the end product; rather, it is an input for later process-
ing, such as speech decoder in an ASR system. Therefore, the final result does
not only depend on the correctness of winning classes, but also on the likelihood
scores of competitors.
We used a three-class sandbox task to prove that the algorithm underlying class-
likelihood consistent KSVD (CLC-KSVD) operates as advertised, and that it re-
sults in a higher proportion of correctly classified observations and a closer approx-
imation of the reference likelihoods. The knowledge of the true class likelihood
vectors in the sandbox task makes it possible to compute the estimated upper
bound of the classification accuracy. In most –if not all– real-world tasks the
‘true’ reference likelihood vectors are not known.
The simultaneous presence of two optimization criteria introduces the parame-
ter λ that regulates the relative weight of reconstruction accuracy versus the KLD
in CLC-KSVD training. In the sandbox task the optimal value was λ = 0.8, in
the aurora-2 task the optimum was at λ = 0.002, and in the TIMIT task the
optimum was at λ = 0.0008. The range of the optimal value of λ for each task
depends on the dimensionality of the feature vectors and the effective dimension-
ality of the reference likelihood vectors. These dimensions of the feature vectors
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differed widely between the three tasks. The number of relevant entries in the
class reference vectors depends on the way in which these vectors are defined in
the two real-world tasks. For these reasons the optimal values of λ are difficult
to compare between tasks, nor do they provide a direct indication of the relative
weight assigned to the reconstruction accuracy relative to minimizing the KLD.
CLC-KSVD requires a definition of the reference class likelihood vectors, which
are not available in the two speech tasks; therefore, these vectors must be created,
in some way or other. Extensive experiments on the two speech tasks showed that
for CLC-KSVD learning to be effective, it is necessary to use reference vectors
with a fairly low entropy. In both tasks we ended up with reference likelihood
vectors that have a substantially lower entropy than the entropy that would result
from modelling the actual overlap of the classes in the observation spaces. Despite
the discrepancy between the probability distribution in the actual observation
space and the reference vectors both speech tasks showed that the frame-based
performance indicators for CLC-KSVD are better than for KSVD.
Because the output of the classifiers serves as input for a back-end processor, it
is tempting to use knowledge about the operation of that back-end in the creation
of the reference likelihood vectors. Although the back-ends in the aurora-2 and
TIMIT tasks –both are essentially finite state acceptors– may seem to be quite
similar, their interaction with the feeding probabilistic classifier is actually very
different. In aurora-2 the transducer consists of sequences of sets of 16 states
that must be traversed from left to right, without skips. This structure benefits
greatly from a classifier that produces an accurate approximation of the relative
scores of the classes/states which rank highest in the output. This explains why the
CLC-KSVD classifier with {α = 0.4, β = 0.1} in Table 5.2, for which %Correct@3
is maximal, also yields the highest word recognition accuracy, despite the fact
that the other measures for this classifier are not the best. The fact that the back-
end decoder cannot confuse the /aI/ in “five” with the /aI/ in “nine” without
also confusing the preceding and following consonants was the motivation for not
including confusions between similar sounds in different words in the definition of
the reference vectors.
In TIMIT the interaction between the classifiers and the back-end is very dif-
ferent. The fact that we use single-state models, in combination with the fact
that almost every phone can follow every other phone, implies that the back-end
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cannot profit very much from improving the ranking of the highest-scoring classes.
Therefore, we decided to base the definition of the reference likelihood vectors on
the acoustic confusability. In aurora-2 frame-based accuracies in the low thirties
gave rise to word recognition accuracies in the mid nineties. In TIMIT frame-based
accuracies in the mid thirties only resulted in phone recognition accuracy in the
low fifties. Therefore, we must conclude that the capability of CLC-KSVD to im-
prove %Correct and KLD at the level of individual observations is not guaranteed
to improve the performance of each and every back-end. In future research we
will investigate whether the phone recognition accuracy can be improved by using
three-state phone models, which re-introduce some of the path constraints that
proved so beneficial in the aurora-2 task.
Sparse coding was not invented with classification as the primary goal. While
CLC-KSVD learning adds a degree of supervision to the training process, it does
not result in full-fledged discriminatory training. Therefore, it cannot be expected
that classifiers based on sparse coding, even with the use of CLC learning, will
always be the optimal choice in any application. Our previous experience with
using sparse coding classifiers in speech recognition has shown that this type of
classifiers is superior when the conditions in which the classifiers must be used
are very different from the conditions under which they can be trained (Gemmeke
et al., 2011b; Ahmadi et al., 2014). Noise-robust automatic speech recognition
and noise-robust image classification in applications where only limited amounts
of labelled training data are available, while the noise is extremely variable and
unpredictable, are obvious examples of such situations. If train and test conditions
are more similar, more conventional generative (GMM) and discriminative (Neural
networks) classifiers are likely to be superior.
Our experiment on noisy speech recognition confirms that the speech recognition
based on estimates obtained from sparse coding based classifiers are most effective
in the presence of strong noise. While at high SNR levels MLP-based recognizers
outperform any sparse coding based recognizer, when the SNR decreases, the
advantage of sparse coding becomes visible. Our proposed CLC-KSVD approach
shows competing performance with the exemplar approach at high SNR levels. As
SNR level decreases, CLC-KSVD clearly outperforms the exemplar approach. We
also observed that dictionary learning helps to increase the generalization power
of the system and makes it more robust against noise mismatch conditions. Our
experiments shows that our CLC-KSVD based classifier is the best choice in the
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absence of any prior knowledge about noise where the only available option is to
train the recognizer with clean speech.
5.5 Conclusion
In this chapter we introduced a mathematically tractable procedure for extend-
ing KSVD-based dictionary learning for creating classifiers based on sparse coding
such that the Kullback-Leibler divergence between the classifier output and the
true reference class likelihood is minimized at the same time that reconstruction
accuracy is maximized. In a sandbox task, in which the true reference class likeli-
hoods are known exactly the Class-Likelihood-Consistent learning procedure was
shown to result in superior classification performance. Many applications that
require a probabilistic classifier for providing input to a back-end decoder benefit
more from an accurate approximation of class probability vectors than from max-
imizing the proportion of observations for which the winning class is correct. The
effectiveness of CLC-KSVD learning was confirmed in the aurora-2 connected
digit recognition task, where the back-end benefits from a high ranking of the
correct class, even if it is not the winner. The advantage of CLC-KSVD is more
visible in noisy speech recognition when the SNR level approaches 0 dB. In our
implementation of the TIMIT phone recognition task, in which accurate approxi-
mation of the likelihood vectors can hardly be used to advantage by the back-end,
CLC-KSVD classifiers could not improve the performance of the complete system.
Chapter 6
General discussion and
conclusions
In this thesis, we investigated to what extent the incorporation of various types ofknowledge about human speech perception in noise can be exploited to improve
the noise robustness of ASR systems. The thesis revolves around three main topics:
1. Feature enhancement using missing feature imputation;
2. Human inspired feature extraction;
3. Supervised dictionary learning for sparse classification of speech units.
Below we will formulate, per topic, the answers to the research questions that
were put forward in Chapter 1. While summarizing the findings reported in the
previous chapters, we will evaluate the completeness of these answers and discuss
possible open issues for future research.
6.1 Feature enhancement using missing feature
imputation
In Section 1.1 we raised the question: to what extent can we benefit from the
underlying manifold of speech to reconstruct the missing parts of an incomplete
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speech spectrogram? The underlying idea was that the acoustic variations in
speech are limited because they are produced by an articulatory apparatus that
cannot change the shape of the vocal tract in arbitrary ways. Therefore, we can
assume that speech signals form a (nonlinear) manifold of much lower dimension-
ality than that of the embedding signal space (and, more importantly, that any
deviations from the manifold are likely due to external noise sources). It has also
been hypothesized that such a manifold also exists in the human brain as patterns
of stable neural activities (Seung and Lee, 2000). To employ this knowledge in
automatic speech recognition, we proposed to model this nonlinear manifold with
MPPCA which is a mixture of linear sub-models (see Chapter 2). The dimension-
ality of these sub-models reflects the effective dimensionality of the manifold, and
the optimum number of sub-models in the mixture shows how complex the mani-
fold shape is in reality. We found the optimal dimensionality to be q ≈ 20 which is
in the same ballpark as the number of control parameters that are typically used
in (articulatory and formant) speech synthesis systems for specifying the dynamic
changes in the vocal tract geometry (Coker, 1976; Maeda, 1982; Klatt and Klatt,
1990). The optimal number of sub-models appeared to be in the range of 30 − 35
which results in a much more compact model compared to other models (such as
GMMs) used in MDT approaches that do not focus on the intrinsic structure of
speech. It is worth noting that the optimal model dimension was the same both
for small and medium vocabulary size data sets. This supports our underlying
idea that the manifold captures the limited degrees of freedom of the articulatory
apparatus: Irrespective of the size of the vocabulary, all speech signals can be
situated on the manifold that is formed by all the possible variations in speech
sounds of a particular language.
We showed that as long as there is a sufficient number of reliable measurements
in the spectro-temporal representation of a speech signal, the position of (the non-
linear projection of) the signal in the latent space can be accurately located on
the manifold. We also developed an inference procedure that uses the estimated
location of the projection of the signal on the manifold to impute spectro-temporal
values that are unlikely to pertain to speech but are more likely to be caused by
external noise sources. The recognition accuracy on the reconstructed spectro-
grams improved significantly both in small and medium vocabulary noisy speech
recognition tasks. Furthermore, our experimental results show that the recognition
performance is relatively insensitive to acoustic variations introduced by external
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sources, such as noise types and different microphones. Again, we interpret this
as a confirmation that the manifold effectively captures the natural variation of
speech in the acoustic space. Thanks to this property, imputation of missing data
based on the manifold of speech does not involve any prior knowledge about noise.
As a consequence, we observed comparable performance under matched and mis-
matched noise conditions. The very low dimensionality of the manifold makes it
possible to find the location of the projection of (incomplete) input speech spectro-
grams on the manifold using a small number of reliable measurements. Therefore,
even when the signal is highly corrupted by noise, the very few remaining reliable
components are enough to achieve a reasonably accurate reconstruction. This is
confirmed by the relatively high recognition accuracy obtained at very low SNR
levels in conditions where we used oracle knowledge to determine reliable com-
ponents. Unfortunately, this does not mean that manifold-based imputation is a
panacea for noise robust ASR. It still requires estimating which spectro-temporal
features really represent speech and can be considered reliable, a process which is
inherently error-prone. Consequently, in real-life situations, the performance with
an estimated mask is substantially reduced compared to oracle performance. This
is a well-known problem that is shared by virtually all missing data imputation
approaches. Although, in our results, this performance reduction is less compared
to competing imputation methods, it still imposes a serious limit on the success
of our MPPCA imputation in very noisy conditions. The gap between recognition
performance using oracle and estimated mask indicates that there is room for im-
provement in determining reliable measurements in the noisy spectrogram. One
obvious solution might be to rely on the development of more sophisticated mask
estimation methods to improve mask estimation accuracy. Most classical mask
estimation methods rely on a “blind” processing of frames to estimate the ratio
of energy levels of speech and background noise (SNR); they don’t involve any
knowledge about the underlying speech signal. This local, context independent
processing puts an upper limit to the success of such mask estimation methods. It
is known that even small mask estimation errors can have a substantial impact on
recognition performance (Gemmeke, 2010) and that often a correct identification
of the spectrogram portions that pertain to speech can only be made if sufficient
time context is available. Various approaches to incorporate context information
in the mask estimation procedure have been proposed before, e.g., Van hamme
(2004) and Barker et al. (2010). The reconstruction procedure used in our MP-
PCA imputation approach introduces an interesting alternative for making the
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mask estimation more subtle and less blind. As a first step, it would be possible
to replace the binary decision about the reliability of spectro-temporal measure-
ments by probabilistic estimates (i.e., using probabilistic masks rather than binary
masks, a solution that has been proven fruitful in competing missing data tech-
niques. In addition, and most interestingly, since the MPPCA model reflects the
intrinsic structure of the speech signal, it would be relatively straightforward to
use the model also for estimating the probability that a spectro-temporal mea-
surement pertains to speech or noise. By including the model of the speech signal
in the mask estimation, it can help to reduce the chance of missing important
content of the signal.
Thus, the idea of using the manifold model for mask estimation would allow
to make the probabilistic mask estimation an integral part of the reconstruction
procedure.
We showed that the manifold of speech can be effectively modeled using a mix-
ture of probabilistic analyzers. We speculated that the dimensionality of sub-
models (q ≈ 20) is associated with the number of degrees of freedom in the human
speech production system. Reasoning along similar lines it is tempting to assume
that the number of sub-models (30-35) has a relation with the number of distinctive
phones (39 according to Halberstadt and Glass (1997)). However, more in-depth
investigations are needed to verify that such a relation between sub-models and
phones or groups of phones indeed exists.
The potential of a manifold model to discriminate between speech and noise
is not limited to missing data imputation. In fact, it opens up a wide range of
other application areas where one would benefit from a reliable mechanism to
separate speech variations from variations caused by external factors (e.g., speech
enhancement, channel normalization and so on). The manifold model we proposed
for speech can also be used to enhance our understanding of the structure of
speech through an in-depth investigation of effects of MPPCA model parameters
and hyper-parameters. It could reveal to what extent the complex shape of the
manifold indeed reflects the articulatory constraints that help to avoid phonetically
implausible/impossible speech confusions. Having a better insight in how distances
in terms of speech production and perception are distributed along the manifold
might make it possible to directly incorporate the manifold model in automatic
speech recognition. For example one might use the position of speech signals on
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the manifold as features to limit the search space for the ASR system. This would
be particularly useful in noise robust ASR since it would allow to mimic the fact
that human speech recognition in noise also seems to rely heavily on the most
salient features only.
6.2 Human inspired feature extraction
In Section 1.2, we raised the question: Since modulation spectrum features appear
to be a suitable basis for predicting intelligibility of speech in noise, to what extent
are those features also an adequate starting point for a sparse coding based ASR
system that is robust against noise? This research must be viewed against the
background of our long term goal to move towards developing an ASR system
that has a more human-like behavior. The model used for speech intelligibility
prediction in Jørgensen and Dau (2011) aims to capture the properties of the
human peripheral auditory system that are most relevant for intelligibility by
computing a signal-to-noise ratio that is based on the modulations in the envelopes
of an auditory filterbank. Despite the fact that the model provides the complete
modulation spectrum of a speech signal, much of the details in this information
remains unused since the computation of an SNR merely requires a long-term
average of the output of the model. To what extent a full modulation spectrum
could bring some of the desired noise robustness properties of humans to ASR was
a largely unexplored territory.
In our first attempts to use the model from Jørgensen and Dau (2011) in an un-
changed form for ASR, it soon became clear that the modulation filterbank had to
be adapted to ensure that the modulation frequencies that are representative for
speech were properly emphasized (and irrelevant modulations de-emphasized). Us-
ing knowledge from the literature, we modified the envelope modulation spectrum
(EMS) feature extraction module accordingly. We tested its adequacy for ASR
purposes by implementing an ASR system that can handle large and redundant
input vectors. In our system the posterior probabilities of sub-word units were
estimated using modulation spectrum features during an exemplar-based sparse
coding procedure.
Despite the numerous sub-optimal design choices that our first ASR system (de-
veloped in Chapter 3) may have suffered from, we showed that the output of a
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modulation spectrum analyzer is able to exploit the spectro-temporal continuity
constraints that are typical for speech and which are a prerequisite for noise ro-
bust ASR. The preliminary experiments confirmed our intuition that a multiple
resolution and redundant filterbank representation of speech may be an effective
means to improve noise robustness. The resulting ASR system showed promising
performance especially in very noisy conditions. The study also helped to identify
two issues that served as motivation for the second phase of the study and also
the study of Chapter 5:
1. Although the modulation processing was adapted for ASR purposes based
on knowledge gathered from literature, we were not yet convinced that the
exact way in which the different modulation frequencies were covered in our
implementation were optimal for ASR purposes. Therefore, a systematic
investigation with respect to the required range of modulation frequencies
and the resolution with which the modulation frequency range is represented,
was deemed in order.
2. We realized that there is a fundamental distinction between sparse coding,
where the task is to find the optimal representation of an unknown obser-
vation in a very large dimensional space and sparse classification where the
task is to obtain the best possible estimation of posterior probability that
an unknown observation belongs to a specific class. We also observed that
MLP classifiers outperform our exemplar-based system in high SNR condi-
tions. This indicates that our ASR system can benefit from including proper
supervised learning in which the accuracy in estimating class posterior prob-
abilities is taken into account in the objective function (in addition to or as
a alternative for reconstruction error).
The first issue was addressed in Chapter 4. Although one might prefer an op-
timal configuration of the filterbank based on perceptual relevance of modulation
frequencies, in practice, this is infeasible because the required knowledge is incom-
plete. A closed-form, mathematical solution is also impossible. It would require
optimization of a cost function derived from the mathematical model of our ASR
system. However, since the ASR system is a nonlinear multi-module system, it is
impossible to define an analytical relation between the design parameters of the fil-
terbank and the recognition performance. Therefore, we resorted to a systematic,
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empirical investigation of the configuration of the modulation frequency analyser
consisting of a bank of one low-pass and a set of band-pass filters (referred to in
short as a modulation filterbank).
We found that for maximizing ASR performance we had to use a higher fre-
quency resolution than was found to be adequate for intelligibility prediction in
Jørgensen and Dau (2011). 1 We also found that there is no unique configuration
of the modulation filterbank that is optimal for all SNR levels and all noise types.
For example at the lowest SNR levels, our ASR system benefits from a high resolu-
tion in the lowest modulation frequencies indicating that, in noisy circumstances,
it is beneficial to rely more heavily on long-term time context. This is a plausible
finding because it allows the system, analogous to humans, to profit from more
glimpses of the speech signal that stick out of the noise (Cooke, 2006). Although
from an engineering point of view, it is satisfying that a reasonable compromise
can be found leading to near-optimal performance in most conditions, it is intrigu-
ing to note that an SNR dependent processing is almost mandatory to achieve the
best results possible. At this point in time our ASR system is far too crude to be
considered as an ecologically valid model of human speech perception. Moreover,
the poorly understood nonlinear interactions between the various modules in our
ASR system do not warrant any far reaching conclusions regarding striking com-
monalities with human behaviour. Yet, it is worthwhile to note that also humans
seem to focus on different signal properties dependent on the noise level (e.g. in
Shi et al. (2006) it is found that phase information is relevant at low SNR-levels
only).
After optimization of the modulation filterbank, the resulting ASR system out-
performed traditional MFCC-based recognizers at low SNR levels, at least in
matched conditions where the same noise types were present as in the training
set. Our ASR system that employs single-frame EMS features also shows superior
performance compared to a similar exemplar-based SC system that uses 30-frame
Mel-band features. This warrants the conclusion that splitting up the time en-
velopes of different auditory filterbands in multiple modulation frequency bands
helps to make ASR more noise robust. We believe that mimicking the modulation
filter analysis from the human auditory system makes it easier to determine the
1At this point in time we don’t have any information to what extent speech intelligibility
prediction would also benefit from more resolution in the modulation frequency domain.
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similarity between speech signals that are corrupted by various levels of noise be-
cause one can more easily disregard all energy fluctuations in modulation bands
that are unlikely to be caused by speech production. Yet, the performance of
our ASR system is still far from human-like. Like any other exemplar-based ASR
system that uses a noise dictionary, our system does not generalize to mismatched
conditions (unseen noise types). Moreover, in its current implementation, the sys-
tem has sub-standard performance in quiet conditions, both compared to HSR
and to traditional MFCC-based ASR systems.
The absolute performance levels of our EMS+SC system cannot rival with hu-
man recognition performance. Nevertheless, our system mimics human speech
recognition on a semantic free task better than traditional MFCC+GMM sys-
tems. As shown in Section 4.4.2, the SNR at which the recognition accuracy is
50% (speech reception threshold) of our system is closer to that of HSR. The easy
and difficult noise types are also shared between our system and HSR while tra-
ditional systems often have the lowest performance with noise types that are not
the most challenging for HSR. The only discrepancy is that HSR exhibits lower
accuracy for long utterances while our system does not show this effect because
it does not include any simulation of working memory. It seems that using EMS
features is a successful first step towards making the behaviour more human-like.
A detailed comparison of confusions made by an ASR system and human listen-
ers on the same recognition task might prove a powerful instrument to reveal the
strengths and weaknesses of the current implementation.
We started our enterprise entirely from an auditory modelling perspective. How-
ever, we found there is an interesting link between our EMS features and Mel-band
features in more traditional ASR approaches. The EMS feature vectors can be
considered as a combination of smoothed static filterbank features and a set of
accompanying dynamic delta features that are smoothed to a different degree and
therefore also span different time context. Since our experiments showed that the
multiple dynamic channels are helpful in dealing with noise, we might conclude
that not only our sparse coding based system, but in fact any classical ASR system
would benefit from a frontend in which static and dynamic features are represented
in a multi-resolution fashion.
As explained previously, there are a multitude of issues to be resolved before our
ASR system can be considered to mimic human-like behaviour both in terms of
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absolute performance and in terms of recognition errors. During our experiments
we touched upon a number of phenomena that were considered interesting in their
own right but for which there was not sufficient time to investigate in any depth.
Below we present a (non-exhaustive) list of future work in unexplored areas that
we believe might contribute to improve the system:
• The adaptation/compression network in Dau’s model (Dau et al., 1996) that
is absent in the model used for intelligibility prediction seems to be required
to better detect word onset and offsets. Preliminary experiments (not re-
ported in this thesis) using static compression on clean speech confirmed
this. For noisy speech, however, static compression appeared not to be help-
ful and a more powerful adaptive dynamic compression mechanism would
need to be developed to better emphasize onset and offset events in the
various modulation frequency channels.
• Above we mentioned the analogy between the modulation features extracted
by modulation filters (with quality factor Q = 1) and the traditional ∆ fea-
tures. Since we observed that having multiple modulation bandfilters in par-
allel increased noise robustness, it would be interesting to see if extending the
EMS feature space by multi-range static features would have a similar effect.
Furthermore, since we know from traditional ASR systems that acceleration
(∆∆−)coefficients typically improve the absolute recognition performance, a
further extension of the EMS feature vector with the output of Q = 2 filters
would also seem logical.
• The Euclidean distance we were forced to use because of having bipolar
data does not necessarily represent a distance that matches the perceptual
distance a human would experience between an actual observation and stored
exemplars. We counteracted some of the undesired effects of the Euclidean
distance using some empirically designed equalization and normalization of
features. It remains an open question, however, whether it is possible to
transform the feature vectors to a space in which the Euclidean distance
gauges the distances of objects in a certain neighbourhood in a similar way
as a human observer would.
• The performance of our system, as other exemplar based systems, is infe-
rior at high SNR levels. Future research will have to reveal what causes the
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confusions in exemplar based systems at high SNR levels. We observed that
using MLP neural networks on EMS features to estimate posterior proba-
bility of subword units leads to superior recognition performance, at high
SNR levels, compared to sparse coding. At low SNR levels, however, the
sparse coding shows significant superiority. It remains a question whether
more complex neural networks such as DNNs will be able to benefit from the
salient information in the EMS features that sparse coding benefits from at
low SNR levels and lead to higher accuracy compared to MLPs.
6.3 Supervised dictionary learning for sparse clas-
sification of speech units
In our study on human inspired features (see Chapter 3), we observed that the
exemplar based ASR system suffers from low performance at high SNR levels
compared to the learning based recognizers such as MLP. This instigated us to
include learning in the construction of the dictionary for sparse coding. Since the
main objective in our posterior estimation procedure is sparse classification, we
asked the question: To what extent can we improve the accuracy of the estimated
posterior probabilities of speech units by customizing the learning procedure in
such a way that the probabilistic classification accuracy is also considered as an
objective during learning? To address this question, we proposed class likelihood
consistent dictionary learning. This newly proposed learning procedure not only
minimizes the reconstruction error of sparse coding, but is additionally constrained
in such a way that the sparse codes also provide an accurate estimation of the class
membership probabilities for each observation. We realized this by developing an
objective function which is a regularized combination of the reconstruction error
and an upper bound for the Kullback-Leibler divergence between the estimated
and true class probability vectors.
On sets of synthetic data as well as on speech data, we were able to show that
the proposed method yields superior performance both in terms of classification
accuracy and in terms of accuracy with which class likelihoods are estimated. In
the test on synthetic data created by some pre-defined model, the available dis-
tribution function of the data provided a reference to evaluate the classification
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performance. On the speech data, on the other hand, the classification perfor-
mance was judged by means of the eventual word/phone recognition accuracy.
We observed that the performance of the sparse coding system can be significantly
improved by using a learned dictionary instead of an exemplar dictionary of the
same size. Among the learned dictionaries, the best recognition performance was
obtained using the class likelihood consistent learning. The superior performance
of the CLC learning is caused not only by the fact that the learning is supervised,
but also (and most importantly) by the way in which the supervision is applied.
Imposing class likelihood consistency provides a more reasonable set of probable
classes for each input feature vector and this is beneficial when a search algorithm
must find the most probable sequence of classes (sub-words or phones).
The class likelihood consistent learning appeared to be successful in decreasing
the KL-divergence between estimated and true likelihood vectors. However, it
remains a challenge to find suitable reference true likelihood vectors for real world
tasks. Although for most classification tasks, labelled data is available, rarely
golden class likelihood vectors are provided. However, as discussed in Chapter 5,
it is often possible to derive reasonable reference estimates for true likelihoods by
analysing the geometric distribution of labelled data which reflects the physical
overlap between classes. Alternatively, the true likelihoods can also be defined
based on the preferred class confusions by the backend that has to process the
resulting estimated probabilities. In our research, we employed both strategies
and observed that in both cases the proposed probabilistic classifier benefits from
imposing likelihood consistency using these reference vectors.
We then continued this study by the question: To what extent does posterior
probability estimation based on learned dictionaries increase noise robustness in
the sparse coding based ASR system? Using the dictionary learned with the pro-
posed method to estimate the posterior probability of HMM states in aurora-2
noisy test data we compared the recognition results with the best results we could
get with exemplar dictionaries containing both speech and noise exemplars. We
observed that the class likelihood consistent learned dictionary combined with an
exemplar noise dictionary outperforms the speech+noise exemplar dictionaries for
SNR<10 dB both in noise matched and mismatched conditions. This result indi-
cates that the variation in multiple exemplars pertaining to the same underlying
linguistic message is successfully captured by the atoms of the learned dictionary
and yields more robustness against noise. We also observed that under the clean
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training condition, our learned dictionary outperforms an MLP system at low SNR
levels both on matched and mismatched conditions. We hence conclude that in
the absence of noise samples to train the classifier with or to form a noise exem-
plar dictionary from, our proposed learning method will provide a solution which,
compared to MLP or an exemplar approach, is more noise robust. Meanwhile, it
is reasonable to expect that adding a learned noise dictionary will further improve
the performance of our system and its generalization power. However, includ-
ing noise information in the learned-dictionary-based SC recognizer requires more
thorough investigation. This opens up a new area to explore that is not covered
by this thesis.
6.4 Conclusions and future outlook
In this thesis we conducted three studies in which we tried to improve the noise
robustness of ASR systems by incorporating knowledge about human speech per-
ception in noise. Each of the three studies were focused on very different aspects
and had specific advantages and disadvantages. Hence, it is not straightforward to
draw a single overall conclusion from the whole project. However, we believe the
insights gained by each of the three studies can be combined to sketch a promising
future.
We proposed a novel feature extraction inspired by models of the human auditory
system which provided a high dimensionality and redundant feature space. The
novel features combined with an exemplar based sparse coding ASR backend led
to competitively high performance at low SNR levels. Although the performance
at high SNR levels was limited because of the shortcomings of the SC backend,
the competing performance we got using MLP on our proposed features reveals
the distinctive power of the feature space. These observations all indicate that
although sparse coding is an effective tool in separating speech and noise, it is not
a sufficiently sensitive tool for distinguishing speech units. That is why our sparse
coding system only outperforms other backends such as GMM-HMM and MLP
recognizers at low SNR levels. Although we succeeded to improve the performance
of the sparse coding backend by replacing the exemplar dictionary with a learned
one and introducing likelihood consistent learning, this approach was again more
effective at low SNR levels. We hence conclude that to maximally benefit from
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the richness of the modulation feature space at all SNR levels, it is necessary to
combine systems that are able to discriminate speech and noise with systems that
have sufficient discriminative power to distinguish speech sounds.
Combining the insights gained in the three studies may give further clues as how
to innovate future ASR system configurations. In the first study we focused on
the intrinsic structure of the speech manifold instigated by the finding that this
manifold is also observed in the human perception system to handle speech varia-
tions. Manifold learning hinges on processing in a very low dimensional nonlinear
space, as opposed to a sparse coding approach, which processes the feature vectors
in an over-complete space spanned by dictionary exemplars. We showed that the
compact and low-dimensional manifold model can be employed together with the
reliable parts of the spectro-temporal features of speech to compensate the effect
of noise. The feature space we obtained in our second study is of a much higher di-
mensionality and is also much more redundant compared to the spectro-temporal
features that were used in the manifold approach. As indicated by our sparse cod-
ing experiments, in such a highly redundant feature space, there is a higher chance
of finding feature elements that are exclusively representative of speech (and not
of noise). This makes it interesting to investigate whether manifold learning can
be more effective if it is performed on the proposed EMS features (either to impute
missing data or to perform recognition). Since the manifold model refers to the
underlying structure of speech, we do not expect a very different model to emerge
but the mapping from feature space to the manifold is likely to be different. Hav-
ing such a mapping would make it possible to benefit from the speech dominated
feature elements available in the EMS feature vectors and to identify noisy speech
based on the resulting position on the manifold. Consequently, we expect the
resulting position of noisy speech on the manifold to be more accurate (compared
to, for instance, classical Mel features) and superior recognition performance both
in clean and noisy circumstances to become within reach.
Up to now we investigated the manifold model and learning-based sparse coding
separately. Also, we have no insight yet into how the manifold model looks like
when applied to the proposed EMS feature space. Nevertheless, it is tempting
to conjecture that combining the approaches allows to profit from the best of two
worlds. We envision a recognition system in which EMS feature vectors go through
two parallel processing lines. The first processing line would focus on identifying
the speech segments based on their corresponding location on the low-dimensional
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manifold of speech, thus allowing to decode the noisy speech or to impute the
missing parts and decode the reconstructed speech. The second processing line
would then be concerned with estimating posterior probabilities of sub-word units
using the sparse codes computed in an over-complete space provided by a super-
vised learned dictionary. Building on previous experiences (Ellis, 2000; Hennansky
et al., 1996; Kirchhoff and Bilmes, 2000; Li et al., 2002; Singh et al., 2001), it is
reasonable to expect that fusing the outputs of the two, quite different processing
lines would lead to a more accurate and more noise robust speech recognition.
Appendix A
MAP estimation of MPPCA
model parameters in the missing
data reconstruction phase
Having the posterior distribution of unknown variables γ = { ®S, ®x, ®tu}, the MAP
estimation is
®ˆγ = argmax
®γ
{
P(®γ |®tr)
}
. (A.1)
The posterior distribution can be written as
P(®γ |®tr) = P( ®S, ®x, ®tu |®tr) = P( ®S, ®x, ®tu, ®tr)/P(®tr). (A.2)
The numerator of the above fraction can be rewritten as
P( ®S, ®x, ®tu, ®tr) = P( ®S, ®x, ®t) = P(®t | ®x, ®S)P(®x)P( ®S). (A.3)
Using equation (2.1) in the text and given the Gaussian distribution of ®ε, the
posterior probability of the observation vector ®t given the latent variables can be
written as:
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P(®t | ®x, ®S) = N(®t | ®Wm ®x + ®µ, τ−1 ®Id). (A.4)
The distributions of ®x and ®S mentioned in training are valid in reconstruction too,
i.e.,
P(®x) = N(®x |0, ®Iq). (A.5)
P( ®S | ®pi) =
M∏
m=1
piSmm . (A.6)
Hence eq. (A.2) can be written as
P( ®S, ®x, ®tu |®tr) = 1
P(®tr)
M∏
m=1
{
pimN(®x |0, ®Iq)
.N(®tr | ®Wm,r ®x + ®µm,r, τ−1 ®Idr )
.N(®tu | ®Wm,u ®x + ®µm,u, τ−1 ®Idu )
} ®Sm
, (A.7)
where ®Sm is the mth entry of ®S that can be either 1 or 0. As can be seen from eq.
(A.7), ®tu only appears in the last term, therefore its MAP estimation will be as
follows:
®ˆtu = ®Wmˆ,u ®ˆx + ®µmˆ,u. (A.8)
Here mˆ indicates the active component in ®ˆS. Substituting ®ˆtu in P( ®S, ®x, ®tu |®tr), the
last term in (A.7) will be the constant value (τ/2pi) du2 . In the remaining two terms,
we multiply two normal distributions, which, using the hints given in Appendix B
of Bishop (2006), can be simplified as
N(0, ®Iq)N(®tr | ®Wm,r ®x + ®µm,r, τ−1 ®Idr ) ∝ Km × N(®x | ®ηm, ®Σm), (A.9)
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where
Km = exp
(
−(pi/2)(®tr − ®µm,r)TΛm(®tr − ®µm,r)
)
, (A.10)
Λm = (®I − τ ®Wm,r ®Σm ®WTm,r), (A.11)
®Σ−1m = ®Iq + τ ®WTm,r ®Wm,r, (A.12)
ηm = τ®Σm ®WTm,r(®tr − ®µm,r). (A.13)
Accordingly, the MAP estimation of ®x will be the mean of the resulting normal
distribution:
®ˆx = ®ηmˆ. (A.14)
To estimate ®ˆS, only the estimation of mˆ is needed, since all entries of ®ˆS are zero
except the mˆth entry. Substituting ®x by ®ˆx in Km × N(®x | ®ηm, ®Σm), eq. (A.9) reduces
to Km multiplied by a constant. Hence, using eq. (A.7), the MAP estimation for
mˆ is obtained:
mˆ = argmax
m
{log(pim) − dm} , (A.15)
where dm is a Mahalanobis distance
dm = (τ/2)
(®tr − ®µm,r )T ®Λm (®tr − ®µm,r ) . (A.16)
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Summary
Automatic speech recognition (ASR) refers to the process of converting acoustic
features representing speech to a sequence of words. While state-of-the-art ASR
systems have achieved high accuracies in quiet environments, their performance
drops rapidly when the speech is corrupted by environmental noise, background
music or competing speakers. Meanwhile, listening test experiments with noisy
speech have shown that, even in the absence of context predictability, human
listeners perform much more accurately than ASR systems. This indicates that
the human auditory system is able to exploit more cues from the acoustic signals
for accurately recognizing noisy speech. In this thesis, we explored different ways
to incorporate knowledge about the human auditory system into the design of an
ASR system, aiming at improved noise robustness.
In the first study reported in this thesis (Chapter 2), we explored the idea of
learning the latent manifold structure of speech signal, in order to deal with with
the data loss due to dominance of noise in spectrographic representation of speech.
The underlying idea was that the acoustic variations in speech are limited, because
they are produced by an articulatory apparatus that cannot change the shape of
the vocal tract in arbitrary ways. Therefore, we can assume that speech signals
form a (nonlinear) manifold of much lower dimensionality than that of the embed-
ding signal space. We developed a Bayesian model of the speech manifold using
a mixture of probabilistic principal component analysers. We obtained a very
compact model for the speech manifold, which we employed for reconstructing the
noise-dominated elements of speech spectrogram. For this purpose we developed
a reconstruction procedure in which maximum likelihood estimates of the missing
elements are computed, given the model and the speech-dominated elements in
the speech spectrogram. We showed that as long as there is a sufficient number
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of reliable measurements in the spectro-temporal representation of a speech sig-
nal, the reconstructed signal is accurate enough for the ASR back-end to achieve
high recognition performance. We obtained significant improvement in the ASR
accuracy on both small and medium size vocabulary speech recognition tasks. We
also observed that the recognition performance is relatively insensitive to acoustic
variations introduced by external sources, such as noise types and different mi-
crophones. This can be interpreted as a confirmation that the manifold model
effectively captures the natural variation of speech in the acoustic space.
In the second study (Chapters 3 and 4) we searched for feature representa-
tions inspired by models designed to capture the most salient properties of the
human peripheral auditory system. The output of the model is the so-called mod-
ulation spectrum, which provides a rich and highly redundant feature space to
explore. We used exemplar based sparse coding to estimate sub-word unit pos-
terior probabilities from the redundant feature representations, without any need
for dimensionality reduction. The sparse coding approach has a conceptual con-
nection with some conjectures about the way concrete tonotopic representations
are mapped in the human brain. We conducted a systematic analysis of the im-
pact that different configurations of a modulation frequency filterbank have on
the performance of a noise-robust ASR system. We observed that an auditory
frontend, which uses multiple bandpass filters to decompose the modulation fre-
quency spectrum, is promising for ASR. To increase the noise robustness of such a
system, the features have to be selective in the low modulation frequencies. This
feature is similar to human listeners who rely more on time context in very noisy
conditions. Moreover, the insight gained in this study suggests that conventional
ASR systems might benefit from using multi-range dynamic coefficients.
In our study on human-inspired features, we observed that an exemplar-based
ASR system yields lower performance at high SNR levels, compared to recognizers
that use supervised learning methods, such as Multi-layer perceptrons, for esti-
mating the posterior probability of sub-word units. This motivated us to include
learning in the construction of the dictionary for sparse coding. Therefore, the
third study of the thesis (Chapter 5) was on customizing the dictionary learn-
ing procedure in such a way that the probabilistic classification accuracy is also
considered as an objective during learning. A dictionary learned in that way was
expected to provide improved estimated posterior probabilities of speech units in a
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sparse classification procedure. For this purpose we proposed class-likelihood con-
sistent dictionary learning, which not only minimizes the reconstruction error of
sparse coding, but is additionally constrained in such a way that the sparse codes
also provide an accurate estimation of the class membership probabilities for each
observation. We showed that the proposed method yields superior performance,
both in terms of classification accuracy and in terms of the accuracy with which
class likelihoods are estimated. However, the success of the proposed method in
speech recognition tasks depends on whether we are able to provide suitable refer-
ence class-likelihood vectors and also on whether or not the recognizer back-end is
able to benefit from the improved class-likelihood consistency. We continued the
study by investigating the extent to which posterior probability estimation based
on learned dictionaries increases noise robustness in a sparse coding based ASR
system. From the experimental results, we can conclude that in the absence of
noise samples to train the classifier with or to form a noise exemplar dictionary
from, our proposed learning method will provide a solution which, compared to
MLP or an exemplar approach, is more noise robust.
The insights gained from the three studies can be combined to sketch a promising
future for noise-robust ASR systems in the absence of the huge amounts of data
that are needed for training deep neural networks.

Samenvatting
Automatische spraakherkenning (ASH) is een proces waarin akoestische kenmerken
van spraaksignalen gebruikt worden om die signalen om te zetten in een rij wo-
orden. Geavanceerde ASH systemen werken heel goed met spraak die opgenomen
is in rustige omgevingen. Maar als de signalen ’vervuild’ zijn door omgevings-
geluiden, muziek op de achtergrond of spraak van andere sprekers, dan zakt de
nauwkeurigheid waarmee woorden herkend worden aanzienlijk. Experimenten
waarin mensen luisteren naar spraak gecombineerd met achtergrondgeluid hebben
aangetoond dat mensen dat soort spraak met een veel grotere nauwkeurigheid
herkennen dan ASH systemen. Dit suggereert dat het menselijke auditieve sys-
teem meer relevante informatie uit verruiste spraaksignalen kan halen dan de meest
geavanceerde ASH systemen. In dit proefschrift hebben we geprobeerd om kennis
over het menselijke auditieve systeem te gebruiken bij de ontwikkeling van ASH
systemen, met de bedoeling om de herkenprestaties in lawaaierige omgevingen te
verbeteren.
In de eerste studie waarvan dit proefschrift verslag doet (Hoofdstuk 2) hebben
we onderzocht of de topologische ruimte waarin spraaksignalen gerepresenteerd
zijn gebruikt kan worden voor het reconstrueren van die segmenten in de spectro-
temporale representatie die overstemd worden door het achtergrondlawaai. Die
poging is gebaseerd op het inzicht dat de manier waarop de akoestische kenmerken
van spraaksignalen kunnen veranderen in de tijd beperkt wordt door het feit dat
die signalen geproduceerd zijn door het menselijke articulatie-apparaat. De fysieke
kenmerken van dat apparaat zorgen ervoor dat het niet op een willekeurige manier
van vorm, en daarmee van akoestische eigenschappen, kan veranderen. Daarom is
het aannemelijk dat de dimensionaliteit van de (waarschijnlijk niet-lineaire) topol-
ogische ruimte waarin spraaksignalen bestaan veel kleiner is dan de dimensie van
de akoestische observaties. We hebben een Bayesiaans model ontwikkeld dat de
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niet-lineaire topologie benadert als een mix van lineaire probabilistische principale
componenten analysatoren. Een heel compact model van die topologie maakt het
mogelijk om de elementen van spectro-temporele representatie die ontbreken door-
dat ze overstemd zijn door achtergrondlawaai te reconstrueren. We konden laten
zien dat onze methode de spectra van verruiste signalen nauwkeurig kan recon-
strueren, mits er een minimaal aantal betrouwbare, niet door achtergrondlawaai
overstemde, elementen beschikbaar zijn. De reconstructie van de spectra leidde
tot een significante verbetering van de prestaties van een conventioneel ASH sys-
teem voor een klein en voor een middelgroot vocabulaire. Het bleek ook dat de
herkenprestaties tamelijk ongevoelig zijn voor verschillen in het achtergrondlawaai
en voor het effect van verschillende typen microfoon. Die bevindingen versterken
de claim dat onze benadering van de topologische ruimte van de spraaksignalen
een goede representatie vormt van de natuurlijke variatie in die signalen.
In de tweede studie (Hoofdstuk 3 en 4) hebben we geprobeerd om een representa-
tie van akoestische spraaksignalen te ontwikkelen die zo goed als mogelijk aansluit
bij de werking van het menselijke perifere auditieve systeem. Die representatie
is gebaseerd op het modulatiespectrum, dat een rijke en redundante benadering
levert van de empirisch bepaalde tonotopische representatie in de hersenstam en
in de auditieve cortex. Om de waarschijnlijkheid dat een kort stukje signaal corre-
spondeert met een fonetische eenheid (een klank) te berekenen hebben we gebruik
gemaakt van een techniek die die eenheden probeert te benaderen als een som van
een klein aantal voorbeeldsignalen (exemplar-based sparse coding). Die methode
vereist geen voorafgaande reductie van de dimensionaliteit, en garandeert daarmee
dat er niet bij voorbaat potentie¨el relevante informatie weggegooid wordt. Er zijn
ook interessante overeenkomsten tussen de op voorbeelden gebaseerde methode en
de manier waarop tonotopische representaties in de hersenen verwerkt worden. We
hebben de invloed onderzocht van de manier waarop de modulatiespectra berek-
end worden, en met name van het aantal filters en de plaatsing van de filters of de
frequentie-as in de modulatiefilterbank. Hoewel het gebruik van modulatiespectra
altijd een verbetering opleverde ten opzichte van klassieke spectro-temporele rep-
resentaties is gebleken dat het vooral van belang is dat het oplossend vermogen in
de lage frequenties groot is. Dit komt overeen met bevindingen uit luisterexperi-
menten met mensen, die zich juist en met name in lawaaierige situaties verlaten op
continu¨ıteit in de evolutie van spectra over de tijd. De resultaten van deze studie
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maken het waarschijnlijk dat toekomstige ASH systemen baat zullen hebben van
het combineren van korte- en lange-termijn akoestische kenmerken.
In de tweede studie zagen wij steeds dat exemplar-based sparse coding voordeel
biedt in lawaaierige situaties, maar dat dat in zekere mate ten koste gaat van
de nauwkeurigheid van de herkenning in ruisvrije omgevingen. Dat leidde tot de
derde studie (Hoofdstuk 5) waarin we geprobeerd hebben om de voorbeeldsignalen
in de zuinige codering te vervangen door bouwblokken die geleerd kunnen worden
uit trainingdata, op een zodanige manier dat die bouwblokken voldoen aan twee
voorwaarden: ze moeten leiden tot een nauwkeurige benadering van onbekende
stukjes spraak, en tegelijkertijd moeten ze leiden tot een nauwkeurige schatting van
de waarschijnlijkheid dat een onbekend stukje spraak correspondeert met een van
de sub-woord eenheden. Voor dit doel hebben wij een bestaande methode voor het
leren van bouwblokken, die alleen gericht was op nauwkeurige benadering, verder
ontwikkeld. Op kunstmatige gegenereerde testdata levert onze nieuwe methode
zowel een betere classificatie als een betere schatting van de waarschijnlijkheid
van de klassen op. In de praktijk hangt de kracht van onze methode sterk af van
de betrouwbaarheid waarmee de gelijkenis en de verwarbaarheid van de klassen (in
ons geval de sub-woord eenheden) in de trainingdata geannoteerd kunnen worden.
Voor toepassingen in ASH is het bovendien van belang tot op welke hoogte de
decoder kan profiteren van nauwkeurigere schatting van de waarschijnlijkheid van
de sub-woord eenheden. Uit onze experimenten blijkt dat de nieuwe manier om
bouwblokken te leren vooral voordelen biedt in situaties waarin het niet mogelijk
is om voorbeelden van spraaksignalen aan te vullen met voorbeelden van relevante
ruissignalen.
Door de inzichten uit de drie studies te combineren wordt het mogelijk om nieuwe
ASH systemen te ontwikkelen die robuust zijn tegen achtergrondlawaai, zonder
daarbij een beroep te hoeven doen op de gigantische hoeveelheden trainingdata
die nodig zijn voor de diepe neurale netwerken.
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